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CHAPl'ER I

IlffRODUC'l'ION TO THE STUDY

A. Need for the Study
When the operator of a machine in a factory is absent an adequate
replacement 13 immediately provlded:>o that the maximum output of the
mtlchine, in both qWllity and quantity, is maintained.
elementary school class is absent, an

adeq~te

Io.rr.en a teacher of an

replacement mayor may not be

j,rovided and the optimum educational output of the class mayor may not be
maintained.
The two situations are obviously not completely analogous.

A trained

and professional teacher is more difficult to replace than even a highly
sldllelt machine operator; teaching ia more of an art and a science than a
mechanical process; children are thinking, reacting, functioning organisms
not inanimate

COgB,

gears and levers; and the growth and development of the

children are infinitely more important and complex then are the products of
the most ingenious mechanical device.
However, industry will not tolerate the economic unproductlv1ty of a
nonfunctlonlng machine, but in the vastly more important area of the elementary school classroom, much of the pupils' time 1s wasted and the educative process slowed down. Sidetracked, or even retarded when the regular
teacher is absent.

This danger can be resolved only by the prOVision ot
1

2

trained, professional substitute teachers who can assume the duties of the
absent teachers and carry on efficiently the activit1es engaged 1n by the
classes with a minimum disturbance to the educative process.
The problem of instructional continuity has many ramif1cations including
the training of teachers, the recruiting of substitute teachers, and the
administration ot" the 8ubati tute teacher service, allot which, since they
are the primary responsibilities of activities and agenCies other than the
local school .. are not within the province of this study.

Their considers ...

tion, however, cannot be ignored or discounted since they have indirect but

.

important effects upon the working relatlonlihips between the regular teachers
and their temporary replacements.
It 11 with these relationships between the substitute teacher in the
local school and the members of the school staff and the effects of these
relationships on the continuous education of the children that th:ts study 1s
concerned.

More specifically 1t is concerned w1 th the materials.. services,

and instructions with which the substitute teacher must be provided in order
to figuratively step :I.nto the absent teacher's shoes and perform the multitudlnous and diverse :functions of the classroom teacher.

It is also con-

eerned with how this substitution must be accomplished efficiently and in
accord with the routine procedures of the school and the individual classroom so that the class as

8

group functions normally and the children

continue the orderly acquisition of Skills, attitudes, and facts.
To return to the analogy introduced previously, the substitute machine
operator in a factory, often merely moves from a machine in one department
to a .chine in the same or in another department of the same factory.

The

3
transition is relatively simple involving at most the learning of the s1mple
techniques needed to operate the machine.

In the local school the problem

i5 much more complicated since the substitute teacher invariably 1s
unacquainted not only with the children but with the classroom, the school,
and the scbool community.
In a large ctty school system, such as that of Chicago, tbere are many
diverse racial, socio-economic and religious factors which are reflected 1n
tbe cultures and conduct found 1n the various schools.

The substitute

teacher must adjust her techniques and methods and often her language and
,

personality to adapt to the needs·at the various communities and this

sr~

must do almost daily as she is called on to work in the various city neighborhood schools.
She 1s a stranger not only to the community but also to the school
building.

She does not know the floor plan of the building or the location

of such essential arens as the restrooms, lunchroom, office, or even of her
classroom.

She does not know the policies of the school, the everyday

routines; the daily program, or the bell schedule.

Literally she does not

knm< where she is to hang her hat.
At the human relations level she is unacquainted with her principal and
he!' fellow teachers to whom she must turn for directions, adVice, and help.
But all these problems confronting the sUbstitute teacher are peripheral

to her central snd taxing responsibility.

She must control and teach a

class of forty or more boys and girls as strange to her as she is to them.
She must provide the activities and experiences that will toster their
educationsl growth without deviating from the absent teacher's plans or from

4

the routines to wh1ch the children are accustomed, since to vary the program
or routines may iny1 te discipline problems and alt:lost certainly will result
in the interruption 01' the lea.rning activities.

.3he must do allot' these

things while locating needed materials, learn1nr:; the names of the children,
responding to unknown bell signals, and preparing for her next lesson.
I~

the machine operator in the factory is dependent on his supervisors

anu co-workers for help in operating a strange or little known machine, the

substitute teacher in the school 10 much more dependent on her principal and
her fellow teachers for help in learning the characteristics ot the school
,

communi ty, the floor plan of the building, the l"'outines and policies of the
school, and the location of materials in her classroom.

She is also

dependent, for assistance in managing the classroom and teaching the class,

on the absent teacher whom. she never meets but of whose ability and personality she often-learns much.
B.

Purpose of the Study
The p1.lrpose of the present study is to evolve a suggestive program for

improving the vorkin;::; relationships between the s1.lbstitute teachers and the
reg1.l1ar teachers 11'1 the elementary schools of the Chicago Public School
System.

An effort w111 be made to outline such a program, to ind1ca.te the

various individuals who would be involved, to define the responsibilities of
these individuals, and to suggest the materials and the techniQ.ues to be
employed in the program.
The major problem of this study may be resolved into the following
apec:t.fic problems for which solutions will be sought:

5
1.

\<lhat are the e:xisting methods s.nd techniques used by schools and

teachers to enable the substitute teacher to relieY'e the regular teacher
most effectively?
2.

v:'hat are the best ways b;y ilhich the substitute teacher and the

regular teacher may supplement each other in promoting the most effective and
continuous educational experiences of Children?

.3. 1\'hst activities, techniques and materials are most valuable to the
substitute teacher in her shoTt stay in a sebool?

4.

How can a program to encourage the most effective teamwork between

the substitute teachers and the regular teadiers be formulated?
C.

Background of the Study

A study of the background of the substitute teacher situation in Chicago
is necess81'7 for a complete understanding of the working relations between
the regular and substitute teachers in the elementary schools.

There are

many factors that have an indirect but nevertheless, important ei'fect on

these relationships.

Same of these conditions, such as the supply of sUb-

stitute teachers, are common to all school systems both large and small, but
others of them are peculiar to large, heterogeneous systems, or to the
Chicago system alone.

They should not be ignored in a study concerned with

the working relationships between the regular and substitute teachers.
This section is concerned with such basic, but indirect influences on
the working relations between the substitute and regular teachers in the
elen& nta1'7 schools of Chi cago as the need. for substitute teaehers in the
schools, the diffieulties involved in providing replacements for absent

6
teachers, the requirements for temporary certificates, and the classes of
substitute teachers.
According to the Bureau of Teacher Personnel there are almost 12,000
teaching positions in the elementary schools and 3,500 in the high schools
of the Chicago Public School System.

Nearly 10,000 of the elementary and

3,000 of the high school positions are filled by regularly assigned teachers
holding permanent certificates.

The remaining 2,500 positions are vacancies

occupied by teachers holding temporary certificates only.

The Board of

Examiners is charged with the duty of keeping the almost 450 schools of the
,

city staffed with qualified teachers, and with providing enough qualified
temporary teachers to fill all of the vacancies, short or long, that occur
in the ranks of more than 15,500 teachers.
To accomplish this second purpose it annually issues about 8,000 temporary certificates.

Teachers holding these certificates fill the vacancies

in the elementary and high schools and provide the corps of substitute
teachers who, day-by-day, fill temporary vacancies caused by the absence of
the teachers in the schools.

It would seem that this large number of tem-

porary certificate holders (about one for every two teaching positions)
would provide more than enough substitute teachers for the needs of the
schools, but unfortunately it does not.

The figure is misleading since many

holders of temporary certificates do not become substitute teachers in
Chicago.

Others teach for a short time and for many, often undetermined,

reasons drop out of the corps of substitute teachers.

This unexplained loss

to the system of thousands of temporary teachers as well as the necessity of
filling the large

n~ber

of vacant teaching positions greatly reduces the

"'.
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number of temporary certificate holders available for day-to-day relief work
in the :;chools.

It is w1th these holders of temporary certificates who are

available to replace absent teachers for short terms, the day-to-day sub·
at! tute teachers, that this study is concerned.
The Bureau of Teacher Personnel reports that the rate of absence of the
teachers 1n Chicago, although not unusually high, has been inoreasiug in
recent years.

The most common reasons given for absence are personal 111-

ness, sickness in the home, end deeth 1n the family_

Sickness in the home

has been increasing as a callse of teacher absence probably beCQuse ot' the
,

large number of teachers presently employed who are mothers of small children.
These same teachers are often absent because uf the difficulties in obtain1ng the services of baby sitters.

Inclement weather, such as blizzards and

storms, 1s another cause of absence that has been increasing in recent years.
Because of the movement ot many teachers from the city to residences in the
suburbs and of their dependence on the automobile tor transportation many
teachers are unable to report for duty in bad weather.
Teachers are not absent as a rlile according to Glny sequenceJthat is in
a given school one teacher may be out today, none tomorrow, bllt five may be
absent 'the next day.

The Subst1tute Center reports that the number of calls

for the services of substitute teachers bas varied from a minimum of five in
one day to a maximum of approximately 90C on another day.
To insure the continuous education of the children in the elementary
schools a corps of substitute teachers large enough to fill the maximum
number of vacancies due to teacher absence must be maintained.
difficult1es.

This involves

The aubstitute teachers must be recruited at a time when the

8
ntllIlber of qualified personnel is 1n short supply.

Since the number of absent

regular teachers and, therefore, t.he need for the services of substitute
teachers fluctuates daily, all of the substitute teachers cannot be guaranteed regular employment.

Many, therefore I seek pod tiona in other fields

thereby creating the necessity of a continuou.s recruitment and replacement
program by the Board of Examiners.
The mere existence of an adequate corps of replacement teachers is not
enough to insure the continuous education of the children.

Its members must,

usually on very short notice, be placed in the classrooms vacated by the
,

absent teachers.

This difficult assignment 18 handled by the central

Substitute Center.
The varying rate of "teacher absence presents the Subot! tute Center with
a problem.

The delays caused by the peak perIods sometime result in the

substitute teachers reporting to their assigned schools after classes are 1n
session.
Other problems are caused by the vast area encompassed by the cIty.
Substitute teachers cannot be indiscriminately assigned to schools but must
be carefully placed.

It may take hours for a substitute teacher who lives

1n a northern suburb to travel from her home to a south side school.
Inclement weather adds to these difficulties of travel while increasing the
demand for the services of SUbstitute teachers by the schools.

The homes of the substitute teachers are not spread uniformly about the
eity, 1n fact most ot them are located 1n areas where the services of substltute teachers are least needed.

Very rew of them are in the areas where

the large crovded schools are located.

I""""
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Since the supply of personnel trained and qualified to be substitute
teachers is
se!~icea

80

limited, the Substitute Center has been forced to accept the

ot any that are available and on their own terms.

Consequently

several types of difficulties occur which are reported by the Director of the
Substitute Center: the refusal of many substitute teachers to be available
except on certain stipulated days; the refusal of many to teacb in any scbool
but tbe ones they specify; and the refusal of many to accept the first
assignment offered to them..
The added clerical tasks imposed on tbe statf of the Substitute Center
,

by

the necessity of using these types of substitute teachers slows down the

filling ot vacancies In the schools and sometimes results in pOSitIons being
unfilled although the services of some substitute teachers are not being
used.

Unfortunately these unfilled positions are often in large crowded

schools where the presence of teachers is
estimated that

beea~se

~ost

urgently needed.

of the conditions cited on some days

rooms 1n Ch1cago are without the services of a regular or

2C~

It bas been
to 250 class-

subst1t~te

teacher.

Temporary certif1cates are issued by the Board of Exam1ners to cand1dates who fulfill the following reqUirements.

They must be citizens of the

United States and at least nineteen years of age.

They must possess the

character, scholarship and general fitness to teach as required by the
Illin01s School Code and adjudged by the Board of Examiners and they

m~8t

m.eet specified physical requirements.
All candidates for temporary certH'1estes to teach in the elementary
schools are required to have a Bachelor's Degree based on four years of
training 1n a fully accredited college and fifteen semester hours 1n

10
elementary education.

For grades three to eight, methods courses in at least

twO of' the following sUbjects are required: art thmetic, language arts,
science, and social studies.

For kindergarten-primary grades, at least two

of the f'olloving courses are necessary: kindergarten methods, beginnIng
reading and early chIldhood education.
All candidates tor temporary certificates to teach 1n the h1gh schools
are requIred to have a Bachelor's Degree based on four years of training 1n
8

fully accredited college, fIfteen semester hours 1n education and sixteen

semester hours in the specific subject of their certificates.
It would seem that these professIonal
larly 1n the areas of methods of teaching.

,
l~quirements

are minimal partlcu-

No courses at all in practice

teaching or in classroom management are speCified, nor is teaching experience
necessary.

The Board of Examiners has recommended t.hat all potential teach-

ers should take these courses but due to the shortage of candidates for
temporary certificates they have been unable to make them mandatory.

Many

su.bat! tute teachers, therefore, are sent Ollt to conduct classes in the
elementary schools with a minimum of

prei~ration

in methods and w1th

absolutely no experience in teaching.
The subst1 tute teachers may be classified in seversl ways :by type of
certificate, into elementary and high school substitute teachers} by continu.1ty of employment, into those teaching from day-to .. day and those occupying
full time vacancies; and by rights and privileges, into the so-called
"number subs" Temporary Employed Teachers (T. E. T. 's).
The classification of SUbstitute teachers by types of certificates into
kindergarten-primary, elementary, and h:t.gh school teachers has been discussed

11

previously 1n this chapter.

However, it should be pointed out that although

the temporary certificate specifies the grades or subjects in which the
holder is certified to teach, and that such grades or subjects are determined
by the professional preparation of the holder, much deviation is encountered

in actual practice.

Due to the relatively larger supply of high school sub-

stitute teachers than of either ele.nt8ry or kindergarten-primary substitute
teachers, the former are often called on to uwork outside of their certiticates" and fill vacancies caused by the absence of teachers in the elementary
schools.

The presence in the elementary schools of such unqualified teachers
,

is reported to have a detrimental effect on the working relations between the
substitute and regular teachers, since the regular teachers are not aware of
the emergency caUSing the assignment but are aware of the disorder that often
results from it.
The second classification of substitute teachers into those occupying
long term vacancies and those doing day-to-day work in different schools
probably occurs more otten by accident than by intention.

When informed of

a need for a Bubstitute teacher 1n a vacancy or a long absence, the
Substitute Center makes every effort to supply the best substitute teacber
available.

Schools also tend to keep the better substitute teachers in tbe

longer assignments and drop inefficient or marginal ones at the first
opportunity.

It ia obvious, theretore, that the cream of the substitute

teacher crop is8dmmed off by the
vacancies and long leaves.

S~b.t1t~te

Center and the schools to fill

Although exceptions to this rule of thumb eXist,

the tnefficiency of some of the group of day-to-day substitute teachers has
had a deleterious effect on the working relations between Bubst1tute teachers

-
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in general and regular teachers.
The third classificat10n of substItute teachers into the so-called
"number subs» and the Temporary Employed Teach1.!rs (1'. E. If.' s) indicates an
attemr;,t by the Boord of Education to reward meritorious service and 'to
encourage superior substitute teachers 'to becCJ(lle regularly assigned teachers.
All holders of temporary certificates are, on applicatio::l, issued numbers by the Substl tute Center and thereby become "number subs If.

They are

employed on a day-to-day basis being payed only for days of actual employment
in the schools.

They receive no sick leave privileges but do have pension
,

rights.

Credit toward a pension is given for every pay period of two weeks

in which the teacher has worked three days.
An elite group of these "number subs", at present approximating 700,
has been selected because of the present or potential ability of its members
as teachers, to fill vacancies 1n the teaching ranks.

They must also be

successful in a very short, fifteen minute written examination.

'l'he members

of this group are guaranteed tu1l employment for the entire school year and
pay for school holidays.

They receive the same siek leave and pension bene-

fits as the regular teachers.

They must, however, agree to take the examin-

etlon for a regular certificate within a year, or it not fully qualified for
the examination they must agree to complete the requ.1rements \lithin a year.
A Temporary Employed Teacher \lhC! fails the examination twice 1s dropped from
this pr1 vileged group but may continue \lorking as

8

"number sub It in day ...to-

day assignments.
The members of this special group of subsU tute teachers" because of
their presence full-time in one school only I are probably better classified
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as beginning teachers U>.an as substitute teachers.

Although many were con-

Bulted and made valuable contributions to this study, their daily

e~~eriences

are not typical of those of substitute teachers in general.
D.

Basic ASBumptions of the Study
It should be recognized at the outset that many or most of the substitute

teachers in the Chicago elementary schools are beginning teachers.

The

statement of felt needs at any point 1n a beginning teacher's career 1s
relative to the stage of that career at which it was obtained.
statement has only a transient validity.

Thus any

Net'ds in many areas can be

adequately met only with experience which the teacher must acquire personally.

Many of the needs are the unartlculated needs which are recognized

only vaguely by the teacher as disturbances.

Some important needs may not be

recognized by the teacher at all.
While all these conditions may be true and present, and will be taken
under consideration in the study, it 1s felt that the most important phase
to be considered is the alleviation of the expressed needs at the time they
are encountered, even though they may have a tendency to disappear with
experience.

The pressure of these disturbances to the teacher may be out of

all proportion to their importance.

W1th satisfaction reached at these

poInts, the teacher should tend to grow professionally at a greater rate.
E.

Definitions

The term Bubstitute teachers in this study reters to certain teachers
generally known

8S

"on-call", "day..to-day·', or "temporaries

tI

j

In other

Words, to teachers who fill in tor regular teachers when they are 111 or for
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some other reason have to he away from work.

Such teachers usually work

only a day, a few days, or a few weeks at any g1ven school.
The terms re5ular te.chers, assigned teachers. or regularll assigned
refer to teachers who are occupying permanent full time teaching
-teachers
pos1 tiona 1n the schools.
three terms are used interchangeably in this
The

study.
The term vacancl reters to • teaching pod tion not filled by a perman-

ently assigned regular teacher.
F.

IJ.mitat1onsof the Study
It is the purpose of the present study to treat only such problema

confronting or caused by substitute teachers a3 can be handled in the local
schools by the school staffs.

It 1s recognized that there are many funds-

mental and related problems that have a causative effect on these local
problems but whose solutions are the responsibilities of other agencies.
Although they lie beyond the limits of this

st~dy

they will be pointed out 1n

their relat10n to relevant problems.
G.

Procedures Used 1n the Study
In developing the aims of the study two lines of attack were used.

first, directed at substitute teachers, consisted of a

~ueatloc~lre

The

and an

interview designed to gather information about the working relations and
working conditions of the Bubstitute teachers in the schools.

The second,

directed at regular teachers, consisted of an interview designed to gather
information concerning the relatione between the regular teachers and their
substitutes and also between the schools end the substItute teachers.
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It is 1n keeping w1 th democratic practices in educational administration
that in formulating a program to enhance cooperatIon between the regular

classroom teachers and their substitutes the advice and opInions ot both
grOUPS, as the affected groups, be considered as baaic.
1.

Construction and Description ot the Instruments

The Items ot the questionnaire were the final selections trom an orIginal
lIsting ot over tvo hundred.

This original li8t1ng wa. derived from the

literature reviewed 1n this study, trom personal observation, and from consultatIons with principals and with the Director ot the Substitute Center
of the Chicago Public Schools. The resultint listing was repetItious,
unwieldy, and due to its several sources, often inapplicable to the situation
1n

Chicago.

The tinal listings were evolved by JWUCIOU8 elimination of

items deemed of minor importance, by consultation with faculty members of
the Graduate School of Loyola University, and by experimental applicat10n of
the long list on volunteer subjects.

The questionnaire was further refined

after being administered to fifteen substitute teachers.
The first part ot' the questionnaire consisted of torty-one questions.
The

individual responding was asked to indicate whether a given activity or

device was eXperienced by her at her latest substituting assignment and 1f
so, to what extent it bad been helpful.

Answers to these questions were intended to reveal the manner in which
the substitute teacher was received in the school; the materials and services
provided for her by the school administration and the classroom teacher; the
preparation of the class for

work1n~

vith her; the materials and techniques

she used; and the assistance sbe received from other members of the school
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staff.
The second part of the questionnaire consisted of three questions

designed to determine the scope of the material in the regular teacher's
lesson plan that was covered and the amount ot written work submitted by the
students that

WIII.S

corrected by the fJubati tute

t~e&cher.

The third section of the questionnaire contained a checking device on
which the substitu.te teacher was to indicate her estimate of the attitude of
the various individuals comprising the school staff and of the pupils toward
her.

.

A fourth part of the questionnaire was proVided as a safeguard against
any restrictions or inhibitions on the part of the respondents that might
have been introduced by the nature of the techniques used 1n the first three
parts of the questionnaire and to provide an opportunity tor the respondents
to add ideas and suggestions of their own or to elaborate their repl1es.

The

substitu.te teachers vere asked to write their opinions or _ite suggestions
on types of lesson plans, handling ot discipline problems, reporting to the
regular teacher, and improving their working relations with the regular
teachers.
After the completion of the quest.ionnaire study I interviews were con ..
ducted with a sampling of substitute teachers in order to validate the
replies to the questionnaires.

It was also thought that intormation of

importance might be forthcoming 1n oral answers that the respondents misht
have been unwilling or unable to put into writing.
The substitute teachers were allowe1 to talk at length 1n response to
five leading questions.

What could the school do to make the substitute

-
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teacher's stay most effective?

What materials provided by the school and

the regular teacher are most helpful to the stlbst1ttlte teacher?

What

materials and techniques of her own had she found to be most useful?
type of lesson plans did sbe f1nd most useful?

What

What sIlggest10ns could she

make to Itnprove the W'ork1ng relations 'between the substitute teacher and the
regular Uilacher?
As pointed Otlt prev!otlsly, the seoorld Une of

directed at regular teachers.

attack in the ettldy

W88

It consisted of interviews desIgned to gather

informtion concerning the working relationa between the regular teachers
,

and their substitutes and also between the sChools and the stlbati'tute

teachers.
It was felt that a more valid response would be obtained from the

regular teachers throu.gh the use of the interview technique rather than by
the use of questionnaires.

The questionnaire by its nature might be suggest-

ive as to what should be done instead 01" what lei being done.
bias are more easily detected in interViews.

Attitudes and

Teachers are more apt to

express opinions freely ..,hen not asked to IJtlt them in writing.
tty to quality or extend answers 1s also possible in

8.

An

opportun-

conterence.

Further,

the interViewer is able to follow up leads or small clues and thus get more
complete answers.
The questions used in the interviews vere selected by elimination in

the same manner as previously described for those used 1n the questionnaire.

In the interview the teacher was asked to describe the usual routine
for receiving substitute teachers at her school.

'!he second question

concerned the materials the regular teacher provided tor her SUbstitute.

-
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Tbe teacher vas then asked for a description of her lesson plan, its length
and comprehensiveness.

Question four wao concerned with the materials the

subs ti tute teacher could provide for herseH'.

:iuestion ti ve vas concerned

with the advance prepara'tion of the clasG for working with a substitute

teacher.

'lbe sixth Q.uestion was aimed at finding what the regular teacher

expected of her substitute, in regard to marking papers, special duties, and
coverage of the days work.

The regular teacher was then asked to describe

the condition ot' her room and class on her return from an absence.

The next

question concerned the attitude of substitute teachers in the school and the
,

last Q.uest1on was a request for 8uggeations to improve the working relations
between the regular and substitute teachers.
Preliminary interviews were conducted with eight pl'1ncipals and teachers
in an attempt to the questions and to perfect the techniques 1o-vo1 ved.
aUi~est1ons

2.

Their

and comments resulted in the refinement of the qu.est1ons.

'1'.he Sampling and the Administration of the Instruments

On AprIl 30, 1958, the day the sampling was made, there were 2,239
SI.lbst1 tute teachers registered 1n the Substitute Center who were certified

to teach in grades one to eight in the Chicago PublIc School System.

Of

this number 1,264 were occupying long term leaves or vacancies 1n the schools.
There were 915 substitute teachers working or available for call.

Of these

528 were already at schools for terms of indeterminate length and 1.47 vere
available for call on the follOWing school day.

Since the study is concerned with the experiences of the day-to-day
subst1tute teachers, the first group occupying long leaves or vacancies was
l10t

cons1dered at this time.

It was also felt that the second grou.p,
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already assigned to schools, some of them for weeks or months, was not a
reliable source of information concerning such details as their reception at
the schools and their

exr~r1ences

during the first and the following days.

The third group of 447 substitute teachers was ready and available for
call on the following school day.

Since the questIons were to be annwered

1n the lIght of the substitute teacher's experiences at her last school,
it was felt that more valid and reliable answers would be received from this
group_

Their experiences would be more recent and consequently more clear

In their minds.

They would, probably, have greater experience 1n day-to-day
,

substitute teach1tlg and thererore their estimates or the value of the
materials and techniques would be more valid.
have had all their experience 1n one school.

They would be less lIkely to
From this group, 223 names,

representIng half of those available, were drawn alternately.

The first two

hundred names were used in the study; the remaining twenty-three names vere
held 1n reserve, to be used 1n the event any of the questionnaires were
returned by the postal authorities as undeliverable, due to faulty addresses.
Nine of the original two hundred letters were returned by the postal authorIties, and so the names vere replaced by the next nine ot tbe reserve names.
During the second week of June, 1958, two hundred questionnaires, eacb
witb a stamped return envelope and a covering letter, were sent to the
sampling of substitute teacbers.

The covering letter (Appendix A) explained

how access to the individual's name and address had been obta1ned, the
approvel of the Substitute Center end the a1ms of and reasODS for the
proposed study.

During the first week fourteen telephone calls were

received by the writer from subst1tute teachers who had received the

-questionnaire.

All expressed interest, offered cooperatton, and hoped that

the study would succeed 1n improving the lot of the substitute teacher.

Many

made suggestions and expanded their replies to the questionnaire.
Two veeks later, June 3C, 1958, eighty-six completed questionnaires had
been returned.

A series of telephone calls vas then made to those not

replying, resulting in the return of fifty-tvo more completed questionnaires.
In all a total of 138 completed questionnaires (69 per cent) was returned.
A larger return might have resulted if the questionnaires had been sent
out a week or two earlier since thirty-tour recip1ents of the questionnaires
bad left the city on summer vacations.

Thls:fact was determined from the

people answering the calls or by the telephone company reporting that the
telephones were temporarily disconnected.
The sampling ot regular teachers to be interviewed was made on a
geographic Oasis so that all types of schools, 1n all sections of the City,
with the widest variety of neighborhoods, racial backgrounds and socioeconomic differences would be represented.

It was felt that types of regular

teachers, practices, and attitudes would be better sampled by this method of
selection than by a random sampling.

One teacher was selected at random

from each of three elementary schools in each of the eighteen school districts
of Chicago, a total of fifty-four, to be interviewed.
All the regular teachers were greatly intersated and cooperative} they
expressed themselves willingly and freely.

The length of the interviews

varied from fitteen minutes to fifty-five minutes, the average being twentyfive minutes.
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The teachers were allowed to talk freely being guided by the leading

questions listed 1n the previous section of this chapter with the interviewer
seeking answers to secondary items under the leadIng questions.

If the

respondent did not cover all the items in her answer, she was asked the
specific question directly.
Question tj, "What do you expect of the substitute teacher?" waa sometimes answered "Noth1ng n •

In such cases it wss changed to t'What would you

11ke the substitute teacher to dO?"
Following the interviews with the regular teachers further interviews
were conducted with fifty-four substitute te_chers selected at random from
the complete tiles of 2,239 elementary substitute teachers of the Substitute
Center.

A Table of Random Numbers from Selective Service Numbers was used. l

This type of sampling was used because:
1.

The questionnaires had been sent to known day-to-day substitute

teachers.

It was felt that valuable information might be Obtained from

substitute teachers 1n long-term leaves and vacancies at sohools but with
day-to-day
2.

exp~r1enee.

Because of the current shortage of regular teachers, superior

substitute teachers disappear from the day .. to-day available list as schools
use them to till longterm leaves or vaoancies.
are usually released first.

Leas able substitute teachers

It 1s possible, therefore, tbat the day-to-day

1

J. G. Pestmn ana R. Sohafer. A Table of Random lumbers from Select! VEt
Service Numbers, Journal ot Psycbology, 1942,""'29b ..

m.

-
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list does not contain the most efficient substitute teachers.

The sampling

of the entire group would tend to tap this reservoir of ability.

The interviewee was not restricted in her reply to her latest substi ..
tuting assignment as in the questionnaire .study I but could draw on her entire
experience as a substitute teacher.
These interviews were conducted at Gctools and at the homes of the substitute teachers.

Since a very large nu.n\ber of the vacancies filled by

substitute teachers b

concentrated in a relatively few large schools near

the center of the city I interviewing waG often considerably simplified hy
the presence of seYE9!"al of' the subati tute teachers to be interviewed in the
same building.

3 • '1're8 tment of the De. ta
The instrulnents used in this study were designed to gather t'olO general

types of data concerning the working relations between the substitute teacher
aDd

her co-workers in the schools.

The first type was concerned with the

methods and techniques presently used and the second with the value of these
technl\lues and recommendations for their improvement.
From these data two types of conclusions were drawn.

sisted of

8

The first con..

resume of the practices that exist and of their relative value

in increasing

~le

articulation between the regular teacher and her substitute.

The second consisted of a suggested program for improving this articulation

constructed from a synthesis of practices now 1n use and the Buggest10ns of
oubstltute and regular teachers.

The data gathered in the study and used 1n

the construction of the suggested program was SUpplemented by the recommendations of authorities writing 1n the literature.

C'RAP'rER II

The literature concerning the problem has been and continues to be
meager, despite the fact that the substitute teacher service has long constituted a problem of consequence.

In an early study of the problem,

Conners l in 1927 could find less than a dozen articles devoted primarily to
the substitute teacher service written dur1na the previous twenty years.
2

In 1955, twenty-eight years later, Lambert found that the literature coneerning the substitu.te teacher and the su.bstitute teaching service was sUll
severely limited, there being, in his opinion, as little available as on any
topic 1n public education.
Most of the available 11 terature does not stem t'ram !:lcientH1c studies

or large scale inquiries.

The majority of it relates the personal experi-

ences of 8ubstitute teachers in actual working situations and the efforts of
school administrators; regular teachers and substitute teachers to solve
problems of mutual concern.

IF. Herrick Conners, The Substitute Teacher Service In The Public
School•• Unpublished Doctor's Thesis, Ohio State UniversitY,iCOlumbUs, Oh10,

1927, 4.

2Sam M. Lambert, ~ Status ~ Working Relationships of Substitute
Teachers ~ Urban School Systems, Unpublished Doctor's ThesiS, George Washington University, Washington, D.C., 1955, 7.
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With one exception, the few larse seale inquiries described in the
lIterature were eIther entIrely or primarily concerned with the administration of the substitute teacher service or with the status of the substitute
teacher.

Investigations concerning her problems in the classroom and her

working relatIons with the regular teacher whom she relieves have been
reported either as parts of or incidental to broader studies.
The major sources of printed information pertInent to the present study
are:
1.

Research concerned with the lubstitute teacher 1n the public

schools.

2.

LIterature pertaIning to the personal experiences and the problema

of substitute teachers and to the efforts of the schools to minimize or
solve these problems.

3. Handbooks tor substItute teachers devised by various school systems
Bnd

9chools.
In the remainder ot this

the sources mentioned.

ct~pter

a section will be devoted to each of

When several phases of the problem are treated in

the same study or article each phase will be cona1dered separately

tOl"

pur ..

poses of the organization and clarIty of this paper.
A.

Studies Concerning the Substitute Teacher
What is probably the first serious study of the substitute teacher

service was made by Conners 3 • By the use of questionnaires, he in'Vestigated

3Conners, Subatitute Teacher SerVice, 41.
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the administration of the substitute teaching service and the effectiveness
of the substItute teachers in the classroom.
He found that the effectiveness of the substitute teacher vas restricted
by the failure of the regular 'teacher or the principal to supply her vith

certain materials and assistance essential to the proper performance of the
functions of a substitute teacher.

Couraes of study were made available to

only half of the substitute teachers.
available to the same proportion.

A planbook or outline of work vas

L1ttle or no supervision was reported

although the subst:1.tute teachers, thrust into

8n

unfamiliar setting with each

,

new period ot service, 1s particularly entitled to such assistance.

The substitute teachers were asked to rank the eight basic difficulties
believed to handicap their work.

Their ranking of the dIfficulties fol-

low8 4 ,

1.

Lack of time atter notification for preparation.

2.

Tbe absence of dattn! te information regarding work to be taught.

3. The pupils' realization that the estimate of their work given by
substitute teachers is not important.

4.

DiSCipline.

5. Lack of versatilIty required.

6. Lack of previous training 1n the work to be taught.
7. Inadequate prior experience.

B.

4

-

Failure of supervising officials to cooperate.

Ibid., 55-57.
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The following additional difficulties were volunteered by the substitute
teachers:

absence of needed helps (instructional materials, seating charts,

planbooks), improper attitude of regular teachers, personal shortcomings of
the substItute teacher (unacquainted with recent methods), and the failure
of the principal to give assistance.
Principals reported that items of

a~r~gement,

such as recess dutIes,

supervision of balls and dismissals occasioned the most dI:ff1cult:!.ea for
substitute teachel's.

In twenty-seven per cent of the cases the presence of

a substitute teacher was the reason for additional duties for the building
prinCipal.

These extra duties consisted pritbarily of disciplinary questions,

problems relating to administrative and clerical routines, and additional
supervision.
Additional duties, necessitated by the service o:f a substitute teacher,
were reported by one-balf ot the regular teachers.

These extra tasks

centered about' drill work or review covering the subject matter presented
by the substitute teacher, disciplinary problems, reorganization of the
semester program due to lost time, and the restoration of the classroom to
its former state o:f tidiness.

Approximately one-third ot the substitute

teachers failed to leave a record of the work covered during their stay for
the guidance of the regular teacher.
In 1954, MacV1tt1e 5 made a study of the substitute teacher service 1n

5Robert William MacVlttie, !2!. Substitute Teacher !!!. ~ Enf1jland,
Unpublished Doctor's ThesiB, New York University, .lew York, New York, 1.954,

51.
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New England and made recommendations for the integration of the work of the

substitute teacher with that of the regular teacher.
He found that more than half of the substitute teacher's problema
seemed to tall under the heading of daily planning or lack of :J.t.

Some

indication of what was going on 1n the class snould have been left by the
regular teacher.
Substitute teachers ranked the problem of pupil control next in importanca to them.

Many complained of the lack of cooperation on the part of the

pupils which resulted 1n the necessity of spending too much time acquiring
a semblance ot good pupil control.

It was r&ported that pupils tend to feel

that substitute teachers are a different and lesser kind of teacher.

Other

problems stem from the lack or available information concerning individual
differences, the preparatIon for instruction, and the lack of housekeeping
routinesMost prOblema confronting the regular teacher on her return resulted
from the substitute teacher's lack of attention to instructional procedures.
The substitute teachers dId not follow the program set up for them, wasted
or mis-used materials and destroyed the class' good working hab1ts.

Other

problems were caused by the substItute teacher's failure to take yard duty,
snarling up money collections, leaving messy classrooms, and leaving many
unmarked papers.
6
Lambert , working through the National Education Association Research

6Nat1onal Education ASSOCiation, Substitute Teachers in the Public
Schools, 1953-54, Research Bulletin, Volume XXXiII, No. 1,lfebTUary, 1955,
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Bureau, studied the status and working relationships of substitute teachers
in urban areas.

Parts ot this work

prQ\~ded

valuable information for the

present study.
The Bubstitute teachers were asked to list three of the most serious
obstacles to effective substitute work.

These reported Obstacles are listed

below in order of frequency.
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Lack of' adequate lesson plans.

Lack of peraonal information about pup:11s .... seat1ng charts to
identify them, personal characteristIcs.
Failure to a.cquaint substitute with special rules, rou'tines, and
schedules in partIcular schools.
Student behavior--diacipline problems.
failure of regular teachers to prepare students to work or cooperate with substitutes.
Too 11ttle help from central office, princIpals, supervisors, and
those in charge of substItutes.
Teaching out of fields of training and qualification.
Failure to acquaint SUbstitute with location and availability of
supplies and materials.
lack of information on courses of study for various grades.
lack of contacts with regular teachers--meetings, discussion
groups.
Attitude of regular teachers that substitutes are merely sitters,
policemen.
Uncertainty regarding return of regular teacher.
Inefficiency of regular teacher--pupils retarded, bad behavior,
poor vork habits.
Failure to inform substitutes of their extra duties--bus, playground" and cafeteria assignments.
Too vide a range of grndes and subjects taught.
Classes too large.
Too many class lnterrllpt1ons,-.announcements.

It is obVious that some of these obstacles are beyond the control of
the local school and of the classroom teacher and some are obstacles to the
effectiveness of the regular teacher as well as of the substitute teacher.
Although the regular teacbers and the local schools may often have been
at fault .. the aubstitut.e teachers, themselves, often failed to completely

rulfill their obligations toward tbe class and the regular teacher.

Nearly

half of them did not process all of the written work banded in while they
were in charge.

About one-third of them did not leave a written report of

the work accomplished during the absence of the regular teacher.

In a study conducted in the San Carlos elementary schools, reported by
Melendy and JOy7, a committee found the main problems ot substitute teachers
to be:

lack of recent training and experience I a feeling of inadequacy

because of having not been 1neide a classroom tor a considerable period of

tIme, insecurlty in modern methods of conducting classes, and the dIfferences
in procedures and standards met in various SChools_
In this subsection, the problems and dIfficulties of the substitute
teachers and the regular teachers caused by and for each other, as revealed
by the serious stUdies have been described.

It will be noted that the

classifications and term1nolOBY of the various studies dlffer necessitating
some interpreting and arbitrary grou.ping so that the findlngs my be com-

pared in the summaries.

The problems identified, after eliminating those

vhose cau.ae and remedy clearly lie ou.tslde the local school and, therefore,
outside the limits of this stu.dy, may be classified in terms of the
indl viduals most co.'1cerned 1

tbe prinCipal

eat~ed

problems or the au.bati tu.te teacher, problems of

by the presence of the SUbstitute teacher, and problema

confronting the returning regular teaCher.

7Ruth W. Melendy and Francella Joy, "Give the Substitute '!'eacher a
Break and Avoid Those Mministrative Headaches". ~ Nation'. School!, XLV,
March, 1950, 57-59.
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The most common problem of subst1 tute teachers was reported tobs the

lack of adequate lesson plans.

She 1s often tlot provided with other neces-

sary materials such as courses of

study~

information on extra duties, list

of procedures and routines peculiar to the school and the classroom, seating
chart, and adequate supplies.
There is often an attl tude preJudicia.l to the subst1 tuteteacber' IS
stature in the eyes of her pupils.
pollcetae.n.

She is considered a mere baby sitter or

She feels that she does not receive adequate cooperation or

supervision from the principal.
Control of the class and discipline rank high as problems to the sUbstitute teacher.

These are often the results ot lesser problems such as:

improper pupil attitude toward her, the pupils' realization that the substitute teacher·s estimate of their work 1s not considered important, and
the failure of the regular teacher to preilare the class to work with the
substitute teacher.

A very serious, but fortunately not common problem

confronting the substitute teacher 1s the inefficiency of the regular teacher
she 1s relieving; a condition manifested in retarded pupils, their bad work
habits, and their bad behavior.

Other problems of the substitute teacher are those concerned with her
own inadequacy; insufficient experience, insecurity 1n modern methods 1n
conducting a clasa, lack of information on courses ot study tor different
grades, lack of training in the work to be taueht, and the lack of ability
in classroom management and housekeeping routines.

Finally she has problema

concerning her extra-instructional duties in the halls, lunchroom, play
ground and at dismissals.
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The t,rcblcr;ts (Jf the school principel which were

Clll1!led

by t.he presence

of a Gubstitute teacher in his building were :t'cfvrted to be: added

!>up~r-

vis(;ry activities, increaaed administrative and clerical duties, and more
discipline.
The returning classroom teacher 15 confronted with a variet;)' of !-roblems,

the most I'..lbvious be1nt..; the restoration of the classroom to 1 ts lormer tidy
condi tion and the processing of the

~;ile

of unmarked r-apers on the desk..

Elhe ll'Iuat also get control of her class aga1n, handle the discipline hangovers, and restore the good working habits <.;1' the stl.1dents.

She often bas to

,

drill or review the work presented by her sulir.;tHute, or she must reorganize

the semester program due to the time lost.

Often she finds her supflies,

especia.lly Faper, have 'been misused or wasted, and milk money not collected.
Finally she mu.st repay the tea.cber who took her extra duties ,,,hile she was
absent.
In this second subdivision of this section desl1ng with studies concerni

n,~

the substi tutt: teacher are reported. tboze investigations which are

concerned with ,(,he means to overcome the d1f:Cicult1es and problems encountered by or caused by the ;"ubst1tute teacheru, anu the ways in which the local
school staff, t:Jart1cularly the regular tea.chers, can contribute to the
effectivenea;;; c:1' the :')ubstltute tea.chers.
Q

Connera\'; found that many of the basic :;:elt difficulties of the aui;ati*
tute teacher could be removed and her effectiveness increased: by specific

8

------......

'Conners, The Substitute Teacher Service,

- .....

56.

information on the work to be taught to be provided in advance by the regular
teacher, secondly, by remedial measures designed to change the attitude of
the pupils toward the substitute teacher, and lastly, by the prevention of
discipline problems.
More specific recommendations vere, the providing ot each substitute
teacher vith a course or study covering all grades and subjects which she
may be called upon to teach, and alao, a copy of such rules and regulations
as are pertinent.

Every regular teacher should be directed to maintain and

make easily available for her substItute, a seat1ng chart at her ClaS8, a
suitably posted copy of the daily program, and a briet plan or outline
indicating the work to be covered.
9

Baldwin conducted a study sponsored by the United states O:frice ot
Education, the object of which was to analyze the variations 1n tnen-current
practIces tor administering the substitute teaching service in city school
systems, and to develop standards and procedures for the moet effective
conduct ot the service.

Although this study is concerned almost entirely

With the administration of the substItute teacher service at the central
ottice level, so_ of the findings are pertinent to the pres.nt study.
In all c1ties report1ng, substitute teacbers received the benefits ot
supervision, usually from the prinCipal or the princIpal and supervisors.

9Clare C. Baldwin, The Orpnlzat10n and AdministratIon of SubstituteTeachi~ Service in CatY-SChOOl Slstema, Contributions to Education,
Number~15, Teach.r. oll.ee, Columbia Un1vereity, lev lork, lev lork, 1934,

82-83.
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Forty cit1es made special provision for more extensive supervis10n of subst1tute teaohers than was afforded regular teachers.
A number of teaching aids were commonly supplied substitute teachers.
f

These included spec1al instructions supp11ed by the principal for or1enting
the substitute teaoher 1n the ways of the school, courses of study, lesson
outlines or plans, and seating charts of classes.

Such devices and aids are

considered essential 1n effeoting an exchange between the regular teacher and
the substitute teacher with the least interruption and the greatest degree
of efficiency.

Substitute teaohers for the aame reasons, should leave a

statement of progress for the regular teaebe~ upon her return to duty.

Sub-

stltute teachers occupy the status ot the teaoher whom they replace and
should be ready to assume any ot the duties and responsibilities of the regular teaohers.
In 1953, 'lUrner10 made an analysis ot the administrative poliCies
governing the subst1tu.te teacher services 1n the ctties 1n the United States
whioh had a population ot

lOO,(~

or more.

Again the study 1s concerned

primarily with the administration ot the su.bst1tute teaoher service at the
central ottice level but aome of the findings and conclusions are pertinent
and valuable to the present study.

He recommended that adequate supervision should be given the substitute
teacher by the principal of the building concerned and by the proper

lO'loyd V. Turner, ~ Adudnlstrati ve Policies Governlnt su~:1't;a~
Teacher Service 1n Major AmerIcan Cities, Unpublished Doctor s ~iJ'f.~~:';~·
?Jeorge Peabody Corlege for Teachers, Nashville, Tennesseej 1952 .. 148.
"'

,
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supervisors.

The primary purpose of the supervision should be to help the

substitute teacher improve classroom instruction.

He found there is a need

for greater cooperation between the substitute teacher and the regular teacher in providing each other with helpful Int'orll18tion.

Some principals made

sure that seating charts, les80n plans, and other classroom aids were available to substitute teachers, but such flann1ng did not seem to be the usual
thing.

Classroom aids supplied the substitute teacher should include:

directions for the pasGing of classes, ball permits and the conduction of'
emergency drills, regular schedule of bells, directions for handling irregularities and dIsciplIne, seating chart, the tegular teacher's outline of
work for the day, 1nformation regarding special activities tor the day, and
lunch time plans.
The 8ubstltltte teacher needs to be impressed with the importance ot
cooperation on her part with the regular teaching statr.

She should 'be

required to leave a statement ot the work accomplished and any other informat10n which could be ot help to the regular teacher

~pon

her return to duty.

In recommending practices that tend to enhance the integration ot the
work of the substitute teacher and the regular teacher, MacVitt1e

11

pOinted

out that the prinCipals are the ones who work most closely with substitute
and regular teachers, therefore, they should be the ones who assume moat
responsibility for the giving of direction to the substitute teacher service.

1~cV1tt1e" !b!. Substitute Teacher in.!!!!. England, 32.
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A bulletin for substitute teachers is a first step in welcoming them
ana assisting them to become better acquainted with the requirements of their
position.

A

faculty committee could assure tr4t the substitute teacher would

feel welcome and needed.

The knowledge of' the location of the office, the

teachers. restroom and other auxiliary rooms, and the particular classroom
is

important.

The designat10n of one "neighbor tt upon whom to call for

assistance 113 a practice often used.

12

Conscious attention to helping children accept the substItute as a
necessary person 1s recommended.

Teachers should work with the children to

.

see the need for the substitute teacher I as well as the need to help her
feel at home.

Room duty committees which go on with their duties when a

substitute teacher is there vi11 help.

A

room chairman to introduce the

class as vell as to assist the Bubstitute teacher in general is good practice.
Substitute teachers should be ready to accept all the efforts which are
wade to help them.

It should not be e passive acceptance, but rather one of

a willingness to be helped and a desire to serve well.

Lambert13 felt that the effectiveness of the subst1tute teacher's
efforts in the classroom would vary according tv her own imagination and
resourcefulness, how much advance help she received from the regular teacher,
and the type of tuuistance received from the administrators.
He

of

8

found that one of the most effective vays 1n whlch the administration

school system can bring about improvement in subst1 tute work 15 by

-

12

Ibid., 69-70.
13Lambert, Status ~ Working Relationships, 28.
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providing sufficient sUpervisory help tor this group of teachers.

The school

system's regular supervisory statt members and school principals should
understand that a reasonable share ot their time should be devoted to visit ..
tng and helping substitute teachers.
It the Bubst1 tu'te teacher is to make an important contrlbution to the
work ot the class, she will need so.e suggestions from the regular teacher
about the work that should be done.

/it.

complete lesson plan or detailed out-

line of the vork that should be done is the best means ot transmitting such
suggestions.

The regular teacher is the only person who 1s 1n a pOsit1on to

know what ber pupils have been doing, are dotns, and should be dolng in the
future.
In add1 t10n to tbe lesson plan, all regu.lar teacbers should have ready
for substitute teachers at least these items: a list of all pupils who have
some unusual problem together with a tairly complete description of the
problem, an up-to-date seating chart, and complete and up-to-date information
on how pupils are grouped tor instructional purposes.
The practIce of having key students prepared in advance to assist the
subat! tute teacher is considered helpful by the great majority of aubeti tute
teachers.

If the regular class offIcers appear to be etficient and reliable,

they might be used for this purpose.

Although the specific vays that stu-

dents can help vill vary somewhat trom teacher to teacher and from class to
class, some of the possIble ways would be:

to take over responsibilIty for

much of the classroom routines, to help locate textbooks and other supplies
and eqUipment, and to advise the substitute teacher with regard to the class

....

~7

time schedule and the routine activities of the school as a whole.

14

Lambert found aleo, that sUbstitute teachers need more information
about school routines.

He, therefore, recommended that every school should

'prepare an adequate aet of instructions explaining time schedules, the meaning ot signal bells, rules tor fire drills and. other important routine
activities tor the use of substitute teachers.

A handbook might contain

considerably more than a description of the routine of the school.

Sections

on the history of the school, its philosophy and objectives, its overall
program, what the school expects ot the substitute teacher, and what the
substitute teacher can expect of the regular:stafr members would be well
worth including.
Cooperation between the regular teacher and the substitute teacher 1s
not a one·way process.

The substitute teacher must fulfill certain respons!·

bilities to the regular teacher if the substitute teaching assignment 1s to
be considered a success.

One of these responsibilities is that of handling

her own disciplinary problems with whatever help she can get trom the
principal# and not expecting the regular teacher to handle them when she
returns.

It is important that she

reall~e

that regular teachers,

by

and

large, do not want to punish ehildren for their misdeeds vhile under the
control of another teacher.
The most important task 1n working toward raaXimum eftect1veueas during
an assignment 1s for the subat! tute teacher to carry on as completely as

14

-

IbId., 240-241.

possible the regular teacher's work, inclUding checking and grading each
day's written work and recording the grades.

The substitute teacher should

have ready to use at a moment's notice an especially interesting lesson or a
good story.

It is especially important that every substitute teacher have

something ready for the class

to

do until she can make plans.

Some type of record of what transpired during a teacher's absence 1s
necessary if the regula.r teacher, after returning, is to avoid overlapping
or duplicating work already done by the substitute teacher.

Also a report

from the subat! tute teacher is good insurance against the development ot'

.

unnecessary gaps 1n the skills and understandln8s of students.
An

escort to the classroom, an introduction to the pupils wi th whom the

substitute teacher is going to work, and an introduction to regular teachers
1n nearby rooms, all are considered helpt'ul by the great Il.'I&jori ty of substitute teachers.
Dur1ng the years 1936 to 1940, a continuing stUdy was conducted by a
committee of five teachers at tIle JOdeph Johns Junior High School of
Johnatown, PennsYlvanla. 15

It was found tl~t if the regular teacherts

absence was expected the problems of the substitute teacher could be antic!I~ted

and adequate plans provided.

As a result of the study every teacher

was expected to keep up-to-date seating charts of her home room and all
classes readIly accessible.

Each teacher wae to train a responsible student

l5Committee of Teachers, Joseph Johns Junior Blgh School, Johnstown,
Pennsylvania, "Coaching the Substitute Teacher," I2!. Nation's Schoob, XXV,
February, 1940, 25.
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in each class to check attendance, handle supplies and generally assist the
substitute teacher.
by

A mimeographed form was developed, which was filled 1n

each teacher and filed 1n the oftice.

of the seating

ct~rt,

This form contained: the location

roll book, lesson plans, keys and other materials;

names of the home room officers and the aames of responsible pupils in the
home room and in each classJ and any further instructions the teacher felt
her substitute needed.
The substitute teacher was required to give

til

short written statement

of the material COVered and the work accomplished to the otfice at the end
of the day.

After examination by the princiPal, the report was given to the

regular teacher as a gu1de and reference 1n resuming work.
'!'he San Carlosl 6 stUdy recommended that tbe following materials be left
in a spot readily available to the substitute teacher: lesson plan, seating
chart, daily program, list of supervisory activities, information on grouping
for instruction, time schedule, liats of' pupils attending spG'c1e.l classes,
general information folder, register, and the names of room helper5.
A common form for lesson plans was devised.
items as the time at which

t!~

These plans included such

class met, the subject under diSCUSSion,

points to be stressed, subject matter references, end the organization that
the class was to use.

Provision was made f'or the substitute teacher to show

on the lesson plan what was accomplished, and to suggest areas tor the next
day's lesson for the regular teacher.

l6Melendy and Joy, "Give the Substitute Teacher a Break," 57-59.

In a valuable article discussing a two-day orientation program for substitute teachers, Juckett

l~(

reported that the stUdents' attitude toward the

substi tute teacher waG most important. 1'bo proper student attitude muet be
developed by the regular teachers and supervisors and must precede the coming
of the substitute teacher.

This 1s best done by recognizing the problem and

giving the students a part to play in building a code of conduct for the
days when the regular teacher 1s out.
The regular teachers were instructed to make additional preparationa tor
the substitute teacher.

They were to leave a listing of procedures, rules,

policies and regulations relating to the part10ular work schedule including
such items au special teacher duties and special duties tor the day.

In

addition to presenting a good plan of what is being done, each teacher,
espeCially those in the lower grades, was to keep place marker. in the textbOOKS.

She was also to appoint a reliable stUdent or stQdents to help the

substitute teacher.

Such item. as paper, lunch slips, and class register

vere to be easily available.
In th1s subsection the techniques and materials which contribute to
the effectiveness of the substItute teacher as recommended by eight studies,
have been reported.
responsibility

01'

It vill be noted that though they are usually the

the local school and the regular teacher, the substitute

teacher's responsibil1ties to improve her own effectiveness have not been
ignored.

17Edv1n A. Juckett, "The Substitute Teacher Makes the Team," The AmeriE!a School Board Journal, CXXXI, November, 1955, 411-46.
-
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In general it is the responsibility of the school or the princ1pal to
provide the substitute teacher with sl.lch 1ntomat1on either 1n an instrl.lct1on
sheet, folder or school handbook as she will need to perform ber fl.lnction
efficiently.

This should include a bell schedule, courses of study, list of

special dl.ltles, directions f'or emergenchHl, location of the lWlchroom and a
list of lunchroom duties, lists of policies, procedl.lres, school routines,
pertinent regulations and special classes.
The principal should insl.lre a wholesome, cooperative attitude on the
part ot the teachers and pupils.

visi ting teacher.

A committee of teachers should welcome the

She should be escorted to :her classroom, introduced to

neighboring teachers and to her own pupils.

Her status should be the same

as tr.at of the regular teacher, she replaces.
The regular teacher should provide her replacement with an adequate and
useful lesson plan, an up-to-date seatin:]; chart, her dally program or work
schedule, grouping 1nformation, classroom helpers, supplies, a list ot problem pl.lplla and a description of their problems, her class register or attendsnce book, place markers in the textbooks, end work materials.
The substitute teacher should come prepared to cooperate w1th the
teachers and willingly accept help.

She should be prepared, in the absence

of a lesson pan, to Dunst! tute a story or lesson that will fill in but not
waste the pupils' time.

She should assu.me all the duties of the regular

teacher including the diSCipline of her class, but sbe should receive belp
with disciplIne and proper supervision from the principal.

She should

process allot the day's written work. and on depart1ng, leave these papers
and a written re;;ol"t of her accompl1shroonts for the regular teacher.

B.

Literature Pertaining to the Personal Experiences of Substitute Teachers
The various professional magazines contain many articles concernIng the

difficulties Bnd problems experienced by the substitute teachers but they
contain even more articles dealing with recommendations for remedial and
preventive measures for these problems.

This last type may be subdivided

into the following: articles concerned with the materials, services, and
attitudes which are the responsibility of or wlder the cognizance of the
central offlce, or the local school staff, and secondly, articles describing
materials, and procedures which the substitute teacher can bring to the
classroom and which will help her perform hei duties with least disruption ot
the Children's education.
The central office again enters the picture and although it is not a
direct partiCipant in the cooperative efforts of the substitute teacher and
the

!'egular teacher, certain of its poliCies, procedures and matedals as

described in the 11 ternture are of importance in enhancing this relationship
and so they will be considered in this section.

This section will be subdivided into two subsections, the first dealing
with the articles describing the problems encountered and, the second, with
articles suggesting methods or describing the efforts of the profeSSional
school sta!f and the substitute teachers to ameliorate these problems.
Lambert18 f'ound the lack of adequate lesson plana to be the most

18
Sam M. Lambert, ltSubstl tute Teachers Have Their say," Journal of the
National Education ASSOCiation, XLIV, March, 1955, 1~9-l51.
--

frequent complaint

o~

substitute teachers.

Either none is left or the plan

available is difficult to understand or to follow.

The plans usually fail

to provide purposeful activities for the groups not receiving the teacherta
Cull attention at the time.

Hous1er19 tells of'

substitute teacher without a lesson plan where

8.

situation confronting a

too

class argued over the

pro,ger assignment forl-en minutes.
The attitude of the children toward the substitute teacher and the

resu1ttng discipline problems are frequently mentioned.

Lambert described

the a1 tuation as "the nearest thing to a holiday tbat ian tt a holiday tI }20
The children change seats and tell fants,stic :stories sbout what the regular

teacher lets them Jo.

Little children are even more unkind to the substitute

teacher than the older one..

They seem to feEtl she is doing an inJu.stlce

to their own teacher by belng there.
Murphy21 felt that the attitude of the chIldren toward her reflected
the l'eguar teacher's distrust of subntitute teachers, and that the general
discipline and conduct of the class depended on the usual state ot: affairs
in the room.

A substitute teacher, she felt, can ,judge the school and the

teacher by the children's behavior in her presence.

19Travis

L. Housler,"A Substitute Teacher As a Camera," Clearing House,

XXXI, December, 1956, 212-214.
2O:t.ambert, "Substitute TeaChers Have Their Say," 149.
21Lorra1ne M. Murphy, "Subst1tute Teaching Is MOre Than Eaby Sitt1ng,"
Instructor, LXII, February, 1953, 78-79.
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The absence of a seating chart is another common complaint.

It was

described as one of the conditions playing havoc with the accomplishments
of the substitute teacher and relegating her to the role of

8

baby sitter

or a mere disciplinarian.
Substl tute teachers are called on to work 1n subjects and grades vi th

which they have no preparation or experience.

MCMBhon22 , a social-studies

teacher and an English major, in a short time tallght classes in sixth grade
health, seventh and eighth grade arithmetic, ninth grade algebra, general
SCience, solid geometry, physics, Spanish, home economIes, musiC, and even
girls' physical education.

The indifference or the school prinCipal is pointed out by Merr1e123 •
She received supervisory help only once, and that was when she was teaching
in a principal's own classroom.
Lack of oueh items as keys, supplies, grade books, page numbers, building plans, instructions as to grouping, class schedules, bell schedllles and

signals make the work of the substitute teacher dlrflcult.

Combined with

the indifference at the principal, the lack of acceptance by the regular
teachers and the conduct of' the children, they often contribute to making

the days of the regular teachers' absence lost days in the children's
education.

22James L. )t:Mahon, "Baby 8i tter or Real Teacher, It Journal ot' the
National Education p;,ssoolat1on, XLIV, November, 1955, 48b-4l'Yr. - 23A. C. Merriel, "On Being a Substltute,1\ Journal g!,

Education Assoe1at12Q, XXXVI, January, 1947, 18.

l!!!. Rational

The problems confronting SUbstitute teachers and reported by them in
the literature are many.

The most frequent problems concern leGSoo plans,

their complete absence or, when present, their excessive length or abstruseThe next problem in frequency is the uncooperative attitude of the

ness.

children and the related discipline problems.

The substitute teachers

believe that the children' s attitude reflects that of the regular teacher and
of the principal.

The indifference of the prinCipal ranks high as a problem,

The inability of the substitute teacher to be competent and effective

also.

in the many subjects and grades in which ahe is called upon to teach is a
recurring difficulty.
In this second subdivision of this section dealing with articles by
subs ti tu.te and regu.J.ar teachers in the li tara ture, are reported the methods
and me.terials the schools and regular teachers may use to help the substitute
teacher perform her du.ties effiCiently and, secondly, the ways and means by

which the sllbst1 tute teacher can help herself.
On

reporting to the school office the substi tuts teacher should meet

members of the 5chool staff With whom she will be expected to work and she
should be provided with materials necessary to acquaint her with the
unfamiliar school.
The needed materials, according to Leonard

24

include school bulletins

containing information on the hours of sessions, the lunch program, special

24y. E. Leonard, "Substi tute Teachers iu:e Important," school 1!:xecu'U ve •
L.XXV, October, 1955, ,':,2-63.
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subject schedules, the absent teacher's building responsibilities and
assignments, and the location of the teachers· rest rooms and lunchroom.

A suggested routine for the reception of substitute teachers, would
include an explanation by a competent clerk: of the school schedule and any
other pertinent matters.
to the principal.

The substitute teacher would then be introduced

The principal or

her to her classroom.

SOCie

othel' competent person would escort

At the room her escort would show her the use of keys

and assist her in locating the materials and supplies provided for her use
the absent classroom teacher.
25
introduced to them.

It trle pupils were present she would be

by

Brltten26 emphasizes introducing the substitute teacher to at least
one or tvo regular teachers in nearby rooms to whom she may refer for help
or to ask questions on school routines.
The regular teacher should have certain materials ready at all times

for her substitute.

Since her absence may be unexpected providing no time

for the preparation of these materials, they should be kept up-to-date and
in a readily accessible place.

From personal experience substitute teachers

have become authorities on the type of materials needed to enable them to
perform their duties effiCiently.

25C. V. Jones, "Improving Su.bst1tute Teaching, It American School Board
Journal, CXXIV, JWle, 1952, 28.

26w11son A. BrItten, "speaking of Substitutes," American School Board
•
Jou.rne.l, CXXIII, July, 1951, 23.
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O'Dea nnd O'Dea 21 provide the following list of needed materials aG a
guide for the regular teacher.

1.

There should be a teaching chart and daily program on the desk.

2.

There should be

Ii

folder in the desk drawer containing general

instructions, ;yard duties, bell schedules, nurses' hours and where to obtain
supplies.

3. There ahould be seatwork for at least one

day and suggestions for

extra work, if needed.

4. The methods of collecting and recording lunch and milk money should
be

explained.

5. There should be a list at children leaving class for music lessons,
remedial work or other valid reasons.

6. There should be In.formation on classroom procedures concerning room
mechanIcs, such as light, heat and ventilation,
Additional materials needed so that the £iLlbstltute teacher wlll not

up-set the usual routines are: a detailed, up-to-date, explicit, legible
planbook aontalrling the names ot textbookaJ markers with assignments and
dates in the textbooks it the aSSignments are not in the p1anbook; the daily

schedule posted. near the door and also in the desk; an u.p-to-date seating
chart; the names of mont tors, aommi ttee members or Job holders posted. on the
chalkboard; and lastly, facts that may be needed ahout

"")"'.

pupils.~Q

27sh1rley O'Dea aud J. David O'Dea, "Guide tor Substitute Teachers,"
Wisconsin Journal £tEduc8tion., LXXXV, October, 1952, 14.
28.rbeo M. Day, "You Jey lie Absent," Instructor, Ln, October, 1950, 6-7.

Somewhat facetiously, Garter

29

says that a. special abbreviated plan,

noting merely the topic to be covered in each class and the textbooks llsed,
:is more valuable than a detailed plan which the teacher has taken home to
complete.
Hedden 3D ia lJ'.ore specific 1n her expectations from the regular teacher.
She would like a. lht 01:' names according to scating order, the order of
events in the average school day including the opening exercises and seat
work, a list of' classroom procedures such as how the class 1s dismissed"
whether or not the pupils can sharpen pencils or speak to others during
school time, and any speCial privileges gived pupils.
11'018 the foregoing discussion it should be not.ed that the substitute

teachers \lri ting in the 11 terature are expl1cl t and comprehend ve, though
not always in agreement with each other, in describing the details of the

materials they expect the regular teacher to provide for them.
by ArenaMn 31 provides another ease in polnt.

The article

He expects to find

So

written

schedule of daily routines, information concerning the building and any
unusual details of the room or building.
than the textbook.

nameD

and page numbers.

The lesson plan should include more
He would like to know wlaat has

been covered previously that relates to the coming lesson£'> or the next unit

29R• Garter, IlDay to Day Substitute; A Neglected Asset,,1l HiGh Points,
XXXIX, November, 1957, 78-79.

3~eda Pearson Hedden, "Substitute Teacher, It Instructor, LVIII"
February, 1911-9, 10.
31Ray

397.

\f.

ArenswUl, "While You're Away, n Balance Sheet, XXXII, ""y, 1951,

and how much material is to be covered each day.
Since a nev teacher causes aome distraction, the basic classroom
routines and proced.ures should be carried on as much as possible.

He would,

therefore, like to know the basic procedures 1n each class; whether there 1s
supervised study, discussions and work problems, or any other techniques
that the class 10 accustomed to.
The adminhtrative details he wanta to know arc: the methOtl of taking

and reporting attendance, handling of returning absentees, location of the
noating chart, and the school policy on hall passes or excuses trom the room.
Be expeots help with the pronunciation of unusUal names and information con-

eernlng the pecularities, if' any, ot the pupils.
If the regular teacher has an

att!~otively

decorated and neat room,

good discipline, well organized classes, and good relationship between her-

selt and her pupils, Starbuch
substitute teaeher's coming.

32

reels there will be

III

carryover to the

This works in reverse alao-.. U the substitute

teacher allows disorder and has no standard of behavior, the regular teacher
returns to find chaos and confusion.

If the substitute teacher is busy

marking tests and written work the class will remain bUSier and qUieter.
Zook 33 :found that

III

visit by the principal helped to quiet the class

end acted as moral 'Jupport.

She also found that thoU+3h the teachel' t s roll

32A. Starbuch, tlSubstltute Speak.s,» Clearinr; House, XXXI, March, 1957,
1125.

3~

ZoOK, ''Here Comes the Sub at! tute I

CXXXIV, October, 1951, 192.

It

Journal

2!. Education,
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book and some knowledge of the day's lessons were necessa.ry better yet were
the name of a student 83sistant and a seating

ct~rt.

Although the Bchool and the regular teacher can help t,be substitute
teacber by providing many materials and serviceB to help her perform her
duties, ahe, ultimately, must face the

cu~su

alone.

With or

with~lt

seating

chart, lesson plan, handbook, or In3truction, she must maintain discipllne
and provide the educa.tional climate that beat fosters learn1nr.:.

The remainder

of this section consists of a discussion of the fJubstitute teacher's methods

and techniques 1n tbe classroom as well as the attitudes and personality
traits found by the writers in the literature to be most effective in the
substitute teacber'!) relationships with the school staff and the pupils.
The substttut.e teacher should, be nest in appearance; calm and pl(!usant,
yet forceful in

rll?l.'

attitude.

ChIldren regpond, in the main" to a polite,

'Well-mannered, quiet-spoken teacher who seem.s to know wMt it is all ahout.
She should never let the children know she i6 lost or ba:ffled and never show
indecision.

She must be ready for any emergency.

Ldttle children,
4
espeCially, do not want an untrained or unsure teacher. 3 Ballard 3) even
suggested deliberating starting on

th~

wronG page, announcing 1t wi til real

authority and wi tIl a disregard for wavine band.G.

3~rp',aret R. Hate, ''BaCk in Harnf?I:Hl," Texas Outlook, XXXVIII,
February, 19,4, 1&.19.
35Merlene Ballard, "Substitute Teaching," Instructor, LXVI, September,

1956, 10.
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In her relations with other statf members the substitute teacher should
be anxious to do more rather than less than what is required.

She should be

willing to accept suggestions and help, and appear to lik.e something about
the school, pupils, and teaehers. 36
The substitute teacher should arrive at least thirty minutes before the
children's bell.

After registering in the office, she should consult the

office bulletin board for notices and talk with the principal or some one in
authority coneernln::; the general philosophy of education in the school and
the school routines.

If she is to be there longer than a day she

sh~lld

sult with the principal regarding subject matter and teaching plans.

coo-

Since

ghe k.nows the grade she is to teach, she should have something planned before
she enters the room. 37
MeCsughna 38 emphasizes learning about bells, recesses, fire drills nnd
routines before school starts.

Most schools, she found, have an information

sheet or handbook containing these items, but if not, it is the substitute
teacher's responsibility to inquire about them in the offIce.

In the class-

room the substitute teacher should take stock or the situation, locate the
materials she w111 need and prepare for the entrance ot the children.

36

Mary Hotfman, "Follow These Rules, It Il11nois Education, XXXVIII,

April,

1950, 294-296.

370 'Dea and O'Dea, "Guide tor Substitute Teaebers," 14.
38t..ry E. McCaughna, "Teacher for a Day; Helps for the Substitute
Teacher, tI Grade Teacher, 1:13, April, 1948, 56.

An
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assignment written on the chalkboard previous to the children's entry providea a definite, businesslike beginning to the day and gives the substitute
teacher further time to plan and organize the day's procedures.
Justman 39 recommends
Rember 40 recommends calling

The authors differ as to the next procedures.
explaining about the regular teacher's absence.

the roll to learn the pronunciation of the children's names but Arthur says,
"Never call the roll.
with the Cla8S.

Use the chart. ,,41 The 0'Deas 42 recommend visiting

f~hur43 says that at the rinsing of' the bell a decisive

walk to the door and a firm but quiet closing of it helps establish the subst1tute teacher.
The substitute teacher should follow as closely as possible the lesson

plans and methods of' the regular teacher mince deViatIon trOll the usual
routine causes a feellng of insecur1ty for the class.

She should use

materials and subject matter of the grade level and use reading techniques
appropriate to the grade rather than rely on oral reading 1n turn.

However,

if the substitute teacher's stay is to be short, it i8 better for her to
work toward improving the understanding of processes already studied than to

39Dorothy E. Just_n, "Tips for Substitutes," Texas Outlook, XXIX,
March, 1945, 18.
40Kathryn Wolcott Rember and Willa B. Low, ItAbout :3ubstltutlng," Grade
Teacher, LXXI, February, 1954, 51.

4~rrlet

J. Arthur., "Learn1116 to be a Good Substitute," Grade Teacher,

LXVI, April, 1949, 14-15.
42

O'Dea and O'Dea, "Guide for Substitutes," 14.

43Arthur, "Learning to be a Good Substitute," 14-15.
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present new _terial. 44
Special projects requiring messy techniques or materials should be
avoided.

Personal experiences should not be told unless they have

tie-in with the work at band.

8

definite

The substitute teacher does not fulfill her

mission by entertaining the class or by merely keeping the children quiet.
She should endeavor to cover 1'.he regular amount of work.

She should try to

make the day enjoyable for the children but should not forget that they
enjoy themaelves when they teel 1'.ha1'. 1'.hey are accomplishing some1'.hing.
Specit1c work should be assigned tor the morrow whether or not 1'.he regular
t.eacher is re1'.tll"ll1ng. 45

or

the numerous techniques, recommended in the literature, for con1'.rol-

ling a cla.s and malnta.inlng good order and discipline, the use ot the eeat1ng chart tor calling children by name 1s recommended by Stephenson.
chart 18 available, one should be made illllll8diately.
quest10llS 1ndlv1dually and only wben called by name.
be called on to rect t.e.

"It no

Children should .llSwer
Mischief makers should

Bever allow any one to leave the room and above all

keep the class busy. 46
tester47 warns against shouting at the class and eventually being

""O'Dea and O'Dea, "Ouide tor Substitutes,"

45

McCaughna, 'ttreacher for a Day,"

46L• E. Stephenson, "Be Confident,
1950, 294-296.

14.

56.
It

Illinois Education, XXXVIII, April,

4'"
'Catherine lester, "Speak. Softly, It 11110018 Education, XXXVIII, April,
1950, 294-296.

outshouted by the students.

He recommends that the substitute teacher tell

the class, in a low firm voice, what is expected of them and what they can
expect.
Scholz 48 says that help should not be requested from the principal as
the substitute teacher is thus admitting failure in the thing she was
expected to do well--d1scipline.
It the substitute teacher must get information from the pupils, all
authorities agree she should never ask the class as a whole but confer with
a bright pupil privately and preferably before class.

Arthur49 says to pick

out the most obedient looking child and ask him to bring his book, open to
the correct page, to the desk.
All papers, or as many as possible should be collected, ttarked and lett
in neat stacks for the returning teacher..

This is an effective technique

tor letting the children know that the substitute teacher 1s evaluating their
work and thus it encourages good discipline. 50
The substitute teacher should be forearmed with such techniques as a
simple song, a few timetested games, some favorite stories and a simple art
lesson to use in case a lesson plan is not available or 1s in too little

48
Erna o. Scholz, "Be M;ysterioUB, fI Illinois Education, XXXVIII, April,
1950, 294-296.
49
Arthur, "Learning to be a Good Substitute," 14-15.
50C&thryu Rember and Low, "About Substitut1ng," 51.
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detail.

51

Gordon52 relies on arithmetic problems in the fundamental process-

es which she haa ready.

This simple drill encourages the class and is

valuable as all classes need more work in add1ng, subtracting, multiplying,
and

dividing.

A substitute teacher whose special talents lie in music, art

or even physical education should slant her program in that direction.
Many of the articles advise leaving a written report tor the returning
regular teacher.

This report should inclUde the vork covered, list of pup11s

absent or tardy, all papers collected, names of uncooperative pupils, milk
money, where the class stopped reading, pup11 assignments and anecdotal
notes.
oay53 includes the names of the most cooperative children 1n her report
and Propeck includes "constructive cr1t1cism to assist the regular teacher
in formulating more

e~fective

future plans for substitute teacbers. n54

Several authors warned against the substitute teachers express1ng opinions, especially to other teachers, of any teacher'. class room.
Hedden says,

~

final rules tor the substitute teacher are to look tor

and applaud tbe good she finds in each new situation and to keep quiet about
the things she disapproves. tl55

51George Propeck, "Substitute Takes the Class,n School Executive, LXXIV,
March, 1955, 90-92.
52A• Gordon"", "Tricks Up a Substitute's Sleeve," Instructor, LXVI,
February, 1957, ~-89.
53De.y, t"You May Be Absent, ft 6-7.
54PropeCk, "Substitute Takes the Class, It 90-92.

55 Hedden, "Substitute Teacher," 10.
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In this second subdiVision of the section investisating articles 1n the
literature written by su.bstitute teachers, the methods and materials used by
the schools to help the substitute teacher and those by which the substitute
teacher can help herself, vere reported.

It was found that an instruction

sheet or handbook :reee1 ved on arr! ving 1s necessary to orient the new ani val
to the school, its procedures and policies, its routines and its lay-out.
Introductions to the principal and various starf members and an esoort to
the classroom are services greatly appreoiated by substitute teachers.
ExplanatiOl'lS of' the instruction sheet and aid in locating the materials in
the classroom facilitate the understanding of

~he

local procedures and con-

serve t11111.t.
'!'be neatness and orderliness of' the classroom and the attl tude of the

students are stressed as pos1tive indications of the ability and effectiveness of the regular teacher aDd the carry-over insures effective teaching and
learning in her absence.

Conversely, inefticient work on the part of the

substitute teacber tends to cause problems and diffioulties for the regular
teacher on her return.
The regular teacher should have her attendance book, grade book, routine

instructions, lesson plans and seating chart read1l1 available.

The instruc-

tions should contain bulletins, schedules, instructioJl8, procedures and
rou.tines that will help the subst1tute teacher teach the class with minimum
change from the usual established pattern.
The lesson plan 1s a valuable tool of the substitute teacher.

Although

there is a difference in opinion as to its length and comprehensiveness, few
deny its neceBsity.

A minimum type of plan W'ould be place markers in
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textbooks.

The seating chart is another valuable device.

Without 1t the

Bubstitute teacher finds maintainIng disciplIne to be difficult or impossible
and consequently there 18 little effective teaChing accomplished.
other highly recommended materials are desk copies of textbooks, the
names of pupil helpers and the time allotment chart.
in assisting 1n room routines and locating materials.

The helpers are valuable
The time allotment

chart 1s indispensible in timing lessons and 1n understand1ng the bell signals and thus avoiding disorder and confusion.
The substitute teacher, as seen by substitute teachers and others writ-

ing in the literature should be neat, pleasant, polite and soft spoken, but
also calm, contident, resourceful, and forceful.

She should arrive at the

school early, gather essential information 1n the office and be in her room
prepared and vaiting w'hen the children enter.

She should get acquainted

with her class quickly and start the days work promptly.
Sbe should not deviate from the program laid out for her by the regular
teacher but she should be able and ready to teach effectively it none is
available.

'l'lus entails findIng materials, textbooks and places in the books

without creating diSCipline problems and wasting time.
be suited to the grade and subject.

Her methods should

She should be armed with &imple tech-

niques such as games, songs, and stories, to till 1n between classes or
whenever necessary.
She is expected to control her class.

This probably 1& best done

through her own poise and personality, by avoiding disturbing elements, and
by doing the right thing at the right time.

She should process all written

work handed in and leave it with a comprehensive report of the day's

~

i
actinties for the repl,ar teacher.
school or the abeent teacher to

c.

Finally sbt should not criticlze the

a~on••

Handbooks tor SUbstitute Teachers
MaI17 school s)"stelu bave prepared handbook.s tor the orientation of

their 8ubst1 tute teachers.

The .. handbooks contain 1ntonation concerninl

ph)"a1cal plants, philosoph)" aDd goals, adrdnistrative procedures, and
profe.sional intox-.tion relatina the schools' and the subati tute teachers'
responsibi11ties to each other.

Since thia paper 1s concerned With the

working relationships between the regular teacher aDd her subst1. tute, the
pertinent sections ot the handboou, nuel1 thoae dealing with the re.ponsibi11tie.

or

the school and the regular teachers toward the substitute

teachers and thoae deaUng vith the ntspen.lbi11 t1.es ot the substitute
teachers, rill 'be reported.
In general, the
responalbilitl.s

or

vario~

handbooks ana in accord in de.ignating the

the various individuals, the)" differ only in the number

and variet)" of details.

To aD tbe substitute teacher's at.&)" pleasant, profitable, aDd eftect.
ive, the school baa certain responsibilities.
ottlce, tlle princlpal, and the teachers.

Tbese ana divided among the

The otfice should provide the

au.batitl.lte teache!" v1 th schedules tor both the resular ....lou aDd whatever
special occasions II1gbt ar1 •• during her sta)".

Mlmeographed instruction

.heets contalniQg U.t8 of .chool routines should be a.,..11&b1e. The infor_tlon contained in theM sheets .hould include .pecial duU•• , absence

reports, pemt., bell schedules, ll.lnch-hou.r .regulationa and procedures 1n
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cases of disciplinary matters. 5u
'l'be principal should assign some r;taft member as a host or hostess, who

w111 direct the visiting teacher to her classroom, answer any questions she
might have, accompany her to lunch if pOSSible, and see that she is introduced to other members of the staff.
In the St. I~ul bandbook 51 the principal is directed to take the substltute teacher to the room to which ahe 1s assigned, locate the regular
teacher's instructions, and make available aueh aupplies as may be neoded.
He should, also, introduce the children to the substitute teacher.
MacVittie 5E includes, allOng the responsibilities of the principal, seeing that the substitute teacher 1s given assistance by the faculty, knows
the location of the faculty lounge, knows the non-classroom duties, assumes
all the responsibilities of the regular teacher, carries on the regular work.,
and uses good pupil control.

The prIncipal is further responsible for seeing

that the subst1tute teacher knows the procedures tor fire and other emergency
drills, the correct procedures in case of accidents and how to k.eep the
attendance record accurately.
Although the handbooks clearly define the duties of the principal in

56Lakewood Public Schools,
Ohio, Jeptember, 1948.

Handbook!2r~ Daill

SubstItute, Lakewood,

51St • Paul Public Schools, Substit.ute Teacher Handbook, St. Paul,
Minnesota, January, 1951.
58Robert William MacV1ttle, Handbook For Substitute Teachers, Burgess

Publishing Company, Hinn"aapolis, 1956, :r~r.-
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respect to the (lubet1tute teacher, they are even more definite in defining
the responsibilitieu of the classroom tea.cher.

It is her responsibility to

keep a lesson plan along with other information regarding room and extracurricular activities always accessible either in the desk or in some known
place where they can be obtained without difficulty.
and cabinets should be available.
ing chart upon her desk.

Keys to rooms, desks,

The teacher should leave a pupils f seat-

Mon1tors and clssa officers should know

wt~t

assiGtance they should be ready to give a substitute teacher.
Other items, the providing of which

is the

responsibilit.y of the regular

teacher, include a library schedule with plaha for the uae of the library; a
schedule of musiC, art and physical education classes, a8 well an plans for
these activities; a list of instruction groups in the room showing

narr~5

of

pupils and special seating arrangements; instructions for fire Jrillj the
bell schedule; recess schedule; the entrance used by the pupils; the auditorium seating for assemblies. special assignments of the regular teacher such
as hall duty, lunchroom duty, and recess duty;
and

instr~ctions

r~mes

of pupils who buy milk,

for the handling of payments; regulations tor obtaining

supplies; school re(,'1llat.ions regarding accidents; and a schedule of pupils
having building duties such as patrol, office, and the like. 59

The regular teacher should resume her work at the point where the substitute teacher left it, even though it has varied somewhat from what she

59St • Paul Public Schools, Substitute Teachers Handbook, 6.
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would have done.

Coordlnat1!lg the work of the regular teacher with that done

by the substitute teacher creates in the minds of the pup11s, the impression
that the substitute teacher is a vi tal factor in the school program.
Creating a proper attitude toward the vis1ting teacher 1s the responsibility of all staff members but especially ot the regular teacher.

Teachers

should never criticize nor make light ot a substitute teacher's work in the
presence ot pupils nor voice to a class dissatisfaction with wbat may bave
been done.

It, however, the subst1 tut. teacher f s work deserves crt ticism or

involves the weltare of the school, such objections should be registered with
the prinCipal on an objective, protessional Oasis.

Teachers should recognize

the substitute teacher as an important tactor in the educational program.
They should realize that the educational welfare of boys and girls 1s
involved in the success or tailure ot a substitute teacher.
The responsibilities or a substitute teacher are detined in the various

handbooks.

She is expected to preserve the regular routine of the class and

to perform all the duties of the absent teaoher.
The substitute teacher should be prompt in arrival.

It sbe 1s prompt,

she will be able to assemble more readily the materials needed for the day
and receive the necessary instructions trOll the principal.
and record any assigned work tor the day.

She should lark

The substitute teacher should

tollow the assignments of the regular teacher where that is possible.

In

some cases, it may be advisable to use some other activity rather than to
attempt to tinish a special assignment or introduce a new process.

She

should not resort to giving a wr1tten lesson unless such a lesson can be

justified by an educational objective or as a logical part ot a lesson
pattern.

A

written lesson should never be given as a stop-gap.

60

All bulletins, notes or information received while the substitute
teacher 1s in charge should be kept tor the regular teacher.
should be kept in order.
board.

The room

Temporary work should be erased trom the chalk-

A note should be left 1n the teacher's planboolt explaining what haa

been accomplished and commenting on the work of the claas.
The substitute teacher should experience the full cooperation of all
pupils and should help insure this cooperation by making the day worthwhile
and productive.

She should take time to start the day right since the day

may be won or lost in the first ten minutes.

She should be alert to see

that the class 1s orderly and the materials ready.
chart, she should learn the pupils' namllHh

She should write her own name on

the chalkboard and pronounce it tor the pupils.
talking and wasting time.

By using the seating

She should avoid too much

She should not threaten the class.

adhere to the regular schedule and routine of the room.

She should

The substitute

teacher must recognize that she has the responsibility ot making a valuable
contribution to the lives of the children even though for only one day. 61
The substitute teacher holds a professional position and abe should prepare

adequately for her daily work.

It 1s her responsibility to keep abreast of

developments in her profession.

6OLakewood Public Schools, Handbook ~!!!!. 1Aig Substitute, 10.
61St • Paul Public Schools, Substitute Teachers Handbook, 9.

The substitute teacher is responsible

of her classes.

tor the conduct of the children

She should not expect the regular teacher to take over

disciplinary action when she returns to school.

This technique disturbs

relationships between the regular teacher and the pupils and causes pupil
resentment against the sUbstitute teacber.
arise, she should feel

r~e

t-lhere and as special problems

to turn tor help to the pr1ncipal's otfice.

She

should not feel that such a request for help is in itself a reflection upon
her ability or that it vill be so coneidered by the princlpal.62
Professional etiquette requires that the substitute teacher should not
critioize the work of the school.

The reasoas for school regulations may

not always be appreciated by an individual who did not partiCipate in their
development.

Particularly objectionable 1s gossip and tale-bearing from

school to school.
In this brief review of the literature it will be noted that although
a few studies have been made of the administration of the substitute teacher
service, very little has been done to investigate the substitute teacher's
working relations with the local school staft.

Most of the data found were

contained in articles written by substItute teaohers and published in professional Journals.

Since these are concerned rl th personal experiences and

observations they are valuable but probably biased source materials.

The

tbird source ot information, handbooks of various school systems, is valuable

62E11zabeth Public Schools, Information
Elizabeth, New Jersey, 1952, 11.

~ Substitute

Teachers t
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in providing an official statement of what should be general practice.
The material in Chapter II was divided into three sections, one section
being devoted to each of the types of literature available on the subject as
described above.
The

first two sections i'nvestigated the difficulties encountered by or

caused by the substitute teachers and the solutions suggested.

The third

section investigated the responsibilities of the substitute teachers and the
staff members of the schools to each other.

ful of this information will be

considered in the solution sought to the main problem of this study, improving the working relations between the
Chicago publIc elementary schools.

regular~and

substitute teachers in the

CHAPl'ER III
REPOR'l'

or

RESULTS AID IM'ERPRETATION OF DATA

A tabulation and an interpretation ot the data g"thered in the study
are contained in this chapter.

A aeetlon is devoted to each of the 1nstru-

menta used.
Section A consists of a report and an interpretation ot the data com-

.

piled trom the questionnaires returned by substitute teachers.

The question-

naire was designed to g"ther information concerning the prevalance and value

ot certain practices involving the substitute teachers 10. the schools, such
as the materials and services provided, the work ot the substitute teacher,
and the cooperation ot the school statf'.
Section B consists ot a report and an interpretation ot the data
gathered in interviews with substitute teachers.

These interviews were

intended to supplement and validate the intor_tion sathered by the questionnaire study ot the substitute teachers.
Section C consists of' a report and an interpretation of the data
gathered in interviews with regular teachers.

These interviews were intended

to provide information concerning the materials aad services available to
the substitute teachers, the attitude of the regular teachers toward their

subst1tutes, the work accomplished by the substitute teachers, and the ways
in which the working relationships between the regular teacher and her
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substitute might be improved.
To facilitate tabulation in the tables of this chapter, the essential
part of each question was expressed in a short phrase or key phrase.
questions and related key phrases are included in Appendix C.

The

The questions

are numbered as on the questionnaire.
All percentage figures in the text. concernins the tables in this study
have been rounded to the ne.reat whole number.
A.

Report of Responses to Questionnaires by Substitute Teachers
The

first part of the questionnaire consisted
of forty-one questions
,

concerning materials and services provided by the school, the regular teacher
or the substitute teacher.

The respondents were asked to indicate whether a

given practice had been encountered at their latest substituting assignment,
and whether it was or would have been of considerable, or of little or no
help to the substitute teacher.

A detailed tabulation of these responses is

contained in Appendix D.
The following three tables contain data compiled from the responses to

the f'1rst part of the questionnaire.

In each table the first column contains

the question or item number, the second column the key phrase, the third
column the percentage of respondents who thought the practice to be of considerable help, the fourth column the percentage of respondents who thought
the practice to be of little or no help, the fifth column the percentage of
respondents who encountered the practice in their last assignment, and the
last column the percentage of respondents who did not encounter the practice.
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Table I contains a listing of the reported frequency and estimated value
of certain materials and services the provision of which 1s generally considered to be the responsibility of the school or of the principal.
Under the responsibil1ty of the school, the most valued practice was
the provision of a bell schedule (Item eight).
94 per cent of the respondents.

It was ranked first by

However, in actual practice, it was avail-

able only 63 per cent of the time.

In a modern highly organized school,

with numerous bells ringing for entrances, periods, recess, fire drills,
air raid drills, and dismissals, and with the signals varying from building
to bu.ilding, it 1s difficult to understand hOw a visiting teacher can avoid
disorder and the reBulting discipline cases when kept ignorant ot the bell
system.
The next most valued practice was the provision ot a list of emergency
procedures. (Item fifteen)

In today's large, crowded schools, emergenctes

artse that must be bandled quickly and efficiently.

Almost 92 per cent 01'

the respondents felt that instructions as to procedures in emergencies were
or would have been of considerable help; the information was available in
70 per cent of the cases.

It appears that, in the opinion of the substitute

teaoher respondents, all principals should make sucb vi tal information
readily available, and also that the substitute teachers' attention should
be directed to it.

It would seem that the keys to the room and closets are essential to a
sUbst1tute teacher. E1ghty.nine per cent of the respondents felt that they
were necessary and 1n 90 per cent of the cases they were available.

or

all
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TABLE I
FREQUENCY AIID VAWE OF CER'l'AIN MATERIALS AND SERVICES PROVIDED
FOR 3tm..STITUTE TEACHERS BY THE SCHOOLS AS REPORTED BY
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE STUDY

Practices

Frequency

Value
,!!I
.0

.~

14
0

'tj
...t

.!I

• IJ

g

r
~8)

Bell schedule
15) Emergency Procedures

l

3)
38)
41)
6)
34)

2)

31)
20)
l 30)
~1)

39)

~4)

33 ~

~22

32)

Room
keys
Instructions-handbook

Study gu1des
Help offered
Desk keys
Return of regular teacher
Meeting teachers
Help with discipline
Spec1al activit1es
Teacher sponsor
Meeting principal
Faoulty meet1ngs
Plan of building
Pr1ncipal visits
Meeting students
Report torm

u,:;

~,:;
;j~

~h~

~:i

94.1
91.7
89.0
87.9
86.8
86.4
82.2
80.2

5.9
8.3
11.0
12.1
13.2
13.6
14.2
14.6
17.8
19.8

80.0

20.0

135.8

85.4

75.2
71.4
64.9
63.7
63.1
62.7
54.9

24.8
28.6
35.1
36.3
36.9
37.3
45.1

~
g

..IJ
."

0

a
63.0

66.9

90.4
43.1
74.4
75.2
82.7
75.0

69.6
42.0
44.6
24.8
73.8
52.7
12.2

59.3
31.3
6.8

f

3

§
+)u0

,g~

37.0
33.1

9.6

56.9
25.6
24.8
17.3
25.0
30.4

58.0

55.4
75.2
26.2

47.3
87.8
40.7
68.7
93.2
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the items on the questionnaire, this 1 tem ranked first in frequency of
practice but it ranked only thirteenth in value.
Every school differs from all others in lay-out, procedures, and
routines.

Information relative to these varying characteristics can be most

readtly disseminated by means of a handbook or some modification thereot.

In Item three was asked, ''Were

fOU

provided with a list of instructions

(posllbly • handbook) dealing vith &Chaol routines?"

Almost 88 per cent of

the respondents found this vas or would bave been of cousiderable help, but
1t was available in only 43 per cent of the cues.
Almost 87 per cent ot the relpondents felt that courses of study or
study guidel were or would have been of considerable help to them (Item
thirty ...ight).

They were available in 74 per cent ot the cases.

'to Item forty-one, "Did an,. regular teacher ofter to help you?"

75 per

cent answered yes and 86 per cent felt it vas or would bave been of aeneiderable help.

It vould 8eem that the great majority of regular teachers,

possibly remembering their own daye of substituting and the difficulties
involved, go out of their va,. to help the substitute teachers.
It bas been noted that substi tute

~chers

in the1r wri tinga, have

expressed the fee11ng that they should be notif1ed

&S

to the length of their sta;y at a school so that they

and lessons accordingly.

quickly as possible as
lI1~t

prepare materials

The failure of the school to proVide this service

results in uncertainty as to the length of lessons, assignment of homework,

and the preparation of advanoed aaterials, with the resulting unsatisfactory
classroom sItuation.

Adequate notice of the return of the regular teacher
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was received by 75 per cent of the respondents (Item thirty-four), although

85 per cent felt that it waa or would bave been of considerable help.
It as in most schools, storage cabinets are kept locked, it is difficult

to

under~tand

how anyone without keys would have access to the needed sup-

plies, textbooks, and materials to teacb efficiently.

They were available

to only 83 per cent of the iOO1 viduals and almost 86 per cent of the
respondents felt they were or would bave been of conaiderable help.
In a large city school system a subst1 tute teacher usually comes to a
school aa a total stranger, knOWing neither children, staff nor the school
plant.

Her efficiency could be enhaneed if &be were introduced to teachers

in unrby olassrooms wbo are aoquainted wi tb her class and who may be a
valuable aoure. of advice and help to bel'.

Of' the aubstitute teachers

responding to Item two, 82 per cent felt that meeting teachers in nearby
rooms waa or would bave been of considerable help to them.

In 10 per cent

of the CAaes they were introduced to neighbors.
Substitute teachers otten find their greatest difficulties lie in the
area of discipUne.

Eighty per cent felt that the informatio!l suggested in

Item thirty-one '''were you illtor_a of the indiVidual to wbOll you could. go tor
help with discipline!" vas or would bave been of considerable help but only
42 per cent were

GO

informed.

Most of the schools aeem to be failing to

provide thia needitd hel, to teachers who are in greatest need of i t ..-the
subati tutes.

Many scbools bave organizations peculiar to themselves, such as homogeneous reading classes at certain hours and special remedial classes, at
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whlch times members of the class or possibly the teacher may be required to
move to another room, or

8

new class from diff'erent grades and rooms nay

confront the substitute teacher.

Notification of such routine procedures

was or would have been of considerable help to 80 per cent ot the respond ..
ents but only

i~5

per cent found it available.

Some schools have a vell-orpnized sponsor or t1Buddy" system in which
the rooms are paired and the assigned. teacher is expected to sponsor and
help any 8ubstitute or new teaoher in the room paired with her own.

This

system vas encountered by only 25 per cent of the aublt1 tute teachers who
served &s subjects 1n th1s study yet 75 per dent of them stated that it vas
or would have been of considerable help.
Meeting the prinCipal before school so that relevant lntonation about
the school and class could be given to the substitute teacher is recommended
in the literature and 71 per cent of the respondents indicated that it was
or would have 'been of considerable help.
the principal.

Seventy-four per cent did so meet

It is interesting to note that although nearly three-fourths

of the substitute teacbers who answered the question thou&ht that meeting
him was or would have been ot considerable help, a considerable group, 29
per cent, felt it was or would have been of little or no help.
A substitute teacher is a profeSSional associate of the regular teachers
and, tor a day at least, 1s a member ot the faculty with all the responsibilities and duties implied.

In an attempt to measure the school staff's

acceptance of her as a professional co-worker, Item th1rty-nine, "Did you
attend any faculty meetingsf" vas asked.

Sixty-five per cent felt that it
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vas or would have been ot considerable help and 53 per cent bad attended
these meetings.
In the large schools ot Chicago a strange teacher often bas difficulty
finding bel' classroom as well as other important areas such as lunchroom,
washrooms, and restroolllS.

Item four, "Were you provided with a floor plan

of the building? tl was answered by 64 per cent who said 1. t vas or would have
been of considerable belp but in only 12 per cent of the cases was such a
plan available.
Sixty-three per cent of the substitute teachers felt that a visit to
the class during the day by the principal W&& or would have been of considerable help.

In 59 per cent of the cases the principal did visit the room.

It is considered good practIce to have some member ot the faculty
introduce the substitute teacher to bel' students.

'l'hls pract1ce was reported

to be of value by 63 per cent of the respondents.

Only thirty-one per cent

reported that they bad been introduced to their classes on their last
assignments.
When the regular teacher returns f'rom her absence she must find out
what activities the class bas engaged in, what learning bas resulted, and
how much of the lesson plan has been covered.

A report form on which the

substitute teacher could report her accomplishments and other pertinent
lnf'ormat1on, although recommended in the literature, ranked last of all the
items on the questionnaire in value, although 55 per cent of the respondents
felt it was or would have been of considerable help.
in frequency of

OCCUl~ence

it in the schools.

It also ranked last

since only 7 per cent ot the respondents found

This very valuable device for coordinating the work ot
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substitute and regular teachers appears to be practically nonexistent in
Chicago.
Certain practices Usted 1n the first part of the questionna1re are
generally cons1dered to be under the responsibility of the regular classroom
teacher.

The responses of the subst1tute teachers indicating the prevalance

and value of these practices are listed 1n Table II.
Among the materials and services, the provision of which is regarded as
the responsib1lity ot the classroom teacher, Item nineteen, the sufficiency
of' supplies rauked first 1n value.
the questionnaire, s1nce

9B

It also ranked first of all the items on

per cent ot the respondents found it was or

would have been of considerable help.

It ranked second in frequency being

present 1n 88 per cent of the cases.
An up-to-date seating chart bas long been recogn1zed as an indispensable

asset in crowded. classrooms.

The teacher· s abiU ty to call children by name

has a salutary effect on diSCipline.

Th1s item, ranked second in value by

95 per cent of the respondents, was available to only 74 per cent of them.
An adequate sUpply of pertinent textbooks, Item twenty-one, was ranked
third 1n importance and value by

95 per cent or the substitute teachers who

answered the question. however, it was ranked fifth in actual occurrence by

83 per cent.
Ninety-two per cent of the substitute teachers felt that a lesson plan
or outline of the work to be covered was or would have been of' considerable
help but in only 66 per cent of the cases was it present.
fourth in importance.

This item ranked

If the function of the substitute teacher 1s to carry

TABLE II

FREQUENCY l\,ND VAWE OF CERTAIN MATERIALS AND SERVICES PROVIDED

FOR SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS BY REGULAR TEACHERS AS REPORTED BY

•

Practices

Frequency

Value
~

f

~

g

~
~.!r

....~

u.!r

:1 !I!

97.8
95.0
95.0
92.5
92.5
91.9
91.0
90.1
89.2
88.6
81.7
80.9
79.7
71.1
69.0
66.1
59.6
55.7

2.2
5.0
5.0
7.5
7.5
8.1
9.0
9.9
10.8
11.4
18.3
19.1
20.3
28.9
31.0
33.9
40.4
44.3

~t!

~19) Sufficient supplies
7) Seating chart
~21) Textbooks

'r
~~

alIson plan
L1 st of helpers
Time
allotment
lO~
16 Dismissal routines
37 Pupils leaVing class
23 Student preparation
Grouping
Pupil ability
12) Personal information
Handling collections
Room organization
Records and reports
Sample paper
Method or marking papers
(24) Scheduled tests
9)

1

~~;~

t'~~

~,g

f

ia
88.0

74.0
83.0
66.4
35.3
84.5
30.1
35.1
46.1
39.4
33.6
16.8
21.8
23.5
23.0
11.3
9.2
12.2

"d

f!

i

...,8

aia

12.0
26.0
17.0
33.6
64.7
15.5
69.1
64.9
53.9

60 .. 6

66.4
83.2
78.2
76.5
71.0
88.7
90.8
87.8
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on the work of the regular teacher snd t.he edu.cation of the pupils with a
minimum of interruption, 1t seetl16 obvious that she should be informed of the

work the class 113 doing, the materials to be u.sed, W'here the class is in the
course of study, and what is to be accomplished.

The

accomplishing these ends is by use of the lesson plan.

accepted method of
The regular

teacher'.

work 1s considered to be more effective if it is carefully thought out and

planned ahead.

The absence of a lesson plan in 34 per cent of the cases may

indicate careless and unplannctd teachIng by the regular teacber and, especially in her absence, a condition which would result in wasted time for her

class.
A substitute teacher confronting a strange class in a atrange buildinl,

must acquaint herself with many procedures, new faces, and location of
materials.

At the same time she must control and teach her class.

these circumstances she bas l1ttle time to
tions left for her.

~ead

Under

and assimilate the instruc-

Pupil helpers or hosts can provide valuable assistance

in locating su.ppUea, explaining routines, and other procedures..

They are

of great value in relieving the substitute teacher of the petty classroOCl
detail.

Ninety-two per cent of the respondents felt that su.ch helpers were

or would have been of considerable help yet only 35 per cent found them
available.
In Chicago schools, a time allotment chart or daily prograc of caStles
is printed in the planbook and 1s expected to be posted on the bulletin
board of each classroom.

'l'h18 printed form allocates the amount

or

time

during each day to the several areas of study and may be considered the
teacher's program.

Although it is impossible, and in tact not desirable,

16
tor a teacher to plan her day minute-by-mnu'te in a rigid, unyielding
schedule, a general time distribution chart sbow1.ng the approximate time
allowed to each area ot the curriculum Is regarded as a classroom necessity.
If' 1 t 18 available and 115 followed by the subst1 tute teacher, it should pro-

vide for the orderly conti nut ty of the pupils f day.

It was present in 84 per

cent of the cases and almost 93 per cent of' the substitute teachers f'ound 1t

was or would have been of considerable value.
Discipline problems 1n classroou are otten caused by small things,
disorder in corridors and in passing lines otten upsets nearby classes.
Ninety-one per cent of the substi tllte teacheJts felt that infol"lDation concerning routines f'or dismissals and recess were or would have been of' considerable help, yet such i1l8tru.ction8 were available in only 30 per cent of the
cases.
Becawae of today· 8 enriched cu.rriculum children otten leave the cw.room, alone or in groups, f'or special instruction, remedial work, or tor
other valid reasons.

A substltute teacher not knoving these special circum-

stances might be imposed upon by aggressive pupils, or she might act Indecisively.

Nlnety per cent f'elt that information on these special passings was

or would have been of considerable help, yet this information was available
in only 35 per cent ot the cases.
Articles in the U terature point to the value ot the regular teacher
preparing her class f'or recelVing and working with a sllbstitute teacher.

It

1s telt that such preparations insures that rapport between the children and
the new teacher is immediately established, and the day's work. is more
lIkely to be accomplished smoothly and effiCiently.

The regular teacher in
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teaching courtesy to her class should stress the fact that respect is due
all teachers including substitute teachers, and that the children's own
welfare and education depend on their oooperation with the Bubstitute teacher.
In responding to Item twenty-three, only 46 per cent of the respondents telt
that the class had been prepared tor working with a substitute teacher, but
89 per cent felt 1; was or would have been of considerable help to them.
It is a truism in education that childrftn in a class vary widely

8S

to

achievement and ability in the various subJects and, therefore, to be taught
etfectively they should be grouped according to ability and need.
tion

8S

to grouping within the class was or

~ould

Informa-

have been ot considerable

help to 89 per cent of the responding substitute teachers, yet it was avail ...
able in only 39 per cent ot the 08ses.

Coawents by respondents indicated

that grouping i8 almost universal in the primary grades but, within their
experience, ls seldom it ever practiced in the intermediate and. upper grades.
Even in a well-conducted les80n by a teacher acquainted with the class,
there are occasions when discussion and activity become perfunctory.

A

question directed to a bright student often revives the class interest and
stimulates the discussion.

In most classes there are students who need

speCial help and others who can work effectively by themselves or in small
groups.

The regular teacher or the long term substitute teacher knovs these

speCial cases.

The one-day substitute teacher does not.

Item thirty-six

asked "Was there any indicat10n of pupil ability?" with the accompanying
explanation "A superior student to stimulate a lagging d1scussion; a slow
student who needs help".

This information was or would have been of consid-

erable help to 82 per cent of the respondents but only 34 per cent found it
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available.

Since this important information could easily 'be placed on the

seating cllart, and there be made readily available to the relief teacher, it
Beems 1nexcusable that it was found not to be present two-thirds of the time.
Teachers are often asked to handle money collected from the children
either regularly, as for milk and lunches, or on special occasions such as
for the Community "und.

Eighty per cent or the respondents felt information

concerning collections was or would bave been of considerable help but only
22 per cent received any.

These collect1ons, especially in the primary

grades, are onerous and time consuming and, if not well organized and routinized, can cause disorder.

It would seem that schools would have standing

instructions concerning them.

However, it 1s quite possible that these

instructions are issued when needed and that many of the respondents were at
schools at a time when the need dld not ar1se.
It 1s the duty of the public schools to teach children how to be good
ai tit.ens in a democracy.

Some training in democratic procedures is provided

by classroom organ114tions with officers such as chairman and president.
These organizations are a help to the substitute teacher in providing a
measure ot control and 1n regulatlng pupil actiVities while she 1s getting
her bearings and orienting herself to the situation.

Item thirty-five con-

cerned the value of such organizat1on to a

teacher.

only 23 per

c~nt

Although

of the respondents found such organizatiOns 1n practice,

71 per cent felt that they were or
S~bst1tute

s~bat1tute

wo~ld

have been ot considerable value.

teachers can be saved from embarrassing situations by being

provided with important personal information about children in their classes.
The knowledge that James 1s 1n the first seat because of a hearing difficulty

19
or that Sam is hIghly emotional would seem to be of great value.
ing Item twelve, 81 per
or

~ould l~ve

Many

~ent

In answer-

of the respondents found this information was

been of considerable help, but only

17 per cent received it.

regular teachers seem to be failing to relay important infol"rration to

their relief teachers.
The making of records and reports 1s only rarely considered to be in

the province of the substitQte teacher, yet 69 per cent felt that directions
for making recorda and reports were or ",ould have beeu of cona1derable help
to them.

Only 23 per cent received this information.

Since slight variat!ons from established classroom routinea often upset
classes, Item eighteen
etc. 'I" was asked.

tt\~aa there a

sample paper showing headings, margins,

Sixty-six per cent of the respondeu'ts thought it was or

would have been 01" considerable help, but in actual practice it existed in
only 11 per cent of the cases.
The information supplied in ansvers to Item forty I "\.[ere there directions
for marking papers end 'tests?" ind1cated that 60 per cent 01" the rellpondents
felt these directions were or would have been of considerable help, but it
was available in only 9 per cent of the cases.
Fifty-six per cent of the substitute teachers felt that scheduled testa,
if given by them were or would have been of considerable help but in only
12 per cent of the cases were they provided.

Substitute teachers writing in

the literature have claimed that administering testa increases their stature

1n the eyes of the pupils and that the omission of scheduled teats would tend
to break the continuity of instruction.
tiate this claim.

These data do not seem to substan-
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To determine the materials and metbods used by substitute teachers in
their classes, tive questions were inserted in the questionnaire. The
frequency and value of these techniques 1s indicated by the tabulation of
the responses listed in Table III.
"Did you encourage the children to discuss materials wi t.h the class
(social recitation)?" was one ot the questions inserted t.o discover t.he
subati tute teachers t metbods of teaching.

Eight.y-nine per cent. t.hought it

was or would have been a helpful technique and 86 per cent. used it..

It is a

common criticism of substitute teachers that their methods consist. chiefly
ot baving t.he children do busy work.

The response to this item would tend

to indicate otherwise.
Item twenty-eight "Did )"Ou try to keep the class together on one lesson
or unit?" was another quest.ion designed to study the methods used by subaU tute teachers. Many teachers teel that a weak or inexperienced teacher
can best control a class by keeping it together, starting each lesson as a
group and finishing as a group_

Modern educational practice, however,

stresses the uniqueness of the individual and grouping tor instruction wi thin
the class.

Responses to this item may, therefore, be open to some question.

Eighty-tour per cent ot the respondents felt that keep1ng the class together
on each lesson was or would have been of considerable help and 86 per cent
did keep the class together.
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TABLE III

FREQUENCY AND VAWE OF CERTAIN MATERIALS AND METHOOO USED BY SUBSTITUTE
TEACHERS AS REPORTED BY THEM IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE STUDY

Practice

.!l
.0

e

~
.,..,

0

,!l

f

t>

+I

~d!

~;i

a

89.4
84.0
77.0
67.8
66.4

10.6
16.0
23.C

85.6

33.6

52.0

8~
Seeial recitation
Keeping
class together
(28~
(29 Sub'. own materials
~26) Unit teaching
25) Audio-visual materials

....
+I Po
+1.-1

10

(27)

Frequency

Value

~tI!

32.2

~

86.3
69.8

58.7

"0

f!

3

g

~a
13.7
14.4
30.2
41.3

48.0

Recognizing the fact that a subst1tute teacher may at times be confronted with a class while lacking a lesson plan or proper materials, they
were asked, "Did you bring any activity or seat work to use in case none
were available?" Seventy-seven per cent felt that having a

I~S

of tricks"

was or would have been of considerable help and 70 per cent had their awn
devices ready.

It would seem that the rema1n1ng 30 per cent be11eved they

would never encounter such a Situation, felt competent to improvise, or
were lacking 1n foresight.
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In another attempt to ascertain the methods used by substItute teachers,
the question "Did you teach the class by the Unit Method?" was asked.
may be

SOUle

There

doubt as to the validity of the item since i t received the high-

est number of non-responses, seventeen or 12 per cent.

The substitute

teachers may not have understood what was meant by Unit Method.

However,

68 per cent of those answering felt using it was or would have been of considerable help and 59 per cent claimed to have used the method.
If the classroom routines and procedures are to be

8S

nearly normal as

possible during the absence of the regular teacher, audio-visual materials
should be used if scheduled.

However,

there~ppear

opinions as to thei.r use by substitute teachers.

to be two conflicting

Some schools feel that

substItute teachers misuse and mishandle this expensive and delicate equipment and therefore do not proVide it, while other schools approve its use.
Sixty-six per ceTlt of the respondents to the item "Did you use scheduled
films or film strips in your class?" felt their use was or would have oeen
of considerable help.
scheduled.

Fifty-two per cent did use the materials when

Forty-eight per cent did not have access to them.

The second part of the questionnaire consisted of questions concerning:
the coverage of the regular teacher's lesson plan uy the substitute teacher,
the amount of written work that she processed, and the attitude of the members of the school staff and of the children toward her.

The

responses to

these questions are tabulated in the two follow1ng tables.
Table IV contains a tabulation of the reports of the substitute teachers
on their coverage of the lesson plana and processing of the seatwork.

TA.BLE IV
COVERAGE OF CLASSWQRK BY SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS AS REPORTED BY

'1'BEM IN TIm QUESTIONNAIRE STUDY

Cla88vork

Amount Covered In Percentages
All

42.1
34.5
59.8

1. Les80n plan covered
2. lIomework corrected
3. Seatvork corrected

Than

Less
Than

Half'

Half'

).t)re

33.3
17.0
20.9

~

0.8
1.4
6.9

None

None
Available

0.0
10.0
6.2

23.8
37.1
6.2

Many regular teachers have been known to complain that 8ubst1 tute teachers do not tollow the lesson plans in that they go ahead too rapidly, lag
far behind, or ignore the plan ent1rely.

To determine what substitute teach-

era did with the lesson plans of the regular teachers, the substitute teachers
were asked to indicate how much ot the work that the regular teacher's plan
called for they had covered.
It was learned that a lesson plan was not available tor thirty or 24 per
cent of the respondents.

or

those substitute teachers who bad a lesson plan

available, 42 per cent covered allot the plan, 33 per cent covered more than
halt but not allot the plan, and less than one per cent covered less than
halt of the plan.

Ro subst1 tute teacher reported not working on the plan.

It is to be noted that 24 per cent of the subst1 tute teachers replying to
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this question and 34 per cent ot those replying to Item nine (Table II)
reported no plan ava1lable.

The responses to these questIons indicate that substitute teachers are
forced to teach without a lesson plan 1n approximately one-third of the
eases.

When a lesson plan 1s available, they claim to follO'li 1t and cover

moat or allot it.

Since they are totally unfamiliar with the lesson plan

and with tbe classroom sett1ng in which the plan must be followed, this
achievement 113 commendable.
Returning regular teachers complain of the unprocessed I1mounta1n" ot
papers await1ng them.

To determine the amourtt of written work, both homework

and seatwork, that was processed during the day, the substitute teachers
were asked to indicate bow much of this written work they corrected.
All of the homework was reported to be oorrected by 42 per cent of the
respondents, more than half' but not all vas corrected by 17 per cent, lese
than half' was corrected by 1 per cent, and none of 1t was corrected by 10 per
cent.
All of the seatwork used during the day IIIaa reported to be corrected by

60 per cent of the responding eubsti tute teachers, more than half but not all
ws corrected by 21 per cent, less than half vas corrected by 1 per cent,
and none of it was corrected by 6 per cent.
The regular teachers bave some ground tor their crit1cism since 10 per
cent ot the substitute teachers corrected none ot the homework and 6 per cent
corrected none of the seatvork.

When it is remembered, however, that the

suotJtl tute teacher is teaching strange children from an untamiliar plan,
tbat she must learn new procedures and rout1nes and conform to them, it is

surprising that 80 per cent of the time all or more than halt of the seatwork 1s corrected and 51 per cent of the time aU or more than half of the
home work assigned by the regular teacher 1s corrected.
The substitute teachers were asked to indIcate what they felt to be the

attitude of the members of the school staft and ot the children toward them:
whether it was friendly, unfriendly, or inditferent.

The responses are

tabulated in Table V.
TABLE V

A'l"lTlUDE OF grAFF MEMBERS AND CHILDREN TOWARD SUBS'.rl'lVl'lt TEACHERS AS
REPORTED BY THE SUBSTITUTE TEACl:IERS IN THE QUlSTIONNAIRE STUDY

.
Percentage"

Clerk
Principal
other teachers
Children

Friendly

Unfriendly

Indifferent

84.2
80.5

0.0
0.0

15.8
19.5
15.8
8.8

81.2
86.8

3.0

4.4

.

The vast majority of the substitute teacbers reported that at their

last assignment the attitude of the school staff and of the children was
friendly.

Three per cent of the respondents found their fellow teaohers

unfriendly and 4 per cent found the children unfriendly.
encountered more often than unfriendliness.

Indifference was

Sixteen per cent of the respcnd-

ents reported the clerks indifferent, more than 19 per cent reported
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principals indifferent, 16 per cent reported the regular teachers indifferent, and 9 per cent reported the children indifferent.
The third part of the questionnaire conSisted of n page containing four
general questions.

The SUbstitute teachers were directed to write comments

concerning their preferences as to types ot lesson plans, treatment of
discipline proble''':'1 lnethods of reporting the day's activities to the regular
teachers, and finally, suggestions tor improving the vorking relationships
between themselves and the regular teachers.
As

often happens in this type of question some interpretation and edit-

ing of the responses was necessary.

The five tables immediately follOWing

contain the answers of the substitute teachers to theae four "write-in"
questions.
The substitute teachers were asked to comment on the type of lesson
plan they preferred that the regular teachers leave for their use.

One

hundred twenty-seven responded with a vide variety of suggestions and comments.

Table VI contains a tabulation

of

these responses grouped into three

general groups.
It was learned that almost 41 per cent of the substitute teachers who
expressed a preference preferred detailed specific plans, 40 per cent preferred general plans, and more than 13 per cent preferred varying types.

or

the substitute teachers vho expressed a preference for general plans

a large group, about 13 per cent, liked plans written in the teacher's planbook provided by the Board of Education, probably because the planbook being
c1 ty-v1de in use is familiar to them and would require little time to interpret and understand.

TAmE VI

Type

ot Plan

Percentage

27.5
12.6

General plan
Planbook
Sub-total
Detailed plan
SpecIal plan
Sub-total

:

44.0
2.4

7.1

Markers 1n textbooks
Review
Previous plans
Wone (Kindergarten)

40.1
46.4

2.4
0.8
0.8

13.5

Sub-total

Some ot the respondents stated a preference tor outlines.

Several ot

them explained that a plan is a personal thing and a good plan for one
teacher might be a poor plan for another.

They felt that detailed plans

might stress items with which they bad only a vague acquaintance or ..thods
with which they felt insecure.

Some expressed confidence 1n their own

ability to provide the details for a general plan.
Most of the respondents d1d, however I indicate a preference for detailed, specific plans.

Thirty-eight specIfically stated "detailed" plans, and

three wanted "speoial plans tor substitute teachers".
Many schools feel that a substitute teaoher can not do justIce to the

regular teacher's lesson plan.

'!'he visiting teacher stresses materials of
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little importance or those which have been adequately covered, or she may
neglect important points.

In some schools each teacher is required to keep

1n addition to her planbook,
teacher.

8

special highly detailed plan tor a substitute

These plans cover trom one to three days in length.

In some

cases the teacher is required to keep a plan tor a one-day absence and a
second tor

8

three-day absence.

In the event ot a longer absence the sub-

ati tute teacher is to use the teacher' s regular plan.

Theae special plans

are llsually more general in nature than the regular plan and may consist ot
review work.

They are revised and brought up to date at regular intervals,

usually monthly.
Among the miscellaneous responaes 7 per cent stated a preference for

markers in the desk copies of textbooks to a written plan.
of'

This technique,

course, 1s a help to both the sl.ibstitute and the regular teacher in

easily finding the place in the book.

It also eliminates questioning the

class as to the place with possible resulting disorder and contueion.
the absence of

III

In

regular plan it could conceivably be of great assistance,

but it would seem to be a minimum type ot plan and indicates a lack of
imagination and planning on the part of the regular teacher and the subst! tution of the textbook for the course of study.
Three respondents asked tor "any type of plan t I .

Evidently these sub-

sti tute teachers have been in the unhappy pos1 tion of trying to carry on
the vork ot the regular teacher vi thout a plan.
reviev type plans.

Three respondents preferred

Regular teachers have state<.:- in interviews the.t a good.

review ia otten u.aetu.l to a ClaS8 and seldom wastes time.

In answering the question on preference as to type of lesson plans,
many respondents added details to their answers.

Since these unsolicited

details seemed to be of value to this study they were compiled and tabulated
and are presented in '!able VII.
TABLE VII

LESSOH PLAN DET.AILS FOUND USEFUL BY SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS

Frequency

Details
Pap numbers

Activities (written, oral, review)
Textbook names
Goals, obJectives
Time schedule
L1st or songs
Seatwork
Grouping
Homework aSSignments

32

28
11

1
1
2

2
2

1

It was noted in the discussion of the data contained in 'fable VI that
a maJority of the su.bstitute teachers preferred detailed plans.

'l'he details

most otten suggested were page numbers, specific activities, and the names
of textbooks to be used.

'l'hese three details ·.,.re mentioned more than twice

as otten as tbe other seven.

'l'he substitute teachers seem to be more inter-

ested in the practical aspects of methods and in controlling the class, than
in the more remote goals or objectives which were mentioned by only a

rev.

The time schedule and grouping information do not properly belong 1n III lesson

plan but on a time allotment chart and a special instruction sheet.
Discipline 1s mentioned in the literature
of substitute teachers.

&6

a most important problem

Because it is impossible to teach effectively when

a class 1s out of control and because regular teachers complain of the
necessity ot regaining control ot the class on their return, an attempt was
made to study the substitute teachers t teChniques of handling discipline.
The)"

were asked "Hov do you deal with serious discipline problems?" 'l'he

twenty-one methoda that were reported are listed in Table VIII.
TABLE VIU

ME'l'HOm USED BY StJBSfl'I'!'UTE 'tEACBERS FOR DEALING Wl'1'H SERIOO'S
DISCIPLDfE PROBI.EM) REPORTED IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE STUDY

Method
Send pupil to principal' a ottice
Send pupil to nearby teacher
Assign written work
Reprimand
Separate seating
10 discipline problems
~ke care of my own discipline"
Avoid discipline problems
Trouble makers removed at beginning of day
Send pupils out into corridor
Leave note tor regular teacher
Consult child's tolder
Send pupil to assistant principal
Keep pupil 1n at recess
Keep pupil trom special actt vi ties
Assign homework
Send pupil to muter teacher
Standing
Keep pupil after school
Appeal to peer group
Reward good behavior

Frequency

59

19
17
13
12
U
10

6
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
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The most common method of handling serlous diSCipline problems as
reported by the substitute teachers was to enllst the aid of other staff
members.

The principal was

~~ntioned

most often, f1fty-nine times) nearby

teachers nineteen time3J the assistant prinCipal three times; the master
teacher once; a total of eighty-two.

Five respondents said that children

with problems were usually removed from the classroom at the beginning of
the day.

From these responses it would seem that the school staff vas avall-

able when assistance was needed.

In tact, efforts are Indicated whieh tend

to prevent serious discipline troubles tor the substitute teacher.
Eleven respondents had no disciplIne troublesJ ten "took care ot their
own disCipline") and three said that they avoid diSCipline problems.

These

"strong" substitute teachers are evIdently not representative of the entire
corps ot 8ubstitute teachers or else have been fortunate in their assIgnments.
Many substitute teachers reported the efforts they made to avoid
discipline troubles.

These included changing children's seats in tvelve

easesl consulting the cumulative record tolder tor causes ot misbehavior,
four times; and promising a reward such

8S

a story hour tor good behavior.

A vide variety of' punitive measures of' dubious value vas reported, the
most common being written work, seventeen times) and verbal reprimands,
thirteen times.

Other questionable practices were standing in the corridor,

tour times; standing, once) keeping children trom other classes and activities, and keeping children af'ter school.
It may be inferred from these responses that many substitute teachers
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need help not only in coping with classroom problemo but also, in understanding the nature of discipline and classroom control.
~ihen

i&

the regular teacher returns to her classroom after an absence she

confronted '.dth the problem of learninG what the substitute teacher has

accomplished and

wr~t

stage of

lear~inG

the claGG Ims reached.

Since,

8S

reported 1n Table I, only 7 per cent of the substitute teachers were provided with a method of reporting their accomplishments this very important
report seems to have been relegated to the aubstitute teacher by default.
The substitute teachers" therefore" were asked "On leaving, did you leave
the teacher a report of the work accompl1ahe4? How?" The responsee are
tabulated in Table IX.
Of the one hundred thirty-eight substitute teachers responding to this
question 10 per cent lett no report.

The most

co~~n

method was the leaving

of notes on the teacber' s desk or in the planbook (55 per cent).

Eight per

cent of the substitute teachers reported that they left papers stacked and
labeled but not marked.

Four per aent of the substitute teachers reported

that they made oral reports to the princIpal or to another teacher.

Other

methods reported included notes on chalkboards and on the teacher t s calendar, bookmarks, and lists of marks or grades.

It would seem that these

vague, improvised methods of reporting, often performed hurriedly at dismissal time, are of little or no value in providing the returning regular
teacher with the necessary inf'ormation to carryon the class program witb
proper continuity.
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TABLE IX
METHODS

or

.REPORTING TO REGULAR TEACHERS USED BY SUBSTITUTE

T.EACHERS REPORTIl'fG IN '1'BE QUESTIODAIRE STUDY

Percentage

Method

55.3

Notes
Nothing lett
Marked papers, piled and labeled
Marks on lesson plan showing work covered
Wri tten work (unmarked) piled. and labeled
Oral report to principal or other teacher ~
Notes on chalkboard
L1st of' marks given
File of incoming notes
Bookmarks
Memo on teacher' s calendar
Marked workbooks

10.1

8.5

6.1

4.4
4.4
3.0

2.2

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

The last question on the questionnaire asked the substitute teachers to

make suggestions f'or improving the working relationship between the substltute teachers and the regular teachers.
ulated, are listed in Table X.

The responses, classified and tab-

They have been classified

by

the agency

responsible tor providing the recommended material or service.
Among the materials needed by the substitute teachers, the provision
of' which is a school responsibility, a handbook or instruction sheet of
school routines was mentioned twenty times and room keys were mentioned
only once.

TABLE X

RECOMMENDATIONS OF 5UB.5TlTUrE TEACHERS FOR IMPROVING TEBIR

worucrrlG RELi;.TIONSHlPS '/'lITH THE REGUIJ\R TEACHERS

Recommendation
Responsibility of school
(41) Improve attitude of teachers
(3)
Provide ha.ndbook-instruction sheet
(31) Provide r~lp 1n handling diacipllne
(2)
Meeting fellow teachers
Relief from special duties
Improve attitude of principal
Improve a.ttitude of clerk
Compliment substitute for good work
(5)
Provide keys
Respona1b11ity of regular teacher
(9)
Provide adequate les80n plans
(7)
Provide up-to-date seating chart
(10) Provide time allotment chart
(23) Prepare class for ~orklng with sub.
(13) Provide names of helpers and hostess
Follol;I through next day wit,h 3ul:lsti tute •s
work and recommendat10ns
(16) Provide list of claGS routineo
Provide ample seatwork
Provide attendance book
Provide desk copies of textbooks
(14) Provide liot of reading levels
Provide good room library
Provide neat and orderly room
Improve attitude toward class
Responsib11ity of substitute
Leave report for regular teacher
Suggestions of successful methods
Cooperate with school staff
Items on questionnaire

r'requency

24
20

10
8

4
3
3

2

1

62

19
18
1"

14

5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1)

7

4

5
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Respondents mentioned tvo services that would be of help to them.

Ten

substitute teaohers felt that the school staff should provide help with
discipline problems and four felt that they should be relieved of any
special duties for which the regular teacher was scheduled.

These special

duties usually include supervision of corridors, play-yards, and lunchroom.
The substitute teachere telt that they were not well enough acquainted with
the students and the routines to perform these police duties effectively.

Their time

1Il1~;ht

be more effiCiently used in study:lng the lesson plans and

preparing far their classes.
Needed improvel'!lent in the stti tud.es of the principal, the regular
teachers, and the school clerk was indicated by the replies of a total of
twenty-one respondents.
teachers

re~rd

Fifteen ot these respondents felt that regular

their substitutes as useless, or a8 mere baby sitters and

that this attitude is reflected in the conduot of the olass toward the substitute teaoher.
Three respondents felt the need of improvement 1.n the attitude of the
building pr1nctpnl toward substitute teachers.
key

to the whole situation.

They regarded him as the

If he were indifferent, his attitude was

reflected in the faculty and in the children.
1he attitude of the clerk was mentioned three times.

The clerk 1s

usually the first staff member to be met by the substitute teacher on her
entrance to the school.

A friendly

greetin~

or cold indifference seems to

set the pattern tor the entire day.
Eight of' the respondents felt that the prIncipal should provide the
substitute teacher with an opportunity to meet other teachers.

Tllia could

be

done betore school, at recess time or at lunch time.

Since many schools

have established a I1cot!ee break. Ii at morning recess, this woul4 be an
opportune time.
The majority ot the recommendations by the substitute teachers concerned

materials the proVision at which 1s a responsIbility ot the classroom
teacher.

Most of them are indispensable tor good control and good teaching

by the regular teacher and need not be provided specifically for a substitute
teacher.

Lesson plans, seat1ng charts, and time allotment charts seem to be

most necessary belng mentioned a total of ninety-nine times.
Adequate and useful lesson plans were IDIftlt10ned more than three times
as otten as any other item and by approximately half at the respondents.
The prOVision of adequate and up-to-date seating charts had the second highest trequency of mention.

Third highest vas the t1me allotment chart.

It would seem from these responses that the regular teacher by providing
materials that are vi tal to her own good teaching, would do much to insure
effective teaching by her replacement in hel' absence and an easier day for
herself on her return to duty.
Among the suggested 1tellS to be provided by the classroom teacher I the
list of class routines 1s probably the only one that need be made especially
for the use ot a substitute teacher.

Yet the methods of passing materials,

at getting coats, and of lining up tor dismissals are of great importance
to classroom discipline and knowledge of them could ver, well be the deciding
factor in whether or not the class vill bave a product1 ve day in the
teacher·. absence.
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The other 1tems mentioned need not be provided specifically for a substItute teacher but are in common uae in the schools.
helpers are of'ten on the chalkboard.

The names of student

A room hostess and class officers are

used to train the class in courtesy and in democratic action.

Desk copies

of textbooks. seatwork. attendance books, and room llbraries should be available in any classroom.

Reading levels are on fl1e in the classroom on the

cumulative record card. in the cumulative folders and otten on the seating
chart.
Seventeen

sub~tltute

teachers felt that cooperation could be f'urthered

if the regular teacher prepared the class In advance for receiving and working w1th a substitute teacher.
Seven respondents mentioned the des1rability of the returnIng regular
teacher following through with the work started by the substitute teacher.
investigating any reports of discipline infractions occurring during her
absence. commending the class for good conduct, and generally regarding the
day of her absence as no different trom any other day.
Two items that seem to be a serious indictment ot regular teachers are
mentioned, fortunately, only once each.

The regular teacher should leave a

neat and orderly room for the substitute teacher.
improve her attitude toward her own class.

The

regular teacher should

The respondent felt that if the

regular teacher had the interests of her class at heart she would do all the
things necessary to insUl'e good instruction of the children in her absence,
and her class would be taught to continue its wcrk with the substitute
teacher in charge.

There were not man.y comments as to what the subat! tute teacher, herself, could do to improve cooperation.

Fit-teen reopondents felt, t':.,.t a

report should be left for the regular teacher.
methods.

Seven told of' successful

Four respondents said that substitute teachers should mke greater

efforts to cooperate "lith the schools.
Five respondents coanented that if all the items on the questionnaire
could be put into effect a substitute teacher's lite would be a happy one.
B.

REPORT OF RESPONSES TO I1f1'.ERVI.EWS

~rrm

stm3TI'l'U'lE 'l'EACBERS

Interviews were conducted with a sampling ot: subati tute teachers to
validate the replies to the questionnaire study.

It was felt that these

interviews might produce valuable add! tional or supplementary information
since the respondents were free to make suggestions or comments about their
relations with the schools and the regular teachers.
To facIlitate the interpretation and tabulation of the data obtained,
the replies were sometimes arbitrarily edited and classified to correspond
wi th the items of the qu.estionnalre.

IiowEtver I valuable new contributions

were added, unchanged, to the tables and discussions.
'rhe tables in this section correspond, as nearly as possible, to those

containing the same or similar data in the previous section of this chapter.
'!'be 1 tem numbers and key phrases are the same.

Relationships between tables

in the two sections are pointed out in the diSCUSsion.

In comparing the responses, 1 t should be remembered that whereas in
the questionnaire study mater1.al.s and practices vere named or described, in
the interviews they were not.

The questionnaire itelill8 might have prompted or
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directed the responses but the general questions used in the interviews
elicited repliea that were entirely spontaneous and voluntary.
a~HJurned,

It must be

therefore, that all of the items volunteered by the substitute

teachere in the interviews, even those with a lov frequency of mention, are
of importance.
The relative value of the services and materials provided for the sub-

stitute teachers by the schools as determined from the responses in the
interviews with the substitute teachers is indicated by the ranking of the
i tua in Table XI.

TABLE XI
VAWE OF CERTAIN MATERIALS AND 3ERVICE3 PROVIDED FOR THE SUBSTITUTE
TEACHERS BY THE SCHOOL'3 AS INDICATED BY THE RESPONSES

OF

Percentage

Practices
Instructions-handbook
Floor plan
Help with discipline
Bell schedule
Meeting teachers
Emergency procedures

72.3
27.0

24.1
18.3

14.9
3.3

As shown in the above table nearly three-fourths ot the substitute
teachers who were interviewed expressed a need for an instruction sheet or
school handbook.

It was suggested that it contain information concerning the
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general rules and policies of the school, recess and lunchtime procedures,
and a list of' special duties.
More than one ...fou;;·th of the
building was deslrable.

thought a floor plan o£ the

re~pondents

Items suggested to he included on the plan were the

location of restro(.)frls" lunchroon,s, and 5U1oking facilities.
iUmost one-fourth of the subsU tute teachers were concerned with discipline and needed help with it.

Several said that this help should come

:rom the assistant principal or the special teachers.
A small number (19 per cent) of the respondents mentioned a bell schedule and an even smaller number (3 per cent)

II

list ot emergency proced.ures.

Both of these items had a very high value in the questionnaire study
(Table I).
Nearly 15 per cent 01" the subatl tute t..eachers wanted to meet the members
of the regular school starf at recess, at a "coffee break" or in the office
before school.
All at theae items, except the floor plan of the building, were rated
highly (above 80 per cent) by the respondents to the questionnaire.

The questionnaire listed many

materi8~1

55.dered necessary for the substitute teacher.

1n the classroom that are conThe interviews, on the other

hand, provided no suggeotioDs to the respondents.

It would seem, therefore,

that those items volunteered 1n the interviews by the substitute teachers
themselves may be considered of greatest importance.

Table XII contains a

tabulation of the replies volunteered by the substitute teachers concerning
these needed

mate~lals.
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lear17 80 per cent ot the respondents mentioned lelson plans as one ot
the materials whioh are IDOst usetul to them 1n the classroom.

'!'his was the

h1gbest t'reqwency ot' mention received 'by any item in the interviews.
TABLE XII
VAWE OF CERTAIN MATERIALS AND SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE REGULAR

TEACHERS FOR THEIR SUBSTITUTES AS nmICATED BY THE RESPQIfSES
OF St1.BSTlTU'rE 'l'EACHERS

n

1lfJ.'l'mVIEWS

Praetioes

Percentage

Lesson plans
SupplIes
Seating chart
Time allotment chart

79.1

74.9
40.7
33.3
25.9
18.5

Textbooks

Personal intor_tion
Student preparation
Grouping
Dismissal routines
Attendance book
Seatwork

'!'he sufficienoy of' supplies also ranked very high.

14.8

7.4
1.9
7.4

3.1

Many

of the respond-

ents emphasized the value ot certain items such as writing materials, art
supplies, ohart and maps.
Seating charts, time allotment chart and textbooks, although receiving
high t'requency of mention 1n the interviews, dId not approaoh their high
ratings (above 90 per cent) in the questionnaire study.
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Personal information concerning the children, especially discipline
cases, is indicated by the replies (18 per cent) .s of importance to substitute teachers.

Fourteen per cent of the respondents said that N1lUlar

teachers should do more to prepare their classes for working with substitute
teachers.
Information on grouping and dismissal routines received a low rate of
mention.
All of these items were rated .s of considerable help by more than 80
per cent of the substitute teachers replying to the questionna1re (Table II).
1\10 items, the attendance book and seatwork, :not mentioned on the question-

naire were recommended as of value by a small number ot the respondents 1n
the interviews.
Even in schools wbere cooperation and assistance are greatest, the
substitute teacher must rely on her own ability and knowledge of the methods
ot teaching wben in the classroom.

Question three, "What materials and

techniques of your own bave you found to be most helpful?" was asked to discover the ways by which a substitute teacher may help herself and teach most
efficiently.

The numerous and varied replies have been grouped into two

classes, first, the methods and techniques reported to 'be most helpful, and
second, the attitudes and personal qualities reported to be most helpful.
Table XlII contains a tabulation of items in the first category; the methods
and techniques that substitute teachers reported were most helpful to them.
Only one technique on the questionnaire, Item twenty-five, using audiovisual materials, was recommended by the substitute teachers in the interViews.

Although given a rather high rating in the interviews, it received
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a relatively low rating in the questionnaire study.

Among the devices and

techniques recommended, keeping the class busy with constructive work was
l'l'lentioned next most often (18 per cent).
plan had the third highest frequency

Following the teacherts lesson

(13 per cent).

TABLE XIII
HELPFUL ME'l'HODS AND TECHNIQUES REFORrED BY THE
SUBSTITUTE 'IEACHERS IN THE nll'ERVL.'WS

Response
(25) Audio-visual materials
General methods
Keep pupils busy
Follow lesson plan
Give class written work
Put assignments on board immediately
Make seating chart, if none available
~lect helper to aid in finding materials
,.\8ep pupils interested
Allow no walking around room or talking
aet control from the start
Give individual attention when needed
SpeCial subjects
Games (number, review)
Reading stories
::'>«tatwork
Art lessons
Spelling

Pel"Centage

27.8
18.5
13.0
13.0
D .• l

9.3

7.4
5.6

7.4

3.7
1.9

13.0

9.3
9.3
5.6
3.7

Sinee written work was mentioned several times, tor instance, giving
the c1&ss some written work (13 per cent) and putting assignments on the
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board immediately (11 per cent), it must be considered as a most important
technique of the substitute teacher.
If the regular teacher had not left a seating chart, 9 per cent of the
respondents recommended that one be made immediately.
SeVflral dev1cuiG in the area of class control were recommended.
the class interested in the work. was mentioned by

ents.

6 per cent

Keeping

of the respond-

Insisting on the pupils remaining in their seats and not talking

without permission waa mentioned by 7 per cent of the respondents.

or

rather high frequency was the suggestion (7 per cent) for selecting

a aright looking pupil as a helper in finding materials.

The special device mentioned most often as helpful by the substitute
teachers was having a game of

SOl'l'l8

type ready for use (13 per cent).

Reading

lessons (9 per cent), seatwork (9 per cent), and art lessons (6 per cent)

were also considered useful devices by the responding substitute teachers.
A

"bag of tricks n is freql.1ently mentioned in the 11 terature and by the

reglllar teachers as necessary for a substitute teacher.

The above listed

useful techniques seem to indicate that many 5ubsti tute teachers come to
their classes prepared to improvise in the absence of a lesson plan or to
f111 gaps in the plan.

Table XIV contains a tabulation of the replies concerning att1tudes and
pers(,nal qualities found to be of value to subst1 tute teachers.
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TABLE XIV
HELPFUL ATTITUDES AND QUALITIES REPORTED BY
stIBSTITUTE TEACHERS IN THE INTERVIEWS

Percentage

Response

Be firm
Be fair
!estern
Be kind
Treat pupils as adults
Be straightforward
Be helpful
Smile a little
Be yourself

16.7
13.0
13.0

11.1

,.6

5.6

3.7

3.7
1.9

The replies listed in the above table might well be used as advice for
any teacher since they show an understanding of the psychology und0rlying
good classroom control.

Firmness 1n handling the children vas rec.:>mmended

by a total of 30 per centat the respondents, but this firmness or aternness must be tempered with humor and concern for the pupils' welfare.
The substitute teacher should also be fair, kind, and helpful.

Since

she is not present to entertain the class, she should smile a 11 ttle but not

too much.

She should be honest and straightforward and not put on an act.

She shc'uld not talk down to the children but as much as possible treat them

as adults.
The 8U'o8t1 tute teachers were asked in the interviews, "What type of

lesson plan is most useful to a substitute teacher!"

The replies to the
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question fell into two classes: the type of plan found most helpful, and the
details that the plan should contain.
in the tvo following tables.

These two areas are treated separately

Table XV contains a tabulation of the replies

ot the substitute teachers concerning the general type of plan they find to

be most useful.
TABLE XV
TYPES OF LESSON PLANS REPOR'l'tD MOST USEFUL BY THE

SU'BSTITtlTE TEACHERS INTERVIEWED

Type

of Plan

Percentage

General plan
Pls.nbook
Brief' outline
Sub ..total
Detailed plan
Special plan
Sub-total

6l.t.8

largest group of respondents (4e per cent) stated a preference for

The

detailed, daily plans.

About 17 per cent felt that a epecial detailed plan

for the use of the aubsti tute teacher was of most help.

Thus almoet 65 per

cent of the respondents found detailed plans roost valuable to substitute
teachers.

A majority of respondents in the questionnaire study (Table VI)

also preferred detailed plans.
On

that

the other hand approximately 35 per cent of the SUbstitute teachers

Wl"f!

interviewed expressed

&

preference for some type of a general plan.
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Three of the respondents said that

III

detailed plan vas often contuo1ng.

Five

took the oppoai te viewpoint and 3a.id that the detailed plan was understandable to

8.

'3ubsti tate teacher whereas

8. ~eneral

pan may be confusing.

Fifteen said that a plan should be flexible and allryw the substitute teacher
to supplement it with her own personality.
It would seem, therefore, that although substitute teachers are divided
as to the type of plan they favor, they generally prefer a detailed plan but
feel that they should be allowed to delete

S~~

of the details or add their

own materials.
In answering the question as to the types of lesson plans they found
most helpful, many substitute teachers told of detaIls they found to be use-

rule

Since these comments were thought to be of value to the study they are

tabulated. in Table XVI.

TABLE XVI
LESSON PLAN DETAILS FOUND USEFUL BY THE SUBSTITUTE

'l'EAcmms

IM'ERVIEWED

Details
Page numbers
Textbook nalOOs
Activities (written, oral, review)
Grouping information
Jobs performed by students
Location of materials
Intelligence quotients
Room chairman's help

Percentage

33.3

22.2

20.4
9.3

5.6

5.6

3.7

1.9

loB
Among the details (listed above) that su.bsti tu.te teachers feel should
be incorporated in the teacher's lesson plan are some that rightfully belong

elsewhere: posted in the room, in an instruction sheet, or 1n a handbook.
These 1nclu.de stu.dent Jobs, intellisence quotients, grouping information,
and the location of materials.
The detail most trequently mentioned (33 per cent) was a list of pe.ge
The names ot the textbooks to be used in the

numbers in the textbooks.

various subjects received the next highest mention (22 per cent).

Specific

actiVities such as review work and whether the lesson is written or oral,
were also rated highly.

These three items received the highest frequency of

mention 1n the questionnaire study also ('l'able VII).
The substitllte teachers were asked in the interviews, to make sugges-

tions tor improving the working relations between themselves and the regular
teachers.

The comments and suggestions of the respondents, as in the qlles-

t10nnaire stlldy, fell into three areas of responsibility: the school (princ1pal and statt), the absent regular teacher, and the subst1tute teacher.
The replies are listed in Table XVII in these three categories.
The provision of a regular teacher as a sponsor for the substitute
teacher was recommended

8S

a technique tor improving working relations by

the largest grou.p of respondents, 33 per cent.

Improvement ot the attitude

of the regular teachers toward substitute teachers in the building was
recommended by 28 per cent.

The introduction of the substitute teacher to

the other teachers as soon a8 possible was recommended by 22 per cent.

The

larp nl1mDer of respondents _king these three suggestions indicates that
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many substitute teachers feel a need tor acceptance and assistance from the
school staff.
TABLE XVII
RECOMMENDATIONS

(I

THE St1BSTITUTE TEACHERS IlITERV1EWED

FOR IMPROVING THEIR WORlCING RELATIONS WITH

THE REGULAR TEACHERS

Recommendation
Responsibility of school
( 30) Provide teacher sponsor
41) Improve attitude ot regular teachers
2) Introduce 8ubst1 tute teacher to staft
31) ProVide help with discipline
3) PrOVide instructions-handbook
(33) Principal should help
(1) Principal should meet subst1tute

1

Responsibility of regular teacher
(9) Provide adequate lesson plan
(7) Provide up-to-date seating chart
(23) Prepare class tor working with substitute
Have class under control
(13) Provide list ot student helpers
(12) Provide personal information about pupils

Percentage

33.3
27.8
22.2

16.7
11.2

5.6
5.6
35.2
25.9
22.2

16.7
11.1

5.6

Responsibility of subst1tute teacher
Act as part of statt
Willingly assume responsibi11t1es

The other recommendations for help in handling d1scipline cases (17 per
oent) and meeting and being assisted by the principal (6 per cent) seem to
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confirm this conclusion.

The provIsion of a school handbook or instruction

sheet of school routines and procedures was suggested by 11 per cent of the
respondents.

All these recommendations were also made by the substitute

teachers replying to the questionnaire study (Table X).
Under the responsibilities of the regular teacher the provision of
lesson plans of a nature that the substitute teacher can easily Wlderstand
and use moat effectively was recommended by the largest group of respondents

(35 per cent).

The provision of lesson plans received the highest rating by

the respondents to the questionnaire study, also (Table X).
Up-to-date seating charts were mentioned: by 26 per cent of the substitute teaehers.

It was also second highest in the recommendations received

in the questionnaire study.
The preparation of the pupils for working with a substitute teacher in
the absenee of the regular teacher was rt'!'commended by 22 per cent of the
respondents.

Seventeen per cent said that the regular teacher should have

the class under control before the substitute teacher takes charge.

These

t'110 related responses would seem to indicate that many of the regular teach ..
ers are remiss in the area of class control.
The

prOVision of student helpers and personal information about children

are recurrent requests in the various parts of this study.
All of these recommendations, except that dealing with having the class
under control, were recommended also by the substitute teachers replying to
the questionnaire.
The SUbstitute teachers suggested only tvo 'll8ys 1n which they, themselves, could improve cooperation with the regular staff: acting as part of
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the staff and assuming the responsibilities of a teacher.

The substitute

teachers, as a group, do not seem to realize that cooperation and the
improving ot working relations 1s a reciprocal arrans-ment.

c. Report ot Responses to Interviews with Regular Teachers
The data in the following eight tables were compiled from 1nformation
gathered 1n interviews with regularly assigned teachers trom each of 54
elementary schools.

These data reflect the attitude of the school personnel

toward the substitute teacher, give the prOVisions made tor her reception
and assistance, relate expertences with substitute
teachers, and record
,
reactions to their accomplishments.

They also contain

su~stions

to improve

the working relations between the regular teacher and the substitute teacher.

Table XVIII is a compilation of the reports secured 1n the interviews
with regular teachers concerning the assistance provided the substitute
teacher by the various members of the school staff.
TABLE XVIII
ASSISTABCE PROVIDED SUBS'nTU'l'E '1'E.ACB.ERS BY VARIOUS S'l'13F

MEMBERS AXD OTHERS IN' FD"l'Y-Fotm SCHOOLS

1
...
Racei ves her on arr1 val
Escorts her to room
Introduces bel' to teachers
Aids with discipline
Aids with records

~!

811.1 ...

8
..-I
6:

~E

43
23
8
15

10
7
4
11

t)

..-IS::

11.1

~

~
~
6
15

29
38
31

t!

G

11.1
~

~

§
Ii

54
3

7

6

11

2

13
13
7
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It is to be noted that on reporting to the school oftice the substitute
teacher vas met by one or several of the staff members J by whom
mined principally by the time of arrival.

1I8S

deter-

It she arrived before school, she

generally met the clerk, principal and other teachers if any vere present in
the office.

If she arrived atter school was 1n session she usually mat the

clerk only.

Bovever, at either time she was met by the clerk.

In torty-

three cases the clerk introduced her to the prinCipal if he vere present and
available.

She vas, in a very fev cases, presented to the assistant prin-

Cipal, master teacher (presumably in larger schools) or the adjustment
teacher.

In only one instanee was she sure to meet a neighboring teacher on

her arrival.
It vould seem courteous and efficient to eseort the arriving substitute
teacher to ber elassroom, since she was unacquainted vith the building.
Thirteen teachers reported that this was not done in their schools J three
teachers did not know it it was or vas not.

In the other thirty-su schools

the substitute teacher was escorted by any of several persons most otten,
(twenty-three times) by the principal if be were available.

The assistant

prine1pal, other teachers, master teacber, clerk, or student messenaers also
acted as guides on occasion.
In all except thirteen cases, it was reported that the substitute
teacher vas introduced to other teachers, generally by a teacher she had met
1n the office.

However in eight cases a neighboring teacher bad been paired

with the absent teacher as sponsor for the substitute teacher and she
assumed this responsibi11ty.
introductions.

The principal, in eight eases, performed the
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It during the day the substitute teacher needed aid with discipline,
she was assisted most often (twenty-six titles) by neighboring teachers, and
in eight cases by a teacher sponsor, when they existed.

The

office, through

the principal. assistant prIncipal or master teacher proVided aid with discipline

twenty-eig~t

times.

In seven cases, the regular teachers reported

that there never were any diSCipline problems or 'that known trouble makers
were removed 1n advance trom the room.
It the substitute teacher needed help in making out records, such as
monthly reports, she rece1ved it in a _Jority of cases (twenty-six times)
from a neighboring teacher or the teacher sponsor (eight times).

The office

assisted through the clerk, (eight) or a master teacher (five times).

In

seventeen schools, it was telt that these recorda or reports should be made
out by the regular teacher on her return.
From 'Dable XVIII 1 t 1s evident that the neighboring teacher, whether
or not by intent, provided the most assistance to the substitute teacher.
The amount and type of assistance varied from school to school and, it can

be assumed, within the schools themselves.

In only eight cases was this

assistance planned to the extent that each teacher was responsible tor the
class and the substitute teacher in a designated nearby room.
Generally the reception provided the substitute teacher was a hit-ormiss atfair, depending on the school, the time of the substitute teacher's
arrival, the presence or absence of otner teachers in the oftice or corridors, and whether or not the principal was busy.
Assistance during the day was of the same type.

The principal or

ottice mayor may not have provided assistance and usually only on request.

As has been pOinted out, n substitute teacher needs certain essential
rnaterials to teach a strange class effectively.

To teach effIciently she

must have intol"mBtion readily available (!oncernlng auch things a.s the avail ..
ability and location of the needed materials, the caliber and characteristics

ot her

cla~s,

the lessons to be taught, the

cla.s~r.oom

and school routines,

and many other aml1 but not IncoDl'5equentlal items of information.
Table XIX contains a compilation of' such materials and information
which are provided by the office or by the cla.ssroom teachers as reported in
the interviews with regular teachers frofH fifty-four schools.

INFORMATION, MATERIALr:>, AND RESOORCES AVAII..A.DLE TO

SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS IN THE LOCAL SCHooU3

.

Lesson plan
Attendance book
Time allotment chart
Seating chart
Adequate supplies
Emergency data
AUd10.visual materials
Markers in textbooks
Information on grouping
Helpers, hostess
Work books
Class prepared for sub
Special lnf'ormntion
Seatwork
School handbook.
Instruction sheet
Audio-Visual operator$
Classroom organization
Personal information
Scheduled tests
Report form

By

By

Oftice

Teacher

0.0
0.0
3.7
0.0
0.0

100.0
100.0
96.3

22.2

48.1
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
20.4
1.9
0.0
3L.9
51.9
50.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.9

98.1

98.1
74.1
38.9
85.2
77.8

77.8
70.4

48.1
61.1
61.1
18.5
0.0
0.0

48.1
37.0
31.5
0.0

Not
Provided

0.0
0.0

0.0
1.9

1.9
3.7
13.0
14.8
22.2
22.2

29.6

31.5
37.0
38.9
42.6

1~8.1

50.0
51.9
63.0

68.5

98.1
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Lesson plana are regarded as essential, not only for the substitute
teacher 1n continuing the teacher's lessons but for the regular teacher in
organizing her work.

All the teachers reporting lett some kind of a plan,

either in the planbooK provided by the Board ot Educat10n or on cards or
paper.
The attendance book was reported 'to be in all sehool rooms although the

teachers differed in whether or not they wanted their substitutes to make
entries in t,t and, if they did, 1n what manner they preferred these entries

to be made.
Since the time allotment chart 1s required: by IIoard of Education
directive, it Vas reported aTailable in all cooperating schools, either 1n
the office, the classrooms, or in both places.
The seating ehart is needed by the substitute teacher to take attendance

and to allow her to call on children by name.
device for maintaining diSCipline.

It is a180 an invaluable

Fifty-two teachers,

98

per cent, left

such a chart for the substitute teacher, one did not, and one used name
cards.
lflnety.... lght per cent of the reporting teachers sa1d that available
supplies were adequate for their own or a substitute teacher' s use.

One

teacher reported that her school was new and supplies at tbe time were not
plentiful.
Information as to procedures in emergencies was provided in
of the schools either by the offIce or the teacher.

96 per cent

This vital information

was either posted in the classroom or contained in a school handbook,
information sheet or spectal folder in the teacher', desk.

In two eases
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the teacher reported that none was provided.
In most of the cases reported,

87

per cent, the substitute teacher had

access to audio-visual materials, such as motion picture projectors, film
strip projectors and radios, but 1n twenty-one schools these had to be
ordered in advance.

A substitute teacher on a one-day assignment was there-

fore, dependent on the regular teacher for these devices.

The teachers felt

that audio-visual equipment should be used only 1f called for in the lesson
plan and if suItable films or programs were available, otherwise these
d.evices degenerate into busy work or time killers.

.

In twenty-six schools

audio-visual devices vere delivered. to the class rooms on schedule whether
the regular teacher or the substitute teacher was conductIng the class.
As previously reported, substitute teachers like to have place markers

in the desk copies of textbooks 1n addition to or in lieu of page numbers
in the teacher's lesson plan.

Such markers were reported used by 85 per

cent of the teachers.
Grouping is pract1ced 1n many classes and subjects as provIding for
more efficient learning.

If such grouping 1s practiced, the subst1tute

teacher should be so informed.

'fhirty-one teaohers did inform their sub..

stltutesJ eleven others explained that the school was departmentalized,
that classes vera homogeneously organized, that ohildren were seated
accordlng to abl1ity or that the children grouped themselves "automatically."

'lvelve teachers (22 per cent) either did not group their classes .. or

if they did .. did not so inform their substitutes.
Forty teachers (78 per cent) reported havIng made
student help around the classroom.

80me

prOVision for

Twenty-five (46 per cent) of them
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provided a room hostess for receiving visitors.

No helpers or hostesses

were provided by 22 per cent of the respondents.
Th1rty.... Ight te.cbers (70 per cent) reported that they lett workbooks
avaIlable for the use of the substitute teacher.

Eleven teachers reported

that tb.e;y did not Wle workbooks in their classes and five teachers, although
using workbooks, did not leave them out tor the use of a substitute teacber.

Many teachers, including all of the last five, reported that substitute
teachers otten

1l8e

workbooks for busy work, permi tt1ng children to partially

fill page after page of mterial thus impaIring the value of thIs teaching
device.
Respondents were vague in their answers to the question conceminl a
school or classroom code of conduct.

Eleven (20 per cent) reported the

existence of a school ci tizensh1p code and twenty-s1x (48 per cent) said
they taught manners and
the substitute teacher.

good

cItizenship to their classes thus preparing tor

In seventeen cases (31 per cent) nothing was done

by e1 ther the school or the teacher.

Twenty-six teachers reported that they provided the substitute teacher
with information concern1ng collect1ons and situations peouliar to the
school and the class, and seven teachers said that the chIldren could be
relied on to explain these procedures (a total of 61 per cent).

In one

school theae instructions were included in the school handbook.

Twenty

teachers (37 per cent) reported no such proviSions in their schools.

Th1s

information where it existed, was made available in var10ws ways and places,
the planbook, desk drawer, time allotment chart, or the 'bulletin board..
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It was reported that seatwork, if called for in the lesson plan, was
provided by the teacher in twenty-seven cases, 6nd six teachers provided
seatwork it their absence was known in advance (a total of 61 per cent).
Twenty-two or 39 per cent provided no seatwork.

Several teachers made ita

point that they leave only enough seatwork for the lesson, going to the
trouble of hiding advanced seatwork, as they have found it to be wasted as
busy work in their absence.
In twenty....even cases, or according to 50 per cent ot those responding,
boys were provided by the ottice to operate the audio-visual eQ.uipment) in
the otLer halt of the cases investigated only. teachers were permitted to run

this eQ.uipment.

It would appear, therefore, that all substitute teachers

should be competent in operating these ex.pti:nsive devices to perform this
service when allowed.
Many

schools have prepared a school handbook for the use of regular and.

substitute teachers.

Teachers reported that in eighteen schools the sub-

stitute teachers received this handbook in the otticeJ in ten schools the
handbooks were kept in the teacbers' desks.
handbook tor substitute teachers.

Three schools have a special

This represents a total of 57 per cent

having handbooks.

School handbooks are a useful, though

cumbers~,

device for listing

school routines and other information but the7 do not necessarily provide
some needed information such as the location of a good restaurant.

A special

add! tional inst.ruction sheet for subati tute teachers could provide pertinent

information 1n a more serviceable format.

'lWenty-e1ght schools (52 per cent)

were reported to use these instruction sheets.

Tventy-aix (48 per cent)

U9
do not.
Classroom organizations, previously discwssed, vere reported to exist
in twenty-six (48 per cent) of the classrooms of the interviewed teachers
but not in the other twenty-eight.
Twenty teachers (37 per cent) reported that they provided the substl tute
teaoher with personal informat1on about individual pupils wben necessary,
but 63 per cent did not.
Only seventeen teachers (31 per cent) reported that they would leave

scheduled tests tor the substitute teacher to administer and five of these
teachers would disregard the scores.

With

t~

exception of pre-tests and

spelling tests, the majority of regular teachers preferred to administer
their own tests.
Only one sohool was reported to provide a form tor the substitute
teacher on which to report to the regular teacher what the class bad accomplished during her absence.
The responses tabulated in Table XIX indicate that lesson plans,
attendance books, and time allotment charts were available tor substitute
teachers in all of the :fifty-four sohools reported on.

Seating charta,

adequate sltpplies and information tor emergencies were available in more
than

98

per cent of the cases.

All these mtarials were valued bighl.y by

subst1 tltte teaohers in the preVious parts of this study.
Textbook markers, grouping information, room helpers, and workbooks,
all of importance to subst.1 t.ut.e teachers were provided in more than twothirds of the cases.

Other .terials or lesser importance, such as seat-work,

school bandbooks and lnst-ruction sheets were provided more t.ban halt of the

1.20

tiM.
It would seem that the schools are negligent, however, in preparing
children for workins with substitute teachers, providing needed personal
1n:f'ormtion about pupils and 1n providing a means for the use of the subst1-

tut. teacher in reporting her activities to the regular teacher.
All of the teachers interviewed said that they left lesson plans of
some tYP4t (Table

XIX) for th4tir su.bstitutes.

A

further description of the

lesson plans provided by the regular teachers interviewed is contained in

Table XX.

DESCRIP'l'ION OF LESSON PLABS

u::mn B!' 'rEAClIIRS

Ilf FlP'fY-FOUR SCHOOLS

Frequency

Percentage

11
2
itl

20.4

General
Detailed

16

29.6

Planbook

48
30
6

14ngth

ot plan

Monthly
BilBOtltbly
Weekly

'rJpe of plan

Detailed (absence expected)
Special plan

38

3.1

75.9

70.4
88.9
55.5
11.1

Moat ot the teachers, (torty-one or 76 per cent) reported that they
make out lesson plans weekly and that these plana are usually detailed plans
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(thi~ty-.igbt or 70

per cent).

A lesser number

ot teachers (thirteen or 24

per cent) reported ::rlaking out plans on a bi-tuonthly or monthly basis.
plans are ot a more general or outline type since

:1. t

These

is impossible to anti-

cipate the questions that will arise or the details needed so tar in advance.
However, thirty teachers (56 per cent) reported that they revisad or added
details to a plan, whatever its length, if they expected to be absent.
A planbook is proVided each teacher by the Board of Education.

Forty-

eight teachers (B9 per cent) reported keeping it up-to-date and available
tor the aubstitute teacherJ one kept her planbook up-to-date ftmoat of' the
time" •
Six teachers (11 per cent) reported that their schools required the
regular teachers to have special plans tor the use ot substitute teachers
available at all timea.

Slnce thirty teachers (55 per cent) as reported

above make special plans or add details to their plans if their absence is
expected, a total ot thirty-six or 67 per cent make special preparations
when their absence 1s antiCipated.

Eighteen teachers (33 per cent) do not.

From the above data it would seem that a lesson plan of some type is
usually available for a 8ubst1 tute teacher.
given in detail.

Theae plana may be sketchy or

The value to a substitute teacher ot the outline type of

plan made several weelts 1n ad.vanee 1s questionable.

However, if the absence

io known in advance, teachers take pains to elaborate their plans or to
prepare special plans for the use of their substitutes.
It was felt that the working relations between the regular teachers
and the substitute teachers could be improved if each of the interested
understood what the other expected of them.

The regular teachers, therefore,
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were questioned concerning the duties and activities they expect their substitutes to assume.

Table XXI contains a tabulation of their replies.

Forty-four (93 per cent) teachers felt that the substitute teacher
should leave a written report of her day and the work which the class
accomplished.

Ten teachers (7 per cent) felt that this report was unoeeasy%)'

as they could quickly ascertain the accomplishments of' the class.

It would

seem that these teachers had great confidence in their understandIng of
their pupils or that they expected 11ttle or nothing to be accomplished in
their absence.
TABLE XXI
ACTlVITIES EXPFCrED OF THE SUBSTI'.l.'OTE TEACHERS

BY THE REGULAR TEACHERS

Activity

Expected

Leave report of work
Follow lesson plan
Review previous work
Assume special duties
MBrk written work
Mark attendance
MIlke assignments
Make out reports

92.6
74.1
74.1

Not
Expected
7.4
11.1
25.9

70.4

29.6
29.6

51.9
63.0
45.0
16.7

14.8
18.5

37.0

55.0
83.3

Most of the responding teachers, forty or
substitutes to follow their lesson plans.

Not
Necessarily
Expected

7~

per cent, expected their

SIx teachers (11 per cent) did
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not teel that the substitute teachers should be bound by their plans.

Eight

teachers (15 per cent) said that if the subat1 tute teacher could provide
something better, she could deviate from the plan.

Several teachers

expla1ned that if a substitute teacher was strong in some special subject
such as art or music, ahe could ignore the plan and concentrate on her
strength or avoid her weakness.
The substitute teacher's presenting a good review lesson instead of
following the plan was approved by forty teachers (74 per cent).

Several

varned ot the dangers of a 8ubstitute teacher going too tar ahead of the
plan and thUB disorganizing ruture plans.

Tva teachers insiated that a

one-day aubst1 tute teacher should introduce no new vork.
A majority of the reporting teachers, twenty-eight or 52 per cent, felt
that all written work handed in while a substitute teacher is 1n charge ot a
claas should be mrked by her.

Ten teachera (19 per cent), felt that the

substl tute teacher should mark &a many papers as she could v1 thout interfering with her teaching.

Sixteen (30 per cent), did not expect the substItute

teacher to ark any papers.

COl'IIIDents by teachers on this subject are ot

1nterest--"As much as possible"; "It she has time", "1 preter to mark papers
myself"; "Have the children help".

Most schools (thirty-e1ght or 70 per cent) according to the reporting
teachers expected the substitute teachers to assume any special duties
assigned to the absent teacher.

A majority of the teachers interviewed,

(63 per cent) expected the SUbstitute teachers to post the day's attendance
in the attendance book.
should be made 1n pencil.

However, twenty-one ...,t these specified such entr1es
Twenty teachers (37 per cent) felt that they alone
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shculd make entries in permanent records and the Clay's attend.ance shculd be
left on a Blip of paper 1n the attendance book.
Thirty t1t8.chers (55 per cent) felt that the substitute teacher should
~ake

no new

assien~~nta.

RUW'ever, twelve felt that they should and the same

number feU that they shouB. if the assignments were in the lesaon plan.
Only nine schools (17 per cent),

accordin~

to the reporting teachers,

expected the subztitute teachers to make out official reports.
felt the records and reports should await the return of the

The others

re~lar

teacher.

Twenty-eight said that if' the report could not await the return ot the regular teacher 1t would be made out by other

tea~hers

or by the clerk.

From these replies it would appear that regular teachers expect their
substitutes to assume all of their duties, both in the classroom and elsewhere in the school.
official reports.

The only deftn! te exception is 1n the making out of

In additior. nearly all of the teachers expect some type

of report as to the status of the class on their return.
If' the chlldren'& education is to be continuous end uninterrupted the
regular teacher should be able to carryon the clasework immediately on her
return.

The

physical condition or the room and the discipline of' the class

should be as good as when she lett.

l~re

to prevent the continuance of instruction.

ahould be no unf'inlshea bUSiness
The regular teachers inter-

viewed were asked to describe the conaitions as they found them on returning.
Their replies are tabulated in Table XXII.
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TI\BLE XXII
CONDITIONS FOUND BY RETlJRNING TEACHERS

CondItion

r'ound

Some form of report of work done
Many unmarkeu pavers
SupplIes wasted or used carelessly
Class upset
Physical condition of room poor
Assignments made
Workbooks used carelessly
3eatwork wasted
(a)
(b)

75.9
'74.1
61.7
63.0
57.0
38.9
38.9
27.8

Not
Found

24.1
25.9
35.9
37.0
43.0
61.1
31.5 (a~
33.3 (b

Do not use 'Workbooks, 29.6 per cent.

Do not use seatvork or left none, 38.9 per cent.
Most teachers (80 per cent) reported finding some type of report from

the substitute teacher, usually 1n the form of a note left on the desk or
written on the chalkboard.
or of some discipline case.

These notes usually told of the york accomplished
The notes at times were complimentary to the

teacher and the class.
Forty teachers (74 per cent) reported that they found "stacka tl of
unmarked papers; ten teachers reported no unmarked papers; and four teachers
reported finding papers marked, stacked, and neatly labeled.

The teachers

felt that these quantities of papers indicated that the substitute teachers
were not teaching but merely providing buny work for the class.
Thirty-three teachers (62 per
wasted or used carelessly.

cen,~)

reported that their supplies were

They felt that this waste was due to allowing
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children to go to the cabinets for writing paper or art &uppliea and tbat 1t
showed a lack ot good clasaroom _nagement techniques on the part ot the
substitute teachers.
Thirty-one teachers (57 per cent) reported the phyalcal condi tlona ot
the rooms were poor.

The BlOat comon complainta were chalkboards not erased,

supplies In disorder, and teachers' desks, pupils' desks and cabinets 1n
disarray.
Thirty-four teachers (63 per cent) reported that they found their
claase8 upset on their return.

Five described tbe condit10n as "up 1n the

Only twenty teachers (37 per cent) sa1;1 that the c1&as behaved as

alr".

well aa before their absence.

This would seem to indIcate a lack of control

on the part ot many ot the substItute teachers but one wonders If the control
of some ot the regular teachers vaa too welle ... tabl1shed 11' such diaorder
would erupt atter a ahart absence.
Twenty-one regular teachers (39 per cent) reported that their substltutes bad _de assignments to the class.

Th1s would Hem to indicate that

some of the substitute teachers, thoug)l a minority, dld attempt to carryon
the plans ot the teacher.
'lVenty-one teachers (39 per cent) reported that workbooks were used
carelessly, with the cb1ldren writ1ng on many pages and completing few.
3eventeen teachers (32 per cent) reported the workbooks were used intelli ...
gently.

The rema1ning sixteen teachers either did not use workbooks or,

when expectlng to be absent, locked them up to prevent their use by a substitute teacber.
FIfteen teachers (28 per cent) reported that the seatwork which they
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had prepared vas carelessly and wastefully used.

'!'he same number reported

no such waste while twenty-one did not use seatwork. Three were careful to
leave only one day's supply available.
A In&jority of regular teachers felt that coosUMble material such as
workbooks, seatwork, and supplies were used wastefully for busy work and
not as teaching devices.

When the teacher intends to use one sheet or page

for a lesson, she is annoyed to find that a week's supply has been used 10.
one day or that some members of the class have used llany more sheets than
the

others.

This causes contusion and disorder in her lessons and is the

occasion tor resentment toward substitute

tea~hers

in general.

The feeling

1s intensified when the teacher bas made the seatvork herself and sees hours
of tedious work wasted.
FrOll these reports it is evident that mc!}t of tbe time the returning
teacber must settle her class, "fix up" her room and process the written.
work of the previous day.

Even though she 1s provided with a report of the

classwork during bel' absence, she must divert bel' attention from instruction
to these tasks.
The regular teachers were asked what action, it any, tbey took on cer-

tain situations resulting trom their replacement by substitute teachers.
The actions reported are tabulated in Table XXIII.

Fitty teachers (93 per cent) reported that they "take care ot" any
diSCipline reterred to them by substitute teachers.

Two teachers (4 per

cent), act on serious cases only and two teachers (4 per cent) ignore all
reterrals.

Tbe majority felt that they should reinforce their substitutes
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31nce their o.m prestige was challen6ed :l.n that all teachers deserve reopect
from children.

All teacher3 dislike taking action on discipline cases

occurring during their absence.

Many felt that the immediacy of the action

was lost by the following day and the delay in investigating and punishing
bad 11 ttle good effect on the child but could result in resentment.
TABLE XXIII
ACTION TAKEN BY REGUIAR TEAC!iER3 IN CERTAIN SITUATION0
ru;SULTING FROM THZ PRESENCE OF 3UBSTITUTE TEACHERS

Action Taken In
Situation
Discipline ~ngovers"
Unmark.ed papers
Assignments made

All Cases

92.6
31.5
51.9

Some Cases

No Cases

3.7

3.7
46.3
48.1

22.2

Many of the teachers interviewed (46 per cent) reported that they discard unmarked papers left by their substitutes.

Thirty-two per cent grade

and return all papers and 22 per cent "spot check n the papers so that the
children wtll feel that the work was of value.
Twenty..eight teachers (52 per cent) reported that they hold the class
to asstgnments made in their absence.
reported that they ignore them.

Twent I"six teachera (48 per cent)

Five teachers said they followed through on

the assignments only if they were 1n the lesson plan and two teachers s1mply

]29

Even thou.gh

expressitl:~

dislike for punishin,q, children fo:::' infractions

:;otm'littec durinp; t::e teacher's
for enforcing

(~13c1pl1ne

abge;~ce,

at all times.

the regular t.eachers saw a neceaaity
Almost half of them,

no such responsibiHty for the um-arked papers left or the

by the substitute t.eachers.

h~'ever,::'eel

a3~l1gnments

made

It would seem that the regular teachers who

discard the papers left or ignore the assignments made are I as many subatitute t.eacher!} ff;el, ta,ci tly telling th.e
is of no importance.

c1a~;s

that work done in their absence

If the piles of l.lllI!II1rked papers are large, or the

assicnments unreasonable, the teacher may

hav~

some justification for dis-

regarding them, but some attempt at spot checking would probably help t}',e
next Bubstitute teacher in her control of the class.
':lince some substitute teachers complD,lne"! of the unfriendly or lnel!! ...
ferent attitude of members of the school staff toward them, the regulai'
teachers were asked 1n turn if the 8ubl:>ti.tute teachers were friendly and if
they accepted help and suggestions.

The repUes to this question are tabu-

lated in Table XXIV.
TABLE XXIV
ATTWJDE OF SUBSTITUTE TEACHER} TOiJARD REGULAR TEACHER3

Attitude
1:~r1endly

Accept help

Usually

Sometimes

!rever

75.9
57.4

22.2

1.9
7.7

34.9
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Forty-one teachers (76 per cent) reported that tbey found substitute
teachers usually friendly.

Six found them sometimes friendly, and only one

reported that they were unfriendly.

Six teachers felt that substitute

teachers react to the atmosphere of the school and the attitude of the staff.
The regular teachers felt that it vas the duty of the scbool staff to set
the pattern ot friendliness and cooperation.

They reported that most sub-

stl tute teachers vere anxious to be friendly and accepted by the regular
teachers.
A feeling among regular teachers that some substitute teachers "think
they know everything" and refuse suggestions :and otters ot help results in
the regular teachers' not ottering help or adVice.

Thirty-one teachers

(57 per cent) reported that they tound substitute teachers were glad to
accept help.

Five teachers said that their help vas sometImes retused and

eleven teachers said protfered help vas usually refused.

Another group of

four teachers (7 per cent) felt that substitute teachers resented help.

This

group is countered by apprOXimately the same number ot teachers (6 per cent)
who telt that tbe acceptance or rejections of assistance depended on the
manner in which it was ottered.
It would seem that in the vast _jori ty of cases substitute teachers
accept help and suggestions, in fact are glad to receive them but this
acceptance probably depends on the manner in which it is otfered.
It would also appear that the great majority of substitute teachers
want to be friendly with and accepted by the regular school staff but their
attitude reflects the attitude of the teachers they encounter.
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The final question asked the regular teachers in the interviews, concerned recommendations as to what could be done to improve working relations
between themselves and their substj tutea.

The many suggestions have been

classified according to the agent responsible Bnd

tab~lated

in Table XXV.

Most of the reconmendations by the regular teachers and those with the
highest frequencies, such as work shops, orientations classes and in-service
training, are the responsibilities of other agencies than those being considered j n this paper and so have been omitted from the tabulation.

However

it should be noted they indicated a feeling on the part of the regular
teachers that their substitutes are deficient. in professional preparation
espeCially in knowledge of classroom management at)d methods of teaching.
Most of the suggestions under the responsibility of the school and the
principal heve been discussed earlier in this paper.
provision of such _terials
building plans.

8S

These included the

instruction sheets, school handbooks, and

Introducing the new teacher to other teachers and to t.he

class. vil31ts by the principal, and the removal of potential trouble makers
from the class were also recommended in other sections or this study.

The

one new suggestion concerned the apPOintment of a committee of teachers to
welcome and sponsor the subati tute teacher.

This suggestion seems to have

merit in v:e.king the visiting teacher reel she is a valued member of the staft
and in providing needed information and assistance.

It seems to be a varia-

tion of the teacher sponsor system used in some schools, a sponsor system
1n 'Which the teacher in a nearby room 19 made responafble for receiving,
cooperating with, and assisting the substitute teacher.
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SUGGESTIONS BY REGULAR TEACHERS FOR IMPROVING THE WORKING RElATIONS

Frequency

Recommendations
Responsibility of the school
Provide instruction sheet
Provide school handbook
Provide teacher sponsor
Be cordial and friendly
Appoint committee of teachers to make
substitute teachers welcome
Introduce substitute teacher to class
Tell substitute teacher about class
Principal visl ts subat! tute teacher
Treat substitute teachers as equals
Cooperate with substitute teachers
Provide plan of school
Remove trouble makers trom room
Introduce substitute to other teachers

7
5
4
3
2
2

2
2
2
1
1
1
1

Responsibility ot regular teachers
Prepare class for working with substitute
Leave detailed lesson plans
Responsibility ot substitute teachers
Come expecting to teach not to loaf
Follow lesson plan
Do not let class read ahead 1n basic
Try to help herself
Keep up classroom routines

The

suggestions for the regular

3

1

r~"8der

teact~rs

5
3
3
2
2

would include activities that

all should perform and attitudes that all uhould possess.

Substitute

teachers should be treated cordially and au equals by .I:ilie regular teachers.
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Cooperation should be encouraged.

Clas:.1es should be taught to work with

suhst1 tute teachern and ac'\.equate lesson plans should be made available.
The sllggestionz made by the rt"Pgular teachers for their substi tutes are

in some ways an indictment of some of the substitute teachers ob5erved by

the regular teachers.

"Come to school expecting to teach«, "Try to help

yourself", would seem to imply that some
value in the classrooms.

GU~Gtitute

teachers

al~ o~

In fact, several regular teachers said that Lipper

grade cM.ldren in charge of classrooms were more effective than
stitute teachers.
of the children.

little

SOCle

sub-

3uch substitute teachers should be dismissed for the good
The other suggestions were :of e. practical nature.

the lesson plan", "::>0 not let the
tlKeep up classroom routines."

ClaS9

''Follow

read ahea(l. 1n the basic reader."

These suggestions would seem sensible advice

to a substitute teacher.
'!'he recommendations made by the regular teachers for improving the

working relations between themselves and their substitutes vere concerned
predOminately with improving the methocls and discipline of substitute teach-

ers through orientation classes and in-service training.

The other recommen-

dations were ror rraterials and services previously mentioned by both regular
and substitute teachers and merely tend to reinforce the opinions concerning

the necessity of these items.

C'HA.Pl'ER IV

THE EXISTING WORKING RELATIOIfSHlPS :BETWEEJf THE REOU'LAR AND

SU:BS'1'ITUTE TEACHERS IN CHICAGO

A picture of the existing working relationships between the regular and
substitute teachers in Chicago may be assembled from the data presented in
Chapter III.

These data describe the existing conditions affecting the

working relations from the Viewpoints of the two groups of' teachers.

Since

,

discrepancies have sometimes existed 1n the reports of the condi tiona by the
regular teachers and by the subst1 tute teachers, the opinions of the group
considered most reliable and unbiased have been accepted.

For example, the

materials and services that were provided for the substitute teachers in the
school oftica were reported by both the substItute teachers and the regular
teachers.

However, it was felt that the substitute teachers, from direct

experience, could speak more authoritatively on their reception in the school
office than could the regular teachers, who, most probably were not present
and could give no direct testimony on the usual procedures.

The situation

as pictured by the substitute teachers was accepted as typical.
Again, both the subst! tute teachers and the regular teachers reported
upon the III1terials that were supplied by the classroom teachers for their
substitutes.

It was felt that the regular teachers, since they were the

ones expected to provide the materials I might have been less objective in
their responses.

Consequently the SUbstitute teachers were used.
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In general, the replies of the substitute teacbers concerning such
items as the materials and services that were provided for their u.se, the
techniQ.ues they employed, the work. that they accomplished, and the attitude
of the sChool staff' toward them were considered more likely to picture
accurately the prevailing practices in the school and are so reported in this
chapter.

The replies of the regular teachers were found moat useful in

depicting other situations such as the oonditions of the classroom and the
problems resulting from the tenure of the substitute teacher.
In the folloving discussion if the existenoe of a praotice or condition
was reported by 50 per cent or more of the

~

reliable group of respond-

ents, it was considered as typical.

The substitute teachers reported that the schools provided certain
materials and services for them, generally through the office personnel, in
more than 50 per cent of the cases.

These materials consisted of:

a bell

schedule; keys to the classroom door, closet, desk. and storage cabinets;
instructions concerning emergency procedures) and courses of stu.dy.
The services consisted of meetings with the principal an1 other teachers

and offers of help from them, attendance at faculty meetings, Visits to the
classroom by the principal, and adequate notice of the termination of the
substituting assignment.
All of tbesepractices, except the classroom visit by the principal

and the attendance at the faculty meetings, were considered valuable by more
than two-thirds

or

the respondents.

he lpf'ul by more than

60 per cent.

Even these two items were considered
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other mterials and servioes were available in less than 50 per cent

These were: an instruction sheet or school handbook concern-

of the oases.

ing school routines and procedures, a plan of the building, forms for reporting to the regular teacher, assistance with discipline problems, information
on specIal actIvities, an
teacher sponsor.
the literature.

escort~o

the classroom, and assistance from a

All of these practices were recommended by the writers in
All of them, except the form for reporting to the regular

teacher, the plan of the building, and an escort to the clasaroom, were
reported by more than tvo-thirds of the responding subati tute teachers as
being of considerable help.

The except10ns

~re

considered of value by more

than 55 per cent.
In general, 1t would seem that the office personnel aDd the school
staff as a vhole were aware of their responsibilities and did much to help
the substitute teachers.

The individual classroom teachers, although most

directly concerned, did much les8 tban their substitutes expected.
The substitute teachers reported that

in more than 50 per cent ot the

cases, the classroom teachers provided the following mterials for their
substitutesl

sufficient supplies such as writing and art materials, up-to-

date seating charts, sufficient textbooks, lesnon plans, and. time allotment
charts.

AU of these materials were considered to be ot value by more than

nine-tenths of the subat1 tute teachers participating in the questionnaire
study.
A lesson plan of some type
substitute teachers.

waG

usually available tor the use of the

However, these plans varied trom sketchy outlines

intended solely for the regular teacher's use, to highly detailed plans
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designed tor

WJ&

by a replacement teacher in the event ot the regular teach ...

arts absence.
Mrlny

other _terials and services, although recommended by the writers

in the literature and considered valuable by most of the responding substitute teaehers were available in less than 50 per cent of tbe cases.

These

included information tor grouping the students tor instructional purposes,
preparation of tbe class for working with substitute teachers, information
concerning pupils leaVing the room tor valid reasorus, lists of student
helpers, instructions on dismissals, information concerning pupils ability,
needed personal information about the pupils -! instructions concerning the

handling of collections, room organizations, directions concerning the keeping ot records and maldng report.&, sample papers shoving headings and mar-

gins, instructions concerning marking ot written work, and the administering

ot scheduled tests.
Allot these practices, except the instructions on _rldng papers and
the administration of scheduled tests, were rated as valuable b:r more than

two-thirds of the respondents.

The

two exceptions vere rated valuable by

60 per cent and 56 per cent respectivel)".
From the aboye data, it vould appear that the ottice personnel and the

school statt as a group were more conscientious in prOYiding help tor the
substitute teachers than vere the individual classroom teachers.

This vas in

spite 01' the tact that the individual teachers vere more directly concerned
With the success of their substitutes' etforts in their classrooms than vere
the other staff members.

The teachers seem to haft been more oonoerned v1 th

helping substitute teachers in rooms other than their own.

This may have
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been due to the fact that the absent teacher was obviously not as aware of
her substitute's dU'ficulties as were her neighbors who were present and

were disturbed by the noise and disorder.

Although the teacher on her

return was otten forced to take act10n to remedy a 81 tuation she might have
prevented by proVid1ng helpful materials, she did not seu to have realized
the relationship between her failure to provide the needed mater1als and
services 'before her absence and the extra work Decessary on her return.
The failure of' the classroom teachers to proVide their substitutes with

needed. information and directions makes it incumbent on the substitute
teachers to be able and skillful 1n carrying ,on the instructional procedures
without them.

The rep11es of the substitute teachers to the 1tems on the questionnaire
concerning their use of certain methods of teaching indicated that in more
tban 50 per cent of. the cues they u.sed the following techniques:

social

recitation, unit method, keeping the class together on one lesson (probably
because information on grouping was generally lacking), audiO-Visual mater1als, and activ1t1es of their own choosing.

All of these techniques were

rated valuable by more than two-thirds ot the reporting substitute teachers.
The using of audio-visual aater1als was repeatedly reoommended in the litEtratUN

as a teohnique of particular value to substitute teachers.
The substitute teachers reported that they covered moat of' the regular

teachers' lesson plans, vhen such plans were available.

They collected and

marked more than half' of the hcmework assignments of the absent teacher.
They collected and corrected more than half of the aeatvork used during
their tenure.
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wben confronted with serious discipline problems the substitute teachers usually turned to other staff members tor help.

Most otten the pupil

was sent to the principal's office or to the room of a nearby teacher.

In

some cases the potentially troubleSOf.l8 child was removed from the classroom
at the beginning of the day.

In less serious cases the subst! tute teachers

tried to handle their own problems by assigning written work, changing the
seating of t1tal.kers« or by reprimanding or "talking to them".
Before departing at the termination of the assignment the subat! tute
teachers usually made out some type of a report for tbe classroom teacher.
Since a defin1 te tort!! for this purpose was se,ldem provided. for them by the
school, the substitute teachers' reports varied greatly a8 to kind, format,
and the information included 1n them.

Most often notes were lett either on

the teacher's desk or on the chalkboard.

These notes usually described the

conduct of the class and the work accomplished.
to report diSCipline problems only.

Sometimes notes were left

()+'",her rethods of reporting the day's

accomplishments were marks on lesson plans, bookmarks in the desk copies of
the textbooks used, and the written work stacked and labeled.
In more than four-fifths of the cases the sabsti tate teachers reported
good relations with their co-workers.

teachers were friendly and cooperative.
usually made.

The principals, clerks, and other

Offers of help and advice were

T"1le children, also, were friendly.

In a few cases, however,

indifference was reported; unfriendliness practically never.
S1milarlyI the regular teachers reported the subati tute teachers to be
friendly and glad to accept yroffered help.

They found that the attitude of
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the substitute teachers toward the school starr reflected the attitUde of
the members of the staff toward them.

When they were triendly, the substi-

tute teachers were more tban willing to 'be friendly.
ly offered, it was gxoa.ciously accepted.

Therefore,

When belp was graciousthe triendly, cooperative

school stafts were assisted by friendly cooperative substitute teachers.
Most of the responding regular teachers felt that their substitutes
should. carry on mny, though not all, of their soheduled duties and routine
activities both in the classroom and in other places, such as corridors,
lunchroom, and playgrounds.
'l'bey expected the substitute teachers

~

follow the lesson plans pro-

vided for them, using the techniques indicated ancl the materials specified.
However, they did feel that • substitute teacller especially competent in

some special area such as art or music might supplement the plan byemphasizing these areas.

They also thought tbat, if

a substitute teacher for

some reason cou.ld not follOW' the plan, a good review lesson on fundamental
processes would be valuable.

They objected to busy work, useless actiVities,

and to oral reading in the basic text, especially when the children were
allowed to read far ahead of the assignment Without the proper preparation.
The regular teachers expected their substitutes to collect and mark all

cOllpleted written work.

'l'h1s inclu.d.ed any homework assigned by the regular

teacher before her absence and due to be collected, all written assignments
made by the substitute teachers during the day 1 all work done in the work-

books and all seatwork.

However, a large group of the teachers, almost

30 per cent, expected their 8ubst1 tutes to nark onl7 as much written work as
they could..
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The written work, the regular teachers felt, should not be used as busy

work but as tools ot instruction, with proper preparation and needed explanations.

Particularly abhorrent to the regu.J,.ar teachers is the practice of

allOWing the children to choose their own seatwork, using 1t earelessly
without the proper preparation, and passing on to more sea.tvork without completing the previous papers.

Th1s 1s especially irritating when the wasted

seatwork has been made by the regular teacher and its indiscriminate use has
provided little or no learning but 1s disorganizing to her future plans.
Sometimes they provided enough a_two!'t for only one day or locked up or hid
the workbooks to prevent their ind1scrimiua" use by the substitute teachers.

Most of the regular teachers reported that the aubat! tute teachers
should post the day's attctndance in the attendance book in pencil.

A large

minority, however, f'elt that temporary substitute teachers should make no
such entries in penmnent records, but should leave a note of the pupils'
attendance on a slip at paper in the attendance book.
According to the reports, the subst1 tute teachers 1n moat schools were
expected to assume all the special duties ot the regular teachers.

These

duties usually included supervision ot corridor traffic, lunchroom, toilet.,
and playgrounds.

It is to be noted that many writers in the literature felt

that substitute teachel's should be relieved ot these police duties.
More than nine-tenths of' the reporting regular teachers expected that

their substitutes leave a written report of' the actiVities carried on in
their absence.
MOst of' the regular teachers did not expect day-to-day sUbstitute
teachers to malta aSSignments or to make out reports or records.

They felt
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that aSsignments of f'uture york should be ll'S.de only it specified in the
lesson plan or if the absence of the regular teacher was to be longer than

a. few rlays.

Permnent records or reports were generally made out by other

staff members who could be held responsible for their accuracy.
The majority of' the regular teachers reported that on returning after

an absence they found the

c~S8room

in disorder and the class upset.

The

physical disorder in the classroom usually consisted of chalkboards not
erased, window shades not uniformly drawn, children 'a desks not in order
and the teacher's desk in disorder.

the first period of their return in

neglected in their absence.

being torced to spend

'l!hey resented
housee~1ng

duties that had been

Cleaning out and rearrang1nB the children t 3

desks, cleaning chalkboards and erasers, rearranging supplies and books in

cabinets and clearing the top and drawers of the teachers' desks were unwel-

come and distasteful chores orten required of' the returning teachers.

They

caused. a feeling among any that their substitutes were e1 ther indifferent
to or lacking tn

knowled~

of' classroom management.

The children, also, were often reported to be

I1Up

in the 01r".

The

good baht ts and routines carefully developed over the semester by the regular
teacher were often lost.

'!'he children were reported to talk out indiscrim-

inately, leave their seats and walk around the room, perform written activities carelessly, and disregard routines for passing in and out of the room.
Good study habits were gone.
immediate steps to break the

practices.

The

regular teachers were forced to take

new bad bah! ts and to restore the former

good

They felt that this necessity indicated indifference or !nck of

ability on the part of their substitutes or else, that the day had been

devoted to recreational activities or useless busy work.

p.any of the regular teachers felt that substitute teachers did not
teach but tried to keep the class occupied. \.fith busy work.

They pointed to

the large pile:; of unmarked papers, wasted seatwork and supplieG, and care ...

lessly used workbooks, as proof o:f their contention.

This waate and misuse

of ItBter1ala is a prit:la.ry cause of poor relationships between regular and

substitute teachers.
The regular teachers reported that in addition to processing the written

\lork, restoring order, and cleanine the room, on their return they vere otten
forced to correct or punish students whose m:;seonduct had been referred to
them by their subatitutes.

Positive steps vere taken by nine-tenths

01'

them

to punish the children who bad been disorderly or uncooperative on the
previous day.

.Uthough they d1sl11ted being ferced to t.ake action on problems

that they felt were not really theirs, t,hey felt that such action vas necesaa~J

to uphold the authority of all tencherc.
Hhen utll'llarked pa.per;:; were left by the subot1 tnte teachers, most of the

regular teacherll on their return, marked and returned them to .'he children,
or at least spot checlced them before discarding them.

hoyever, reported that they discarded

!3tlCh

A large minority,

papers without procossiIlf:1 them.

More than half of' the regular teachers reported that, althoUfj1 they did.
not e;<pect the day-to-day SUbstitute teachero to make assignments to their
classes, and :tn fact .. found that they u.sue.lly did not, when such assignments
'Were mde they held
~lri tten

too

children to them, and co'aected and graded any

work that ,res a.Gsigned.

11+4
~ny

of the substitute teacters :3tressed the necessity of the regular

tcachere· "followinc; through" wIth the assisr"ments made and the discipline
cases refe!"red by then:.

They felt that the carrying out cf tl".eir recommenda ...

tions ad.ded to their stat.ure in 'the

e~s

of the pupils and that it served

notice to the children that in the future subst.i tute teacher::! must receive
cooperation.
From the foregcing

SUl!ll1lS.ry

of the fac1,ors affecting the existing work-

ing relati.onships between the re3ular and Gubsti tute teachers in 'I;he elementary schools Cff Ch:tcago, it may be seent.ha.t., althoue',h much is being done
by both affected groupo that i3 helpful to tftesc relationships, lUuch oore

can and should be done.

A recommended program

£'01'"

improving these relation-

ships.. based on the data contained in the r)l"evi ous chapters of th5. a paper
i~presented

1n the following chapter.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AlfD RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary objective of this study was to suggest a program for
encouraging more effective cooperation between regular and substitute
teachers in the interest of promoting the continuous and effective education
of the children 1n the elementary schools of Chicago.

It was recognized

that some 1nterruption, however temporary, to the orderly acquisition of
,

knowledge by the children occurs when the regular teacher is absent; that
this interruption, if it cannot be eliminated entirely, should be reduced
as much as possible; that it can be mitigated, if not eliminated, by the
school staff and the substitute teachers working together; and that it is
the duty of all educational personnel to cooperate as fully as possible in
efforts designed to make the substitute teacher's work effective and her
tenure, short or long, a productive experience for the children.
To accomplish this obJective two general t;/pes of data were gathered.
The first type included information about the methods and techniques

presently used in the schools to improve the efficiency of the substitute
teachers, and the second with the value of these techniques, and with
recommendations 'for their Improvement.
sions were drawn.

From these data two types of conc1u-

The first, presented in Chapter IV, consisted of a resume

o'f the practices that eXist in the schools and of their relative value in
increasing the articulation between the regular teacher and her substitute.
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The

second type, presented in this chapter, cons1sts of recommendations tor

improv1ng these techniques and a suggested program tor enhancing the yorking
relations between the regular teachers and the1r substitutes.
The substitute teachers found that the following practices were helpful

to them.

Theae practices were reported to be of considerable help by two-

th1rds or IIOre of the respondents to the questionnaire study.

They 1nclude

the provision of the following materials, direct1ves, and services which are
listed 1n order of value.

1. Sufficient supplies to carryon class activities.
An up-to-date seating chart.
3. Enough textbooks for all the member~ of the class.
4. A bell schedule.
5. A detailed lesson plan.
6. A list of student h~lf~rs.
1. A t1me allotment chart.
8. A list of emergency procedures.
9. Information on dismissal routines.
10. A list of pupils leav1ng class for valid reasons.
11. Preparation of students tor working with a sl1bstitute teacher.
12. Use of the social recitation technique.
13. The classroom keys.
14. Informat1on concerning the method of grouping the pupils for
instruction.
15. An instruction sheet or school handbook.
16. study guides or courses of study.
11. Help from other teachers.
18. Adequate not1ce of the return of the regular teacher.
19. Tbe keys to the desk and storage cabinets.
20. Keeping the class together during recitations.
21. PrOVision for meeting other teachers.
22. Intormation concern1ng pupil ability.
23. Help y1th discipline.
24. Information concerning activities peculiar to the school or class.
25. Directions for handling collections.
26. Use of materials provided by the substitute teacher.
21. A teacher sponsor to aid the substitute.
28. V1sits to the class by the school principal.
29. A student organization 1n the classroom.
30. Pertinent personal information concerning children.
31. The use of the unit teaching technique.
)2. '!'he use of audio-visual _teriale.
2.
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Although all of these practices were considered valuable by the substitute teachers, many of them, as pointed out previously in this study, were
not 1n general use in the schools.

The 11 ttle-used practices were:

a list

of student helpers, informtion on dismissal routines, the names of pupils
leaving the classroom for valid reasons, preparation of the class for working
with a substitute teacher, information concerning the methods of grouping
the pupils for instruction, an instruction sheet or handbook, information
concerning activi ties peculiar to the school or the class, instructions for
handling collections, a teacher sponsor, needed personal information concerning individual pupils, and directions or

hel~

with records and reports.

In addition to these practices recommended as valuable by the substitute
teache!"s but 11 ttle used in the schools, others are recommended in the
literature.

These included a plan of the building, au escort to the class-

room, a form for reporting the day's activities, the development of a school
code of conduct, and relief from special duties.

All of these approved

practices are included in the suggested program to enhance the working
relations between the regular and substi tllte teachers.
A synthesis of data pertinent to the

~jor

objective has been made from:

suggestions in the literature concerning the responslbtlities of the staff
and the substitute teachers for cooperating in the interest of their common
responsibility to the ch1ldrenj recommendations by 8ubstitute teachers concerning practices that they have found helpful in the

perfo~nce

of their

duties; and comments of regular teachers in regard to the attitudes and work
of the substitute teachers in the light of experiences with them.

This

aynthe3is of data is presented 1n this section as a suggested program l'or
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improving the working relationships between the regular and substitute
teachers.

All of the data used have been presented and discussed in the

previous chapters of this paper.
A major portion of this synthesis comes from the reports of substitute
teachers concerning the value of practices that they have found in use in
the schools.

Those practices which were reported aa of considerable help by

two-thirds or more of the respondents to the questionnaire study were
accepted as valid contributions.

In addition, specific suggestions and

recoll'1lOOndations were accepted if' the)" had been advanced by an appreciable
number of the substitute teachers either in:tbe interviews or on the questionnaire, or if their value had been confirmed by authoritative studies
quoted in the review of the literature.

The suggestions and recommendations

of the regular teachers for improving the existing coodi tions were accepted
if' presented by a major! ty of the respondents or if reinforced by the

authorities or by data gathered in this study.
The school should provide the substitute teacher with certain necessary

materials and inforcation on her reporting for work.

These materials

are~

the keys to the classroom, desk and storage cabinets; study guides and
courses of study pertinent to the grade and class; and a form for reporting
to the regular teacher the work accomplished, activities carried on, and any
problem or other situation that my llave arisen.
The information and directions include:

a bell schedule indicating the

times of the entrances, recess .. warning bells, class periods, and dismissals;
emergency procedures for fire drills, air raid drills and any other
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emergencies such as the routine for handling sick children that may confront
the subst1tute teacher; informat1on concerning any special classes, routines,
or procedures peculiar to the school; and a plan of the building or some
instructions concerning the location of classrooms, restrooms, lunchroom,
library, and any other area whose location the substitute teacher may need
to knowe
)6J.ch of this information could be contained in a school handbook but
with the most needed directions extracted and put into a shorter instruction
sheet.

The handbook could alao include a history ot the school, a statement

ot its philosophy and the objectives of the pver-all program, what the
school expects of the substitute teacher, and what tbe subst1 tute teacher
can expect of the school staff.
The substitute teacher should receive a friendly welcome.

Since the

clerk is usually the first member of the start to greet her, she should be
instructed that the coming ot the new teacher is a high priority event taking
precedence over many routine activities in the office.
pleasant and helpfu.l.

Her manner should be

She should introduce the subst1 tute teacher to the

prinCipal if he is available, or to some other person 1n authority such as
the assistant prIncipal if be 1s not.

The practice of having a committee of teachers greet and help the substitute teacher is recommended.

However, since dividing the responsibility

among several staff members might destroy its effectiveness, a better
procedure 1s the provision of a teacher sponsor whose responsibilities are to
help the substitute teacher learn the school routines, introduce her to other
teachers, and generally "make her feel at home".
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The princ1pal should meet the 8ubst1 tute teacher as soon atter her

arrival a8 pract1cable) to see that she 1s informed of school routines; and
to 1nsure her meeting other staff members especially neighboring teachers,
the adjustment teacher, the assistant principal, and any others whose
cooperation and assistance she may need during her stay.
The substitute teacher should be escorted to her classroom by the prin-

Cipal, assistant principal, teacber 8ponsor, or some other teacher.

In the

classroom the escort should ass 1st her in locating such important deVices as
the seating chart, lesson plans, and the materials of instruction.
sible the escort should remain with her

unt1~

If' pos-

tbe children enter the room.

She should then introduce her to the class, and help her start the day tIS

work.
PrOVision should be made to help the substitute teacher vith disciplinary problems it any should arise.

She should be informed of whom to go to

for needed help, or of the usual school routines in such cases.

The common

pract1ce of remoVing serious "trouble makers" from the room and the placing
of them in other claDses for the day 1s a good precaution.
Dur1ng the day the principal should visit the classroom to offer help
and to evaluate the work of the substitute teacher.

Thi8 vis1t also has the

advantages of lending moral support to the teacher and ot putting the class
on notice that the authority o! the school administration 1s behind her.
Although not recommended by the authorities, it 1s common practice in
the Chicago elementary schools, and considered helpful by the substitute
teachers, to relieve the substitute teacher of the regular teacher's special
duties.

The authorities feel that the substitute teacher should fulfill all
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of the obligations of the teacher she relleves.

However many teachers f'elt

that a stranger is of 11 ttle value when perfortling corridor, lunchroom, play
yard or other duties of a control or police nature.

Since she Is unknown to

the students other than those in her own classroom, she has little control
over them.

It 1s recommended that she be relieved of' these duties and

allowed to spend her time in more fruitful aod rewarding pursuits, such as
the preparation of materials and lessons for her classes.
It is generally accepted in the schools, that the sl.\bst1tute teacher in
a short stay should not be held responsible for maintaining the teacher's
records or making out reports.

'!'he only exception to this practice 15 in

the taking ot attendance in the classroom.

It I hovever, the need should

arise tor t.he completion of a record or a report in the regular teacher's
absence, some provision shol.\ld be made for its being done by aome member of
the regular staff who is better acquainted with the s1 tuation and tan accept
the responsibility for the accuracy of' the record.
'!'he SI.\bst1 tute teacher should be notif1ed in ample time of the termination of her assignment, so that she may wind up her activities and turn the
class over to the regular teacher most efficiently.

The major responsibilities of the regular teachers toward the substitute
teacher who is working with them in the school are to accept her as a professional co-worker, to otter her assistance and advice, and to create an
atmosphere of friendliness and cooperation.

It 1s I.\p to them to make friendly

and helpful overtures to the !.JI.\bstl tute teacher J not tor her to make these
overtl.\res to them.

It 1s I.\p to them to treat the substitute teacher as a
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The substitute teacher. r.:enerally is

professional teacher.
does not possess

tl~

R

neophyte and

ability nor the experience of the regular teachers.

Yet she is a potential regular teacLar.

The a{!cept.ance of her or the indif-

ference toward her of the regular teachers

u~y

determine whether or not she

will cont:tnue as a teacher in the Chicago !lchool system, or remBin in the
field of education at all.
In addition to being a primary source for the recru5tment of future
regular teachers, the substitute teacher service is also an important training actt vi ty for them.

The school staf'f, thercf'ore, has an

aseist these tyros in gaining useful

experie~ce

obl1~tlon

to

in the correct and proper

teaching techniques.
The job of the subst1 tute teaoher 1s a lonely one.

Almost daily she 1s

confronted with a bewildering array of strange teachers and strange children.
In a large system such as that in Chicago, she is un11kely to meet the same
teachers or children a.gain.

It is, therefore, wsrely common courtesy, if

not charity, for the regular teachers to extend a friendly welcome to a
r.trange teacher in the school huild.ing.
Although the regular teacher should ooke spec'.al preparations so that
the educational program will not be interrupted in her absence, mny of the
mterials and procedllres that are reconmended are also essential for her own
U3e ,''!

are required by the SChool administration.

The most obvious requirement is that the regular teacher should have
her class under control.

TIlo corollaries i'ollov:

the classroom should be

neat and attracti"lre, and good management routines should 'be well established.
Both regular and substitute teachers

l~port

that classes do net change their
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attitudes and habits when the teacher is absent for a short period.

Any

disorder then is usually the result of the regular teacher's previous failure.

It may even be said that the amount of success that a substitute

teacher achieves in a classroom 18 directly proportional to the success of
the regular teacher in the same room.
own

A teacher who is conscientious in her

work, who maintains a neat and orderly classroom, who controls her class

effectively, and who establishes adequate management routines has done much
to prepare the way for her subati tute, to insure continuous instruction in
her absence, and to avoid discipline problems and make-up work on her return.
The

regular teacher should provide adeq\l&te material for her own use

and consequently for the use of her substi tute.

She should have sufficient

supplies, such as writing and art materials, available.
an up-to-date seating chart.

She should maintain

She should have enough textbooks for all of

the students and also a desk copy for herself.

She should have a time

allotment chart posted, showing the relative amount of time apportioned to
the various subject areas and the exact time for each subject as well as
for recess, lunch, and any other time at which some major actiVity regularly
occurs.

Most important she should keep an adequate, llP-to-date lesson plan.

Important as these _terials are to the regular teacher 1n conducting
her class, they are of even greater importance to the substitute teacher.
They enable her to keep the class prof! tably occupied in the _nner and vi th
the materials to which it 1s accustomed.

The seating chart 1s especially

valuable in that it enables her to learn the names of the children and thereby helps prevent the outcropping

ot discipline problems.
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Although the planbook. or an outline plan may be adequate for the regular
teacher, her substitute needs a !Dore comprehensive and detailed lesson plan
so that she may cover the lessons without omissions or digressions.

The plan

should include the names of textbooks, page numbers, activities and projects.
It should also include suggestions for work for the group or groups not
actively engaged in the recitation.
In lieu of details added to the plan of the regular teacher a special
plan dea1gned for use by the substitute teacher is recommended.

This plan

should alao be in detail but may include supplementary or review work..

It

is valuable when there 1s possibility that the, strange teacber may interfere
with the orderly development of a project.
should be periodically up-dated

80

This type of plan, of course,

that 1t8 materials do not become obsolete

or of little use as the claGS progresses.
Place au'kers in the desk copies of textbooks are also helpful to both
the regular teacher and her substitute.
The substitute teacher needs uany items of information concerning the

children and routines so that she may quickly learn the pattern of the usual
activities.

Probably the most valuable is a list of student helpers, or

moni tors upon whorn she may rely for information concerning classroom routines,
help in locating textbooks and other materials and supplies, and advice on
the class time schedule and the routine activities of the school as a whole.
Room hostesses are recommended both for the services that they can provide
and for the experience in courtesy they gain.

A classroom organization with

competent officers is otten ftluable in the upper gradea since it tends to
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function in the teacher' B absence and thereby insures the continuity of
clat;i~room

procedures.

The substItute teacher should be provided with Information concerning

the customary procedures and the teacher's duties at dismissals, recess, and
lunchtime aince disorganization at these times tends to carryover to the
classroom afterward.

She needs to be informed of such exceptions to usual

procedures as children leaving the classroom for remedial York, music lessons
or tor other valid reasons.

She needs information on the routines for taking

attendance and the reporting of absences and tardinesses.

She, at course,

needs instructions on procedures to be used :itn case o:f discipline problems
or emergencies.
In the 10W'er grades especially, the substitute te£.cher must be informed

ot the usual methods ot handling money for milk, lunch, and for special
collections such a.s that for the School Children's Aid Society when appropriate.
Concerning the children themselves she should be informed ot the method
used in grouping the class for instruction and as previously mentioned, the
activities or seatwork that the groups not actively engaged should be do1ng.
It is essential that she know the names of the cllildren in each group.

She

should be informed of any personal peculiarities of the children that are of
importance such

8S

pl\ysical defects, retardation, or unusual ability.

She should be g1 Yen complete instructions on any records or reports
that she is responsible for although a better procedure as previously stated,
is to relieve her of this respons1bili ty whenever possible.
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These numerous lists and items of.' information should be kept in a place
where they are readily available for the use of the substitute teacber.

A

folder, properly labeled, in the center drawer of the teacher's desk is most
often used.

Another valuable method is the filing of an instruction sheet

containing pertinent information in the office to be given to the substitute
teacher on her arrival.

This technique, by bringing the office into the

picture, tends to insure that the information and directions are provided.
Tbe above long list of needed items of information contains only those
that are considered necessary or minimal.

In many classrooms instructions

for activities or situations peculiar to the: room must be added.

The list

also points up the complications and intricacies of classroom management
which the substitute teacher must learn.

It should be remembered that all

of this is 1n conjunction with, but subsidiary to, the primary responsibIlity
of the substitute teacher--that of teaching the class.

Her dependence on the

absent regular teacher is obVious.
One of the most valuable contributions a teacher can make to the

eftectt veness of her subst1 tute is preparing the class in advance in how to
receive and work with her.

Early in the school year students in each class

should discuss among themselves the problems of working with a substitute
teacher, then develop a series of recommendations which might constitute a
class code ot student behavior.

The leaders ot the various classes might be

organized into a committee and from recommendations developed in each class,
build an overall school code of student behavior.

The formulation of such a

code would be a valuable project for the scbool student counCil.

(

r
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The resular teacher can help set the stage for successful substitute
teaching by letting the stUdents know that abe will recogn1ze all SJ!'Ildea
given and ass1gnments ade while the substitute teacher 1. in olIar&e, aD4
that abe will invwstipte and take action on any 41sc1pline problelll ttaat is
ni"erred to her.

Such action helps to ma.lte the atudents aware that the work

of the subatitu.te teacher is important.
Finally the regular teacher ahould never criticize or expre.s 41aeat1 ••
taction vi th the work or the aubati tute teacblr in the presence or ,.,118.

It, however, the s ubst1 tute teacher' S
tbe welfare

or

WOl'"lt

de"rves ort ticislll or ia:volWts

the school, such obJection should 'be relistered rith tM

principal on an objective protesaional Dasis.
'l'he responsibilities at • aubst1tute teacher are, 1n pnaral, the __

as tboae of the teacher sbe

reU.......

She i. expected to ain'ta1n discipline

1n her classroom and to carryon the instructional program so tbat the
educational growth and develOJlMnt of the children are not interrupted.

In

addition, in -.ny .chools abe is expected to tuU'ill aU of the extra-claasrOOll duties of the regular teacher.
To fulfill these ob118&tiona she ahoulA. CODdu.ct the olas. program and

routines in accordance with the procedures llIIed by the regular teacher and

to which the cb11dren are accuato.d. It i8 obvious that the pre..nce

or

a

strange teacher in the claasrO(\ll i. in itself a deviation trom the regular
routioe anel has an upsetting ettect on the chIldren especially those in the
pri_ry grades.

The cOIlpetent substitute teacher, 'by the uae of her

imagination and resourcefulness can and does successfully gain the confidence
and respect of the children, and makes the day a worthwh1le and profitable

one for them.
She sbould take advantage or all the assistance I both material and
personal, with which the school, the school statr and the absent teacher
provIde her.

In addition she should be capable of

r~lp1ng

herself and

willing to do so.
The substitute teRcher should be prompt in her arrival at the school.
By arriving promptly she will

be able to assemble more readily the materials

needed for the day and to receive the necessary directions.

By her being

present in the room when the children arrive she tends to avoid the disturbance that results from a belated entry

v~1le

the class is in session.

Her early or prompt arrival bas a salutary effect on bel" relations with the
school statt members who would have had to take charge of the class in the
interim.

They are well aware ot the fact that her day, for pay purposes

starts at 8:30.

The substitute teacher should begin the day in a businesslike manner.
If not introduced to the children by a staft member, she should introduce
herself by wrl ting her name on the chalkboard and pronouncing it for the
pupils.

3he should be alert to see that the class is orderly and the

materials ready.
first ten minutes.
names.

She should be Elware that the day my be won or lost in the

By using the seating chart she can learn the pupils'

She should not waste time.

MakIng instructions brief and animated

will help eliminate waste and disorder.
The pupils t attendance should be chec'!ted and noted on a slip of paper

placed 1n the attendance book.
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The lesson plan of the regular teacher and the
time allotment chart should be followed.

t1r.~

schedule on the

Although she should deviate as

11 ttle as possible from the regular teachers' pr(,grafll, she shculd teel free
to supplemeD.t it in fields in which she has special competence.
teach the class by the uethods indicated on the plan.

She should

Sbe should not resort

to giving a written lar-son unless such a lesson can be justified by an
educational objective or an e logical part of. n

lar~r

pattern.

A written

lesson should never be given as a stopgap or as busy work.
The Gubstitute teacher should. disabuse herself of any feeling that she

is merely "f11l1n3-in It or bolding things

to~ther.

She should develop as

much as possible in tr.e situation to which she is assigned a definite learning experience, simple though it may be.

'rhus she will win the cooperation

of the fltudents lind preserve the morale of the class.
The regular teachers expect their substi tlltes to mark and record any

assigned work for the day.

This lncludes homework, seatwork, and workbooks.

Concerning the latter two, the SUbstitute teacher should be careful to 118e

them only within the limits ot sound educational practice.

Fach unit or

page should be properly introduced, executed with care, and tully completed.

Regular

teacher~

resent the disorganization to their plans and the waste ot

materials resulting from the careless and indiscriminate use of these
expennive materials.

Resentment is especially great when the wasted material

has been pa lnstak1 ngly prepared.

The

aubsti~ute

of her class.

teacher 1s expected to have firm but triendly control

In the event of serious disruptive problems she should follow
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the school routine for such matters.
teacher or the off1ce.

This may involve consulting another

The regular teachers do not want to be confronted

with "discipline hangovers" on their return from absence.
all discipline cases should 'be handled when they occur.

They feel that

In any event they

teel that their belated entry into the problem haa little positive effect on
the offender but tends to cause resentment toward both the regular teacher
and the substitute teacher.
In the event no lesson plans are available, the subst1tute teacher
should be ready with her own "bag of tricks" to provide activities suitable
to the grade that will keep the class prot!~bly busy.
previously studied 1s recOllllended.
S\lre

Review ot processes

However the sllbstitllte teacher should be

to terminate any work of this t1P8 started that day llnless she 1s

absolutely certain that sbe will return the following day.
The Sllbst1tute teacher is responsible for the pupils, equipment, and

materials assigned to her care aa is the regwar teacher tor whom she is
8ubst1tllting.

She should keep the room neat, orderly, and clean.

Betore leaving she shoold prepare a report ot her day' 6 act! Vi ties tor
the llse of' the regular teacher.

This report should 1nclllde a statement of

the work accomplished and of assignments _de, and notes concerning any
important things that happened dl1ring the day.

It is as important to the

regular teacher 1n cont1nuing her class program as her lesson plan was to
her sllbatitute.

The good should be reported as vell as the bad) actions

that justify praise as well as those that deserve censure.

Constructive

comments concerning possible improvement of the teacher' 8 preparation tor
the next 8ubsti tute teacher are pertinent.
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F1nally, professional

et1quet~

requires that the subst1tute teacher

should not oritioize the work of the regular teacher or the work at the
SChool.

It 1s not always possible for adequate preparation to have been

made tor the substitute teacher.

She should also remember that the reasons

tor school regulations may not aloys be apprec1ated by the individuals who
did not part1cipate in their development.
The principal of the loeal school is the key to any program f'or enhancing cooperation between the regular and substitute teachers in h1s building.
His attitudes are reflected in the attitudes at the members of his staff.
It is his duty to set the educational climate so that the substitute teacher
is able to effectively perform he!" function in continuing the educational

program in the room of the absent teacher.
Several 'Ways are recommended to accomplish this purpose.

Commi ttees of'

teachers can study the ways by wh1ch the school can help the substitute
teacher most effectively.

The need for and the necessity of working with

substi tute teachers can be the topic ot stUdy groups, teachers t meetings,
and in-service programs.
The construction of a school handbook or instruction sheet tor substitute teachers as a cooperative project by the teachers not only points up
the need for acceptance and cooperation but also produces a valuable device
for orienting replacement teachers to the community and the school.
The development of a school code of conduct, previously described, 1s

another valuable aid in gaining acceptance for the substitute teachers from
the school starf and also the pupils.
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An indirect but important responsib111 ty of the principal to the sub ..
stitute teacher 1s his insistence on the regular teachers' maintaining
attractive classrooms, efficient routInes, and good pupil control.
previously pointed out these

es~entials

of good teaching practIce

As
r~ve

an

important bearing on the effectiveness of a substitute teacher.
Although this study was primarily concerned with the working relationships between the substitute teacher and the regular teacher in the local
school, It must be recognIzed that there are other and extraneous forces
that have an important but indIrect bearIn.g on these relatIons.
For example, most ot the regular teachets interviewed, were concerned
wi tb the failure of the 5ubst1 tute teachers in such important areas as

classroom management and disCipline.

As remedies they recommended in-service

classes, indoctrination courses, and orientation meetings.

These activities

can only be conducted on a city-vide or district-wide Oasls.
Another case in point is the lack of teaching experIence, or even of
practice teaching as requirements for obtaining a temporary or subati tute
teacher's certificate.

The Board ot Examiners recognizes the desirability

of sucb experience betore a certificate is issued, but finds it is impossible
to demand such prerequisi tee due to the present teacher shortage.
A third problem involves the assigning of substitute teachers to classes
outside ot their fields of training or experience.

Many substitute teachers

trained for high scbool teaching are now employed in elementary school
classes.

An over-supply of high school substi tute teachers and a shortage

of elementary school subat! tute teachers is the cause of this problem.

The
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Subat! tute Center points out that i!' 1 t aS3ic;ned its Gubst! tute teacher:!
only to positions for which they are qualified, an inequitable distribution
"ould rel;u1t.
would be

Classrooms would be \dthout teachers while substitute teachers

unemploJ~d.

The differences in procedures and rout1ne:3 1n the various schools cause

difficulties for substitute teachers in the frequent adjustments necessi-

tated.

Again only the

Cen~ral

the necessary standardization.

Office or the School Districts can effect
However, there is a great similarity among

schools in this matter and it is questionable if further standardization 1s
wise.

It must be remembered. that the

school~

of Chicago are very' diverse

in problems and traditions.
l\. recurrent sugsrestlon in the 11 terature was for the prOVision of'

special supervisors to work with substitute teachers.

Considering the lack

of experience a.nd the if'..adequate preparation of substitute teachers 1n
general, and the failure of or inability of the local school to provide
adequate supervisory help for them, this recOUInendation would seem to be
valuable.
In the su.geesteu program oeveral innovations in overall school administration and supervision have been implied which could mke the work of the
substi tute teacher more effective.

Further study 1s indicated to determine

the value and feasibility of instituting a

num1~r

of prOVisions, among which

are:
1.

Issuance of regular supervisory bulletins devoted to the interests

of substitute teachers.

l~

2.

Investigation ot the circumstances which cause excessive loss ot

substitute teachers to the Chicago Schools.

3. Provision of regular supervisors to adVise and assist substitute
teachers.

4. Establishment of liaison with teacher training institutions so that
future substitute teachers will receive some practical training in this
essential work.

5. Establishment of a scheduled Pre-school Orientation Workshop the
week preceding the start of each semester.

6. PrOVision of a handbook tor substitute teachers similar
provided tor beginning teachers.

to that
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APPENDIX I

BE.RNARD A. QUISH

2601 West 8lat Plaoe
Chicago

Tel:

29, Ill.

HE

4-6382

Dear Substitute;

Your name has been given to me by Miss Mary Rottman, Director of the
Substitute Center.

We

are interested 1n the working relationship between

you, the substitute teaoher, and the regular teacher you replace, with a
Viev toward improving this relationship and thereby improVing the education
of the children.
We feel certa1n that you

have exper1enced both pleasant and trying

situations as you traveled from school to school.

We hope, with your help,

to increase the number of pleasant, and dill1n1sh the number of trying
situations )"Ou and other substitutes experience.

By coaplet1ng the

enclosed questionnaire and returning 1t to me as soon as possible, you will

have contributed substantially to the success of this study and, we hope,
to the welfare of the substitute teachers and children of' the Chicago Public

School System.
'rbank you,
BImRARD A. QUISH
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APPENDIX II

Please indicate the way you feel each question applies to you at you.r
latest substituting assignment.
Circle numeral 1 for -- Yes, it was of' considerable help to me.
Circle numeral 2 tor -- Yes, though it was cf little or no help to me.
Circle nu.ral 3 for -- No, though it would have been of considerable

help to a.
Circle numeral 4 for -- No, it would have been of little or no help to me.
1.

Did you meet the principal before school? • • • • • • • • ••

1 2 3 4

2.

Did someone introduce you to one or more teachers in
nearby rOOUlfl'l • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • •

1234

Were you provided with a list of instructions (possibly
a handbook) dealing with school routines? • • • • • • •

••• 1 2 3 4

3.
4.

Were)"OU provided with a floor plan of t~ building?
,

Were keys to the room and closets available?

6.

Were keys

to the desk and cupboards available?

• ••• 1 2 3 4

• • • • • • • • 1234

• • • • • • • 12 34

1. Was there an up-to-date seating chart available? • • • • • • 1 2 3 4
8.

Was there a bell schedule in the desk or posted somewhere

in the room?

•••••••••••••••••••••• • •

Was there a lesson plan or outline of the wcrk to be
covered? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

10.

• ••• 1 2 3 4

tlas there a daily program or time allotment in the desk

or posted?
11.

1 2 3 4

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Were there directions for handling lunch money, milk
money, etc. '1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

1 2 3 4

• 1234

Was there persoaal information about pupils that you

should know'l
illness)
13.

(Tomray has Just returned from a long

•••••••••••••••••••••• •

•••

1234

Was there a list of names of' pupil helpers or costs to
help you locate assignments, atenals and to help
generally with routine _tters f • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

1 2 3 4
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14. Were there instructions as to how the class was grouped
tor instructional purposes? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • 1 2 34

there instructions as to procedw-es in emergenCies?
(Fire Drills, AcCidents, etc.) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 123 4

Were

16. Were there routines outlined for recesses, dismissals
and whether or not the class 1s escorted? • • • • • • ••••

123 4

Were there directions tor maldng recorda and reports? • • ••

1 2 3 4

18. Wea there a sample paper showing beadings, margins, ete. 'I • •

1 2 3 4

19.

Were sutt"1cient supplies, paper, pencils, etc., available?.

1 2 3 4

20.

Ware there any instructions as to special activities
peculiar to this school! (Special music classes, reading
programs, remedial classes, etc.) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1234

21.

Were sufficient textbooks available,?

22.

Did the principal or some member of the statt introduce you
to the students in your room! • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

1 2 3 4

Was there evidence that the students had been prepared
in bow to receive and work with a substitute teacher? • •

••
• • •

123 4

25.

Did you use scheduled :t:'ilms or film strips in your class? ••

1 2 3 4

26.

Did you teach the class by the unit method? • • • • • • • ••

1 2 3 4

17.

• • • • • • • • • • • • 123 4

24. Did the teacher leave scheduled tests tor you to

gi va '1

1 2 3 4

Did you encourage the children to discuss materials with
the class? (Social recitation) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 2 3 4

28.

Did you try to keep the class together on one lesson or
unitT • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •

12 34

29. Did you bring any actiVity

• • • 12 34
eXperienced teacher assigned to you as a "Buddy"? • • 1234

none were available?
\rIas an

31.

or seat work to use in case
•••••••••••••••••

Were you informed of the indiVidual to W'bom you could go

tor belp with diSCipline? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

1234

r

32. Was there a form to report to the teacher aDd/or 'the
ott ice w!at the class bad accomplished' • ~ •
II

.,

"

"

•

•

••

1 2 3 4

33. Did the principal visit your class at any timet • • • • • •• 1 2 3 4
34. Were JOU. notified in a reasonable time abou.t the return
of' the regulal' teacher? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 1 2 3 4

35. Was there intonation about a classroom organization!

(President, Chairman) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ ~ •• 1 2 3 4

36.

Was there allI' indication of pupils ability! (A superio~
student to at1tl.alate a laggiq d1acuaaiou, a slow student
who Deeds help) • • • • " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

. ,.

1234

31. Were there instructions reprd11l8 children leaVina class

tor music lessons, re_dial work, or other ftUd reasons? •• 1 I 3 ...

38.

Were eour• • of' st\1dy (Study SUia...) ava1l.able?

• • • • • • • 123'

39. 014 10U attend any taculty . .Ungat . . . " . . . . . . . . 1 2 3 4

40. were there directions tor 1IBrkins ,.pen and tsstst
(Percentage .arks, letters, stars, etc.) • • • • • • • • •
41.

D1d any regular teacher otter to belp 7OU'l

• 1234

• • • • • • • • • 1234

On the toUoving questiOll8 pleue I

Circle nu.ral 1 tor Circle numeral 2

tor -

All of it.
MDl'e tban halt ot it.

Circle numeral 3 tor _. Le•• than balf' of it.
Circle numeral 4 tor -- loDe of it.
Circle numeral 5 tor -

Bone available or Does not appl.7 to tq'

situation.
1.

2.

How IIUCh of the work that the teacher's lesson plan.
called tor did you covwr1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

1 2

3 .. ,

D1d JOU correct the home work that was banded in
while you were in cnarge' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

1 2

3 .. ,
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3. Did)'OU. 001'1"'eot the seatvork tbat 70U assigned to
the claas? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Cheek the apace 1nd1cating the attitude
toward you.

or

thiIit other taellbera ot the staft

Frtend17
Clerk
Pr1ncl~

Other Teachers
Children

•• •

Unt'riendl,.v

In.d1tterent

174
What type of lesson pJ.ans do you prefer that the teacher leave'

Bow do you deal w1 th serious discipline problema'l

On leavins, 414 you lea"" tbe teacher a report r4 tbe work accomplished,
discipllne problems' Howt

What sugest10JlS could you __ to briJl8 about a closer working relationship betweell the replar ancl the 8Ubet1tute teacbert

--------------------.......APPElCDIX OI

After eaoh quest10n 1t. abbreV1ated form" oontaining the qwast.1on con

2. Did someone 1ntrodllOe you to one or more teachers in nearb,rooms 'I -MHt1ng teachers.

3. Were you provlded with • list of 1nstruct:l0ll5 (poss:lbl,J a baDdbook) dealing vith school rou.tine.'-·Instructiona-baDdboolt.

4.

Were you provided with. £1..oor plar1 of the bu1ld1ns'·-PlaD

at

building.

5.

Were keys to the room and closet t\Vl\1lablet-Room 1ceye.

6. We" keys to the deslt aDd cupboards a'1a1labl.ef-J)tsk keys.
7. Was there an up-to-date seatill8 cba1"'t aYa1lable'l.-se&tins CJ11uot.
8. Was there a bell acbe4ule in the desk or poated somewhere 111 the
roomf-Jell schedule.

9. Was there a lesson plan or outline of work to be cowredt ..·Lesson
plan.

--Ti_

10. was there a daily pros;ram or t1me allotment in tbe desk or poatedt
allotment.

ll. Were tben directions tor barldllXlg 1wlch money, II1lk 1IOM7,
••BaDdliag collections.
12.

(~

.te.

t

Was tbere peracmal intonation aboat pupi1a that you shoulcl lmovt
baa Just retumed trOll a long illness)-Peraonal information.

_.a

13. waa there a Us, of
or pupil helpers or hosts to belp , .
loeate "s1p1enta, _ter1altl and to help generally \l1th routine aatterat
--List at he1pera.
14. Were there instructions ao to hOW' the class
instructional purpoae.t.....QJooup1ng.
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'ftS

grouped. tor
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15. Were there instructions a.s to procedures in emergencies?
Drills, Accidents, etc.).-Emergency procedures.

(Fire

16. Were there routines outlined for recesses, dismissals and whether
or not the class 1s escorted1--Dism1ssal routines.
17. Were there directions tor making recorda and reports?--Records
and reports.
18.
paper.

Was there a Mmple paper showing headings, margins, etc. ?--Sample

19. Were sufficient supplies, paper, pencils, etc., available1--Sufficient supplies.
20. Were there any instructions 8S to special acti vi ties peculiar to
this school1 (Special music classes, reading programs, remedial classes,
etc.)--Special activities.

21.

.

Were sufficient textbooks availablef--Textbooks.

22. Did the prInCipal or some member or the statt introduce you to
the students in your roomt--Meeting students.

23. Was there evidence that the stUdents had been prepared 1n how to
receive and work with a substitute teacher?--Student preparation.
24.

Did the teacher leave scheduled tests for you to give? ..Scheduled

tests.

25. Did you use scheduled films or film strips in your class?--Aud1ovisual materials.
26.

Did you teach the ClaS8 by the unit method'l--Un1t teaching.

27. Did you encoura~ the children to discuss materials with the
class? (Social recitation)--8ocial recitation.

28. Did you try to keep the class together on one lesson or unit?-Keeping class together.

29. Did you bring any activity or seat work to use in ease none were
available1--SUbstitute's own materials.
30.
sponsor.

Was an experienced teacher assigned to you as a "Buddy"? ....Teacher
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31. Were you informed of the individual to whom you could go 'tor
help with disc1pl1nef .......Help with discipline.
32. Was there a torm to report to the teacher and/or the oftice what
the class had accomplished?--Report form.
33.

Did the principal visit your class at any time?--Princ1pel Visita.

34. Were you noti'tied in a reasonable time about the retlll"n of' the
regular teacher? .....Return of teacher.

35. Was there
organiUltion.

in~ormation

about a classroom

or~nizationt--Room

36. Was there any indication of pupils &bili tyt (A superior student
to stimulate a lagging discussion) a slow student who needs help)--Pupil
ability.

31. Were there 1ustructions regarding children leaving class 'tor
music lessons, remedial work, or other valid reasonsf--Pupils leaving class.

38.. Were courses of study (Study guides) ava1lable?--Study guides.
39.

Did you attend any faculty ID8etlngs?-.Faculty meeting.

40. Were there directions tor IlIlrking papers and tests? (Percentage
marks, letters, stars, etc. )--Method ot marking papers.

'.1.

Did any regular teacher otter to help you?--Help ,oftered.

l\.PPEilDIX IV
REFLIE3 TO ~~UEJTIONi) ON Q.trEJTIONNAIRE

Freque~~

Question
Meeting principal
~l}
2} Meeting teachers
(3) Instructions-handbook

!~l6)
~1)

(~~

~10)

11)

(12)

~13)
14}
(15)
(16)
(11~
~18

19~

(20

Plan of building
Room keys
Desk keys
Seating chart
Bell schedule
Lesson plan
TilDe allotment
Handling collections
Pe1'"sonal information
List of helpers
Grouping
Emergency procedures
Dismissal routines
Records and reports
Saraple paper
Sufficient supplies
Special activities

(21)

Textbooks

(22)

Meeting students
Student preparation
Scheduled wsts
Audio-visual materials
UnIt teaching
30cial recitation
Keeping class together
Substitutets avn materials
Teacher sponsor
Help with discipline
Report form
Principal visits
Return of regular teacher
Room organization
Pupil ability

~23)

!~l

~~l

29)
(30)

PI)
32)

(33~

(34
P5)
36)

1

2

3

4

?(a)

79

21
13
6

18
30
65

2

3

12

18
11
10
45

81

51
13

116

7

107

3

9B

1

SO

81
105
27

19
41~

45

82
34

5

:

8

9

2
3
3
1
7
6

III

2
1
2
6
0

39

3

57
15
51

3
1

27
11~

115
52

68

110
104
88

31
44
9

60
85
29

35

(Coot'd.)

118

8

5
7

29

41
43
19
79
87
79
72
40

87
63
14
15
52
16
45
59
58

26

3
4

14

3

1

3

12

2

8

0
11

69
61
64
22

9

22

11

1

9

62
12

8

16
5
3
2
2
25
22

1
8
4

6
38

~4

1
20
6

41
11
51
34
36
10
11
28
31
15
60

3

6
5
2
5

5
3

4
3

5

7
5

6

5
5

8
5
5

8

5

4
8

1
13
17
6

13
1
5

7
5

31

8

9

12

36
15

10
1
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tquency

1

2

3

4

1(a)

Pupils leaving class
Study gu1des

43
90

75
25

10

7
6

Faculty meetings
Method of marldll6 papers

63
9

3
8
6
3
7

Question

~ra~
(39~
~~)

Help offered

(a) t Indicates lack of any response.

93

69

9
40
50

22

11

22

7
7
5

1.8o
TABLE XXVII
REPLIES '1'0 QUESTIONS ON ATTITUDE OF' STAFF AWD CHILDREN

Friendly
Clerk
Principal
other teachers
Children

Indifferent

t (a)

4

21
25
21

10

5

12

Unf'riendly

112
103
108
U6

0
0

5

5
5

(a) Humber not answering item.
TABLE XXVIII
REPLIES TO QUESTIONS Olf COVERAGE OF CLI\SSWORK

More
All
Lesson plan

Homework
3eatwork

53

44
77

None
Avail-

Than

Less
Than

Half

Half

None

able

No
Reply

42

1
2

0

30

12

22
27

9

13
8

48
8

9
9
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